inspection of

ies.
These were divided into three
divisions which were heard in dif
ferent rooms and in the evening the
linals were given in Memorial
hall
which was open to the public.
Fifteen were selected out of the ]
Automobile Trip Through Dead 47 to speak in the evening and with j
Mr. and Mrs. Scaanman the towns
River Also Enjoyed.
people are very gratified to learn
that their son Albert was one of
George S. Hobbs, president of the
the 15 chosen which can certainly
gaudy River & Rangeley
Lakes be admitted as a great honor. His ■
railroad; W. D. Wa Id ron,
ge n era 1 subject was the “ Call to Arms,”
passenger agent of
the Maine CemThe board of . judges were Princi-1
tral railroad;; Fred V. Berry, assispal W. G. Mallet, Farmington Normal
t&nt to Mr. Ho-bbs, were in Phillips
school; Principal William B. f Jack'
Wednesday n
K.
These gent lemen in company with Portland High school; George'
Bassett, esq., Augusta.
foprifltendeii
This annual speaking contest was
«al passerge
open to every preparatory and high!
and Roadma:
school student in Maine and
New!
jgade an ins;
As one paper stated!
Thursday; all
■ trip Hampshire.
by automobili
Dead at this session the oratorical cream!
of the Pine Tree and Granite states'
River region.
was presented.
The exhibition was
marked by great success.
All the
youthful orators showed
promising j
ability for strong speaking.
The four prizes were won by Or
lando H. Lane of Coburn Classical
Institute, first, $50; Eroll Rawson of
In the fiftli annual Lyford Inter Kent’s Hill Seminary, second, $25;
scholastic prize speaking contest lielcl John B. Mathews, Hebron Academy,
Friday, May 22 at W aterville there third, $15; Maynard J.
Wartman,
were 47 contestants in the preliminar Tilton Seminary, N. H.„ fourth, $10.

S. R. & R. L R. R.

PHILLIPS BOY
WINS AN HONOR

«

6ELEY LAKE

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING

R AN G ELEY LA K E S H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine

MINGO SP R IN G S H O T E L A N D CAM PS

I
S !
| Will open on Wednesday, May 20, under the management o f Mrs. B. C. :£ j
I;!; J. Eastman. Further particulars will be given in this ad. next week.
j

LAKEW OOD GAMPS,

M id d le d a m ,'M a in e

TO LET FOR THE SEASON OF 1914
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Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
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Individual Camps. Rock Fire-places. Fly and Bait Fishing; Lake and Stream Fishingfor Trout. Telephone.

Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

This large, elegant Summer Cottage, completely furnished and
equipped for housekeeping Location the best on Rangeley Lake, For
complete description and terms, apply to

JULIAN K. VILE S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
X

Furbish & Herrick,

Rangeley, Maine.

Mountain View House | NOTES FROM THE
Mountain View, Maine

Maine. |

G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
_
i
ED GRANT & SON CO.

BLAKESLEE

LAKE

GAMPS

On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake.
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
JOSEPH H. W H ITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
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RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a
%h tableland in
N O R T H E R N M A IN E
ff'than ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately
■'000feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
**ter, snvigorating air; with th(-best of accommodations at ^^hfnnnbip^ho'
fr<>mthe modest and com fortable ftg cabin to the palatial and fashionable hoH with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those
referring this class o f amusement.

Ih e SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
jj®M» a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be f urnLI)Mupon application to

j \N. BEAL,

General Passenger Agent,

and strong.
Well to change the subject, have
I told you of the bull fights? I saw
a couple last Sunday and
Sunday
before last.
It is pretty good if a
fellow has not seen them.
Have Vera Cruz and Have It Good W e have two airships and the avi
ator went over the camps of Huer
and Strong.
ta’s men and they opened fire on
him and he found four bullet holes
W e take the following
from
a in the machine when he got back.
I was on board the “ Arkansas” the
letter written by Montford Hun toon
other day to see the bandmaster I
to his grandfather, Mr. W. S.
knew and stayed all day and had a
Badger under date of May 11, from fine time.
W e go over on
the
Vera Cruz,, Mexico:
“I have
a “ Utah” this week to give a little
few minutes while we are
waiting concert and have a “ smoker” if we
the order to go on the firing line. don’t expect any attack.
Has the snow gone yet? I suppose
You
know
the rebels
have,
Sure is warm here.
I am
taken
Tampico
and
are com- ^it has.
ing
toward Vera
Cruz
and nearly as black as a greaser myself.”
Huerta
has 15,000
men
that|
Vilia’iS men are pushing into us and
yesterday they sent three messages
to General Funston and wanted to
surrender to him but he would not
accept it.
They are in a fix. They
haven’t much to eat and not much
ammunition and we have them block Able Address by Hon. J. Blaine
ed here and Villa’s men have
the
Morrison.
other side blocked.
They are about
14 miles out from the firing
line
now and coming in slow. We have
Memorial day this year was all that
all our marines out and we
are could be desired, for although the
already to start at a moment’s notice early hours brought some showers,
if they attack.
They have
about bright sunshine followed, and the en
15,000 men and if Villa’s or the reb- tire program for the day was carried
als got them they will be shot and out as planned.
if they give up to us they are afraid
The usual order of exercises by the
that Villa’s men will capture us and Post in the cemetery were held with
then he’ ll torture them for giving up. several selections by the Phillips Cor
We have this city and have it good net band and a recitation by Ruel
Leavitt, little son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
R. Leavitt. Mr. W. M. Payson, as
sistant in the High school, addressed
the company with the following appro
priate remarks:
and roofcha wanted fo r colleares. H ighest prices p aid . O u td oor
sum m er w ork. Get com plete book o f instructions and d etail*.
Send 2c stam p. JAM ES SIN C LA IR , Entom ologist, D ep t. 9,
We are met here today to show our
Los A n geles Cal.

FIRING LINE

F or further particu lars w rite or address

L. E. B O W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
•
*
*

DEMONSTRATION
NEXT SATURDAY
Two Thousand Votes Free to Every
i
Lady Attending.

|t

1 One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys. Lake.
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five mile river affords the best of
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room. For particulars write for free circular to

.

.

W rite fo r B ooklet that will tell You all about it.

Phillips, Maine.

Remember Maine Woods Has a
First-Class Job Printing Department.

MEMORIAL DAY
EXERCISES

BU TTERFLIES

We are pleased to announce that
R. H. Preble heads the list in his
district in the Press contest. Every
one wants to attend the free voting
clay and demonstration at the Grange
hall next Saturday afternoon. 2000
votes will be given to every woman
attending and a double vote
value
will be given for all labels, cartons,
etc., from goods ordered cn
this
occasion for delivery b>y retail deal
ers.
Music, refreshments, samples
and souvenirs will be given, every
thing absolutely free.
Just think
what it will mean to North, Frank
lin
Grange
to
receive $1„000
in cash.
This is the
amount
it gets as well as the
substantial
prize to R. H. Preble.
Everyone is
invited Saturday but the ladies are
what count this time.
Let’s
all
attend*
reverence for these dead heroes. We
place upon their graves, the wreath,
symbolic of victory, and the flag under
which they fought. The toil, the sac ’
rifice, the martyrdom of these men we
honor to the little extent we may this
day. And although the symbols of our
honor are small and ephemeral, yet the
love and reverence in the hearts of
those who placed them is strong and
true; the love which placed these
wreaths, the reverence which brought
these banners will continue as long as
loyalty and gratitude to the defenders
of freedom shall inspire the people of
this country.
It is always a glolious thing fora
man to offer his life for his country.
But when the principle is good for
which that country stands then added
honor reflects upon the individual.
America was settled by men who want
ed freedom, men who left their homes
in a country which did not afford them
the liberty they desired, and came to
this wilderness. When the constitution
of this nation was written, one question
was evaded, one loophole left open and
black slavery grew up. That question,
these men answered with their lives;
that loophole they filled with their
bodies, and the United States have
said with a clearness which cannot be
misunderstood, “ There shall not be
slavery in this free land.” This is the
principle for which these men fought.
Then the war itself gives additional
fame to the men of the north. The
causes for its disastrous beginning are
perhaps many, but one at least can be
(Continued on page eight).
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Here’s the best-m ade
.2 2 Rifle in the world

J U N E 4, 1914

KENNEBAG0 LETTERS
Chronicle of the Adventures of Two Young
People in the Woods of Maine.

With
Round Barrel $14.50
Octagon “
16.00

THarlin

By H. V. ScMieren

-

I shook my head
“ You’re a brick‘ sure enough,” said
he.
Boh smoked placidly. ' I
him if Peter was an awful load to
carry.
“ Shucks no,” he answered, “jj.
don’t weigh nothin’. I snaked a 25q
pound buck clear down from the top
of this ridge once and that was some
tote you bet.
You see its much eas.
ier to carry a live load, like sjr
Woodhouse, than a dead varmint liie
a deer.
There’s some give to Peter
but to a dead buck, well, it’s about
like toting a load of lead. She just
presses one way, and that’s down,"
After a good rest we started on
and I really felt quite refreshed; (t
was easier going too for we kept
right to the old logging road, down
hill all the way.
Towards the end
of the journey I got winded again
and just walked mechanically I hardly knew where.
My hair came
down, but 1 was too weary to stop
and put it up.
As I look back oa
it, I realize that I must have been
a sight to behold.
Peter set up a shout, and we saw
jthe glint of the lake through tie
trees, and I almost cried for joy
when we got to the canoe.
Bob put liis patient in Very care
fully and then I fell after him. Peter’s face was very white and hie
lips were tightly compressed. He
smiled weakly at me and once he
tried to hold my hand. We paddled
swiftly over to our landing.
there the invalid caved ia COB

with a wave of the hand and * told
him to stop his noise or he’d put a
gag in his mouth to keep him quiet.
LETTER NO. 10 CONTINUED
“ Now you can’t put that foot * on
.2 2 R epeater MODEL
1897
the ground, not if I know it,’’ said
HIS is no ordinary .2 2 rifle: It’s the only .22 repeater m ade with
From Miss Diana Morgan at Kenhe, “ I’m responsible for you till I
the dependable lever action — like a big gam e rifle. It has
better weight, better balance, greater stability than any other .22. It’ s guaranteed nebago Lake, Maine, to Miss Geral get you hack to camp; after
that,
in accuracy and reliability; handles rapidly, gives 25 shots at one loading, bhoots .ZZ dine Winthrop, Richmond, Va.
well, maybe Miss Morgan can see you
snort, .22 long and .22 long-rifle cartridges without adjustment. For rabbits, squirrels, hawks, geese,
Kennebago Lake, Maine,
foxes, for all small game and target work up to 200 yards, just get this JjU{ZElII2
through.”
October 6, 19—
It’s a take-down rifle, convenient to carry and clean. Has, tool steel working parts that cannot wear out.
Seeing that Bob was in
earnest
Beautiful case-hardened finish; superb build and balance.. Ivory bead and Rocky Mountain sights: the Dear Jerry:—
and that further resistance was foolbest set furnished on any .22. The solid top and side ejection mean safety and rapid, accurate i*ing.
Our way took us down the slope of ish> he gave in at last) and promised
Ark your dealer—or send o« three stamps postage for new big catalog of all Y /££Z r'//,J l repeating rifles and shotguns.
NEW HAVEN, CONN. a steep ridge, where it was very t0 do aliything we said,
33 Willow Street
7A e 7/Ia r/isi firea rm s Co.
difficult going on account of
old
- Now you’re talking like a human
fallen trees and underbrush that balk- b ein g ,” said Bob.
Peter
waS| ^ ’ ^ 6
a sort of sling out of
ling in the waters of Brassua Lake. ed us at every turn.
awfully good and helped me all
be hlg sweater and put it on his neck
They will be absent several days.
could.
If he hadn’t, I’m sure 1 ]ike a pad> then he backed up to
don’t know what I should have done. p eter
Dr. A. W. Anthony and Miss Kate Deer hunting you will perceive, is; « Now> you catch hold of this and
J. Anthony of Lewiston, who have some hard work and not all fun by puU yourself up on my back,"
he
recently purchased -the large and
It makes me ache to commanded.
At the meeting of the Penqbscot beautiful Bennett farm, so-called, at any means.
think of that • slide through the
Peter did as he was told and got
River and Pushaw Lake Motor Boat New Gloucester, have
generously “ down timber” as Bob calls it.
his arms around Bob’s neck. Then
club,
held
Tuesday
evening,
given the usq of the fine big house,
At last we got to the bottom of Bob got his arms through. Peter’s
it was voted to post notices offering the grounds, and the entire
equip
a standing reward of $25 for the ment to Opportunity Farm for one the hill, where there was a fine stur legs and lifted bin*, off of the ground
dy brook tinkling through the ravine as if he had been a baby.
arrest and conviction of any person
year.
If the work of the institut and filling the air with its music.
found breaking into or damaging any
“ There,” he said, when the invalid
ion develops to an extent
where 1 was pretty well tired out and hot,
his pletely.
was safely landed
between
camp, motor boat or tent, or other
The strain of course had
the purchase of the farm seems de oh, so hot and thirsty, so we stopped; shoulders, “ we’ll snake you out
of been dreadful.
outlying property of the club, or any
sirable, Opportunity Farm association to get a drink.
Peter bent down to here just as easy as if you was
a
of its members.
Recent depredate
W e got him up on the piazza and
will be given an option on
the scoop up water in my little rubber dead buck,” and he started away
ions, including the theft of a
row
then Uncle took charge and administ
property.
The location of
the drinking cup.
As he was bending with his long easy stride, swinging
boat which has completely
disap
ered a good dose of whiskey. He
farm on the tip-top of Harris Hill .over, something happened in
^ ie up the slope of the ridge, leaving me perked up at once and Bob got M
peared, aroused the club to
take
r,
is ideal, and the place is
just a twinkling of an eye, it seemed ^ ne to follow as best I could.
action which shall result in a stop
Bangs who is quite an amateur doc
“ stone’s throw” from
Opportunity minute he was smiling young Mr.
“ Come along, Miss Morgan,”
he
to these annoyances, some of which
Farm.
Through the summer,
at Woodhouse; the next, he was lying called, “ don't bother with the rifles, tor, to come over and have a look at
have been petty and others of which
We were glad
least, F. Forrest Pease and
his on the rocks groaning with pain, for I’ll come back after them this after the injured foot.
have proved expensive for the un
when
he
told
us
that
no bones were
family will occupy the Bennett by a wild chance, his foot had slippe noon.” ^
fortunate owners.
Frank
Welch
broken a/id that it was simply what
house.
and jammed against a rock, sprain
But I did bother with those rifles Bob had diagnosed it,
was chosen fleet captain and a com
a nasty
ing his ankle unmercifully.
for I made up my mind that if he sprain, whch would have to be care
mittee on ball was appointed, con
Chief Warden F. M. Perkins of
I ran to his side.
was going to carry Peter some three fully nursed for a while.
sisting of Frank Harris and
John
He dis
Bradley has reported the payment of
“ Oh, It is nothing at all,” he said, miles through the woods
back to carded our makeshift bandage and
Barnett, to arrange for a public ball
a $10 fine and costs by L. M. Beane as he tried to get oh his feet, but •camp, I could at least help bringing
in city hall at an early date. Among
bound the ankle up in a long strip
for catching black bass in closed I could see by the drawn look on his tjie fjre arm equipment and save him
the improvements to be carried out
of surgeon’s tape and when he was
season.
white face that he was in fearful]
trouble of another weary journey through Peter said that he felt fine
the coming summer, is placing
of
pain.
later in the day.
booms at strategic points, buoys
and that he guessed he would soon
Mel Darling of South Portland is
Boh lifted him around so that
he
My! but those guns were an
un- be well with so many people to wait
wherever there is danger in
the sure some fisherman, observes the
could lean his back against a stump.; handy bundle of trouble to carry.
on him and minister to his welfare.
channel and the making of a chart Portland Argus.
While out in his
By the time we got through with
for the convenience of those new Hampton boat the other day fishing “ Now, we’ll get that boot right o ff,: Will j ever forget that walk? Oh!
how I wished that I were a man, so our surgical examination it was three
members not yet familiar with the about 12 miles south southeast of Mr. Woodhouse,” he said.
Peter was game, and although I
I could have been of some as- o’clock, and of a sudden it came or®
channel.
Rocks which may be dis White Head he was greatly suripris
know that the operation nearly killed sistance to poor Boh. They chided
me that we had not had a bite In
posed of by a reasonable amount of ed at seeing a big halibut on top
was eat since before daylight, so I made
dynamite, will be blasted out of the of the water in close proximity to him, he did not even wince as the me at>out the guns and Peter
heavy shoe was unlaced and carefully furious.
He said that it was posi- tea. in the fireplace and the surgeon
channel and every effort made to his boat.
Mel just reached for him drawn from his already badly swol
tively dangerous for me to
carry brought over some cold meat and
provide a clean channel
between with his gaff and got a good
firm len foot.
Bob surveyed the injured such a load over that rough going,
things from the hotel, and we hadi
the club landing in Portland
and hold, and although the fish struggled
member.
but nevertheless, I stuck to
them real jolly party out on the piazza
the lake.
desperately in lidis efforts to escape
“ That’s only a mighty
nasty like grim death.
Over
windfalls, wlth p eter, interesting invalid, {he
he was quickly subdued and in less sprain, 1 reckon,” he said, “ we must; through blackberry thickets, slipping
centre of attraction.
aboard bind it up good and tight with some
Mr. Sinclair who not long ago pur-, than 15 minutes was hauled
and sliding on rocks and stones;
After the things had been disposed
the
boat.
On
reaching
the
city
the
thing.
That is if we can find any looking back on' it, I honestly don’t
chased half of Long island, opposite
«5f, and Bob for the hundredth tkt
fish
was
landed
at
Daggett’s
on
thing to use as a bandage,” and he see how I ever did it.
Cox’s Head in the lower Kennebec,
And poor had asked if there was anything icon
bis looked helplessly about him.
t
has returned from nearly a year’s Portland pier, weighing with
Bob; goodness it must have almost 'that he could do for us, he wet!
pounds.
Then I had a bright idea (yes I do killed him to say nothing of the pain
visit abroad and has been down look head on a trifle over 200
over to the guides’ quarters and Pets
ing his property and its improve On cleaning a miscellaneous lot of get one once in a while Jerry).
that Peter was enduring all the time. and your humble servant were left
articles
were
found
in
the
stomach,
“ Here take this,” I said, handing Tramp-tramp-stumble, and I’d go righ alone.
ments over.
He has taken the old
. t
a Bob my camel’s hair neck muffler.
Zina Spinney farmhouse and
re including pieces of trawls and
down on all fours.
1 fell so many
Uncle Jo was enjoying his uaul
bunch
of
about
a
doezn
cod
hooks.
“ The very thing we want,”
said time® that I got used to It. How I afternoon beauty sleep and shaking
modeled it and will build a steam
boat landing on the west shore. The It was a pretty good day’s work for he, “ cut it up in long strips about a hated my old skirts that day. When the cabin with his snores. We M
l
having couple of inches wide.
Here take I bought my hunting suit I thought for a while chatting; and then W
island is a large one on the eastern the stalwart fisherman, he
go that the skirt was the very cutest
side of the river.
Mr. Sinclair is quite a lot of market fish in additicn this hunting knife of mine and
patient got a sudden silence and did
to it.”
a man of considerable wealth and to the big one.
thing, but on that trip I d have given
speak for sometime^ but j
Peter now protested vigorously.
lias already
laid
out quite a
about all I possess for a pair
o f ( smoked cigarette after cigarette ui
WILSON AT MOOSEHEAD
“ This is absolute nonsense,” he ex- pants like Peter was wearing. Skirts
bunch of money on the island. Some
gazed out over the lake. The
claimed, “ I’m not going to have you are out of place in the woods any- ows were slowly lengthening lab
of the natives are of the opinion
“ I never saw better fishing in my ruin that muffler for the sake
of how and mine almost killed me. It our most eventful day was drawi«
that the place is to be used as a
life,” said Chairman Wilson of the this little sprain.”
got soaking wet, from the
bushes, to a close.
summer school.
It seemed to me «a
Inland Fish and Game
association,
We did not heed him as I slit the and was as heavy as lead. Oh Jerry though a year had passed since w
“ than we had on our recent trip to woolly thing into ribbons with the dear, that was an experience.
started off so gayly In the morning..
A Portland paper tells of a man, Moosehead lake says the Commer keen blade.
Just when I felt Bure that I could I shivered when I thought of what
who while fishing from Commercial cial.
Charles V. Turgeon and O. H
Perhaps it was not an
exactly not go another step without a rest, might have happened and how east
wharf in that city caught such a Olfene went with me and we camped surgical job that Bob and I did that
we came to that blessed yard and it would have been for Peter to
large flounder that he became
so on the shore of North bay, nearly day up there in the woods, but
at' Bob plumped down on a convenient have broken his leg instead of simpU
excited that be fell overboard and ten
miles above Kineo.
I had a any rate, when we had
finished ; log where Peter could rest his injure spraining an ankle.
We certain!?
was with difficulty rescued. If the lot of business to do on the way and transferring the muffler from
m y! foot In comfort. I must have looked had a lot to be thankful for- I ***
fish had been a bit larger he would 1 managed to get in a couple
of neck to Peter’s ankle, the
patient bedragged, and mercy how I fbrt. fatigued and the realization came
have probably drowned.
days of fishing.
Everybody
was said that his foot felt bully, and that One look at Bob however gave me
over me that I had not washed
catching.
You had no idea of the we were a couple of bricks.
courage, for would you believe it he face and fixed my hair since early
“ There,” said I, “ I guess that will wasn't even breathing fast after his morning and must surely be a pe^
Kezar pond is sending out reports number of people, who have already
to long walk.
He lighted a pipe and feet fright.
cf great fishing.
C. R. Hoag
of swarmed into the Moosehead country. do until we can get you back
nearly camp.”
didn’t act as if he’d been doing any
Newark, N. J., a guest at
Ben The morning we came out
“ Peter,” I said, “ is there anythin?
was t He smiled, “ Do—well, I should say thing more strenuous than taking an
Brown’s camps, in the last few days every motor boat on the lake
that I can do for you before I S°
Only I feel like such easy stroll through the woods.
has taken eight salmon, the smallest starting out with strings of canoes [that it would.
inside to brush up a bit?”
unquestioned an ass for getting myself
in
this
Peter asked me if I was tired, and
weighing 6% and the largest 10% behind them.It is
He looked me full in the face.
that the Moosehead country is
be- beastly hole.”
\
pounds.
“ Heavens,” he replied, ‘‘don’t
coming one of the greatest
fishing, “ Shucks,” Bob broke in, “ don’t
think that you and Bob and all the
resorts in the world.
During the you worry over that, just be mighty
rest have done about all a cratf
The commissioners of fish and
trip we had a lot of fog.
We were ; glad
that you didn’t breakyour leg.
(Continued on page ?•)
game at Augusta Monday received
out on the lake waiting for one o f ! And now listen,” he continued in a
word from their warden from Moose
FAMOUS
the wardens.
The fog was so thick j very commanding tone, “ I
don’t
head lake that the fishing is fine in
that we thought it better not to run want you to put that foot on
the
BACKWOODS
the lake and that the camps are hut sit still and listen to see if we ground you understand.
We won’t!
fast filling up with sportsmen. The could not hear him coming.
All at try any more deer huntin’ . to-day.1 FAIRY TALES
warden reported a catch from the once we saw the motor boat bear
*
G. W. PICKKL,
We’ll just start packin’ right back to
TAXIDERMIST
southern part of the lake of
100 ing down on us full speed,
coming camp.”
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing cs
square tail trout and 12 landlocked head at us.
Indian
Moccasins.
Baskets and Souvenirs.
It looked as big as an
“ How are you going to get
me
RANGELEY.
•
•
salmon—and this is hut one of the ocean liner.
A revolver shot from
Ed Grant. Beaver Pond Camps
many fine catches made within the our boat 'just in time warned them there. Peter inquired.
Carry you, of course,
answered! New reading matter, interesting.
past few days.
“ Momiiouth Moccasins
of our presence.
We also managed B o b .
I The first edition was exhausted much sooner
' than we expected and the popular demat d was
They are made for
to start our motor in time to escape
Peter opened his eyes wide, blinked so great for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen^
an
enlarged
and
improved
edition
to
be
sold
by
A party of Skowhegam fishermen a collision.
them and , stared hard.
Then
he mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Known the world over for exec
composed of John Clifford, W. L.
lence. Illustrated catalogue fr
started to sputter something
about Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
Dutton, Will Hall and D. O. Wade
IT Pays to Advertise In Maine “ all nonsense, he was no child” and
J. W. BRACKETT CO
M. I,. UETOHKM. CO.,
have been trying their luck at ang- Woods.
Low Advertising Rates.
Monmouth,
.
Phillips, Me.
a lot imore, but Bob hushed
him

T

HERE, THERE
AND EVERYWHERE

(Continued from last week.)

TAXIDERMISTS
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and politics has been entirely bar
red from its workings.
Its entire1
aim is for better roads for Maine
and to see that Maine gets a dol
lar’s worth of value for every dollar
she spends in highway improve
ments.
•

Fresh
— or

a

O n

neSs?

There s no question as to w hich you would choose to
eat. And there s just as m uch difference between fresh
tobacco in the Sickle P lu g and dried-up particles o f sliced
or granulated tobacco.
All the natural tobacco flavor and moisture are pressed
into the oickle Plug, and kept in by the natural leaf

G E N U IN E P A L M E R
Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALMER who
for over thirty years has made
the best moccasins in North
America.

HISTORIC POINT
WORTH VISITING

In complete assortment for immediat
delivery.
TRADE

Frye’ s Leap in Sebago Lake Has
a History— Songo, Crookedest
River in the W orld.

MARK

Catalogue on request
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.

STYLE 40 1 -2

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.

The following interesting account
wrapper.
Y o u whittle a pipeftil off the plug as you use it
is taken from the Lisbon Enterprise: water navigators v-uki not mind a
—that is w h y you a lw a y s get it fresh— alw ays get a
Did you ever take a trip around I
little sea breaking ever the boat, in
Sebago Lake, up the Songo River
slow-burning, sw eet, cool, satisfying smoke.
fact the captain’s eyes stuck
out
and end up with a fishing trip up
when lie was informed by one of the
Economical, because you get more tobacco— there’s
Muddy River? Such a trip when the
company that the salt water boatmen
fish bite properly is
worth
the
no package to p a y /o r . A n d there's no waste. A ll good
thought nothing of ploughing right
time.
zioalprs;
II Sickle—
dealers sp
sell
Sickle itr y a pipeful today.
Prospects For a Merry F ou rth under a twenty footer.
Leaving Portland over the Moun
Muddy river reached we found
Pilgrim Commandry Will
tain Division we were on our way quite a little settlement.
S l i c e it a s
A saw
to Sebago.
We passed
through
Have Outing Here.
mill with its power developed from
several prosperous towns on
our
you use
water taken from Trickey Pond and
up, the first being Cumberland
emptying into Muddy River.
The
( Special to Maine Woods.)
it way
Mills then South Windham, Newliall
fall on the wheel is fully 30
feet.
Mountain
View House, June, 1—
and White Rock, then we came
in
Muddy River is noted for the numer
“ What’s so rare as a day
in
sight of the famous old Sebago Lake, ous snakes that infest it.
Hun June,” and they arA with us.
the second largest lake in Maine.
dreds of them will be seen crawling
Never has Dame Nature done a
On stepping from the train
we about, and they are all lengths ulp
more beautiful and rushing job of
found Harry Murch in waiting for to four or five feet.
They crawl out dressing every hush and tree, In a
us and a fine 30 foot naphtha launch during the evening and are seen cov
dainty summer gown of delicate gree:
was in readiness and at outr services ering the logs.
than during the last week. Every
for the day.
There was a
stiff
It was. in Muddy River where W. one is gathering violets and wild
breeze blowing, and it was evident 1.. Wilkinson, the great
Canadian flowers, and admiring the forests.
the captain of the craft was not a fisherman, assisted by Portland’s not
202
The showers of last night extin
salt water sea dog, because he ap ed artist with the rod and reel, A.
guished the fire across the road, that
peared to be timid when the white S. Dingley set out to show the
caused the greatest excitement while
might well be proud of.
caps began to froth and foam and the natives how the trick is done.
If it lasted, of any event that ever oc
The first guest this spring was Rich breakers come in over the combing.
you will permit us to presume,,
we curred at Mountain View.
ard Wheatland of Salem, Mass., one of
It was 9.50 a. m. when we left Se should say the fish Mr.
Wilkinson
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Judd of Bris
the owners of the thousands o f acres bago and setting our course due j caught weighed 11 pounds, and
the tol, Conn., have reeled in, and this
of land in this section. He was accom northwest the engine began to b ea t:0ne Mr. Dingley landed must have
morning started homeward after one
panied by three of the men who look time at a rapid rate. It was when been two feet four inches and seven
of the. most enjoyable two weeks’ so
the so called “ Coe Lands," S. F. passing Frye’s Leap so called that tenths more or less.
journ. Bert Herrick was their guide
Boston Gentleman on 16th. Spring after
Peaslee, of Upton, C. C. Murphy and we began to grow interested.
It
It was in the quiet water at the and the record tells that their catch
Walter J. Bush of Rangeley.
Fishing Trip.
is claimed this dpot derived its name mouth of Muddy River where we ate included the following:
Mrs. Judd,
M. C. Rosenfeld of Boston is here from Capt. Frye’s being cornered by
our luncheon.
By the way it was a 3%-pour.d salmon; Mr. Judd a 3%for his 16th spring’s fishing trip and the Indians and rushing to this steep
due to the thoughtfulness of
Mrs. pound trout and four salmon, the
Pleasant Island Camps,
when he commences to “ fish for them" precipice- he jumped into the lake and A. S. Dingley that we were
well largest one weighing 5 pounds.
there will be something doing as Mr. swam to what is now called Frye’s provided for, as the menu was a good
Cupsuptic Lake,
Dr. F. A. Morrill of Putnam,
R. has landed many a big trout and Island.
The jump was over 70 feet. one, consisting of ham
May 30, 1914.
sandwiches, Conn., who was very ill this winter
salmon.
Another place of interest is the cake, cookies, boiled eggs, tea, milk, came Saturday for a month’s stay
Just two weeks ago the ice gave a
Mr. and Mrs. F. Newton o f Rum- House of 1000 Candles on the west sodas and other good things.
and as usual is accompanied by his
surprise by leaving the lake before it
ford are here for the week end and shore of the Lake. This wonderful
was expected to do so. Prop. ToothAt 2 p. m. we lift anchor and are friend John A. Dady of the same city.
Mrs. Newton has the fishing fever bad- construction is a monument to the
aker has been busy as the many im
again on the move. After a mile Bert Herrick is to guide them where
provements about the island show, and ly as she is sitting on the piazza and gratification of a wealthy woman. At out from the mouth of the river we the big fish are waiting.
and already has ieagt 1000 candles are kept constant- rcund a point and head into
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Porter of
the booking from the middle o f June “ hooking them
the
i jy jigged , and the interior furnish- wind, and while we got an occasion Brunswick, were here this week on
until late in October foretell a prosper enough for the fry pan tonight.
Last evening Mr. and Mrs. George i jngg consist of the very best money al splash, it was fine sailing.
at
We their return from a short stay
ous summer.
Haynes of Yarmouth, Mr. and Mrs. A can buy.
their camp on Dodge pond.
land
eight
miles
down
at
the
mouth
The postoffice is in charge o f Miss GrimmeJr., and A1 Grimme of Port,
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Dyer of Ar
There are eight towns bordering of a trout brook but somebody had
Mildred E. Keene of East Sumner and land came for over Sunday and today
lington, Mass., spent several
days
been
ahead
of
us
and
secured
all
the
Sebago
Lake,
Raymond
and
Wind
after June 1st there will be two daily were joined by their friends R. H.
here
this
week.
It was
ham, Sebago and East Sebago. The hungry speckled beauties.
mails.
,
Lombard, Portland; Mrs. Arthur T. lake contains 100 square miles. It here the stone abutment fell
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Andrews and
and
The chef this season is Horace Ler- Parsons of Danville Junction; Mr. and
daughter,
Miss Dorothy L. Andrews
is 8 miles wide and over 12 miles nearly put the boat out of commis
mond who knows how to cook a trout Mrs. C. A. Robinson and Mr. and Mrs.
long.
Viewing the shores, as one sion, but we were again lucky and of Boston, who are here for a week’s
or bake a chicken or broil a deer steak T. E. Williamson of Lewiston.
stay, with Walter Wight for guide,
rides along in a boat, with
Saddle soon on our way again.
to perfection, and he can catch a trout
intend to have a big salmon to re
To get a guide for the week end is Back and Douglas Mountains in the
At
4.10
we
arrived
at
Sebago
and
too, for he dropped a hook off the one of the impossibilities, but that does
back ground on the west
and Rat there being no train until 8.20 p. m. cord.
piazza of Sunset Camps the other even not keep the crowd from going a fish
Mrs. F. E. White of Auburn,, who
tle Snake range on the east,
one we secured the services of a chauf
ing and caught a handsome 2 pound ing, for they can row their own boat> cannot help being impressed
is
at Camp Dudley has a 3-pound
with feur and a big Overland auto which
trout, and seven others any fisherman bait their own hooks, and the ladies can the wonders of nature. Right under
trout and a 374-pound salmon to her
landed us at South Windham, seven
catch and kill their own fish.
the eaves of Douglass
Mountain miles away,, at about the same time credit this week.
R. W. Penley of Auburn in
his
Mrs. G. and her brother-in-law, A1 nestles in its undisturbed quietness, we started.
It seemed we
went
Oakland
car
with
his
friend,
Edward
SANDY RIVER RANGELEY
Grimme took their rocking chairs out save for the noise of the
passing through the air like a gun bullet, but
Parent of Lewiston were here
for
on the piazza of Sunset Camp and at motor boat, the village of
North we were on time for the car.
LAKES RAILROAD
over Sunday.
dinner time had 14 trout, the largest a Sebago.
Here many come from the
In passing through Westbrook we
TIME TABLE
Saturday the flag was at half mast
2 pounder, and the smaller ones don’ t cities to spend the summer in quiet
thought of our old friend Rev. E. in honor of Memorial Day.
In Effect, May 18th, 1914.
count.
ude.
L. Farnsworth, and as the car pro
Jacking angle worms is one of the
“ Come next week and we shall haye
Under the guidance of Harry Mure ceeded we kept a sharp lookout. A evening pastimes, and if one thinks
a fish story for you " said one o f the in his fast sailing craft, the “ Sallie
STRONG
door opened quickly and out ran Mr. it an easy game, just try it, and
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm party as a telegram was handed me,
F.” we ploughed through the bil Farnsworth as he had recognized the you will understand why angle worms
ington. at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M.: for Phillips
»t 1131 P. M. and 5.46 P, M. and for Rangeley at calling me down the lake.
lows and at 11.45 a. m. were enter writer on the car.
He rode quite
5.46 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50
Mrs. H. H. Hazen of Washington, ing the mouth of the Songo river. a ways and it was a pleasant meet sell at $1.00 per quart.
PM
The steam laundry was opened this
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from D. C., is expected Wednesday and Dr.
This is said to he the
crookedest ing.
Ptrtrfinjtton at 12.81 P. M. and 5.46 P. M .; from
week
which is a great convenience
Phillips at 6.23 A. M.; and from Rangeley and Hazen will come later to open their river in the world, and we can. vouch
To make an auto trip around the to those living in this section.
Phillips at 1.87 P. M.; from Bigelow and Kingfield attractive camp “ House in the W oods"
for that claim as far as we went. lake is pleasant, but to sail in and
>t1.16 P. M.
The roads are now in good shape
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington for the summer and everyone will have Here we met disappointment for it
out of the coves and drag in those and auto parties from Maine, MassaH8.45A.M.; and for Kingfield at 3.00 P .M .
a
welcome
for
them.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
was our intention to go up the river big fish they tell about is where the cliusetts and New York are
daily
lips at 8.45 A. M.; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M.
The steamboat Cupsuptic, has such a to the Songo Locks, but a jam of
*ndfrom Farmington at 11.46 A. M.
enjoyment comes in. A little later ccming this way.
handsome new summer coat of paint Jogs in the river prevented and we
PHILLIPS
hundreds of people will flock from
The letters that Proprietor Bowley
been improved in so many had to turn back.
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Phillips for and has
After
several all sections of the Country to pass th^ is receiving already tell that the anPwmington, at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M.; for ways everyone takes notice of her as
protests at obstructing navigation it summer along the shores of Sebagoj nual excursion of the Maine SportsR*ngeley at 6.13 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Phillips from she steams over the lake.
was learned that the lumber
com Lake.
!
(Continued on Page Seven.)
fc'mtaffton at 12.53 P. M. and 6.08 P. M .;from
pany has until June 15tli to drive
KMisreley at 1.05 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Phillips for Farmingtheir logs and clear the river
for
ASSOCIATION HAD RAPID
l*nat 7.80 A. M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Phillips from Farmthe boating season.
GROWTH.
T H E _»
at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M.
It was decidedly more difficult get
RANGELEY
Undoubtedly few organizations in ting cut of the Songo into Sebago
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Rangeley for
Wmington at 11.25 A. M.; and arrives from Maine have had a more rapid growth Lake than
it was
getting
in,
wminifhjn at 7.60 P. M.
,
4MIXEDTRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 than has the Maine Automobile As and when we found the
Skipper
A. M.;and leaves for Phillips at 10.65 A. M.
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OE AMERICA
sociation and certainly few have at tying down the spray hoods and cov
SALEM
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
more ering the engine with canvas well
PASSENGER TRAINS leave for Strong and tained greater prominence or
inning-ton at 12.50 P. M.: and for Bigelow widespread influence in so short a did We know that a wetting was in
Subscription $4. a y r.,$ 2 . for 6 months;Sample copy free if you mention Maine Woods
%15P. M.
No sooner had we set
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
MIXED TRAINS leave Salem for Strong and time. This organization is now the1store for us.
•wmington at 1.15 P. M.; and for Kingfield recognized leader in
all highway 0ur course for the mouth of Muddy
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ef leading events in the
•t3.45 P.M.
matters concerning the State and is River after leaving the Songo than
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
KINGFIELD
in w0 commenced to ship water. The
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Kingfield for rapidly becoming a great power
inning ton at 12,30 P. M.; and for Bigelow inducing summer tourists to come to skipper had his head
through the
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
“ 6.38 P.M., and arrive from Farmington Bt
635P.M.; and from Bigelow at 11.30 A. M- and Maine.
The association now num window hole in the spray hood, and
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting’.
845P. M.
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, ReMIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow bers nearly 2,900 members covering after several of those “ nasty break
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
« 7.46 A. M. For Strong at 12.35 P. M. Ar- every section of the State and
its ers” as he termed them, broke over
fives from Strong at 4.15 P. M.
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRIA L SUBSCRIPTION.
the deck end washed his face he pull
officers
are
composed
of
many
of
BIGELOW
I f not more than satisfied with it the money will he refunded on request.
ed
his
head
inside
aid
he
resembled
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Bigelow for the leading business and professional
“ It’s an awful day
irmington at 10.00 A. M, and for Kingfield at men of Maine.
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
From the start it a drowned rat.
nS6 p. M. Arrives from Farmington at 7.28
but
801 HASOXIO TEMPLE; CHICAGO,
M. and MIXED TRAIN arrives from King- has stood for honesty and
square to be out,” said the captain,
at 9.15 A. M.
the
writer
assured
him
Uat
the
salt
dealing in the good roads movement,
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
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MANY IMPROVE
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
Phillips, Maine

Mr. F. G. Mackenzie and Miss Ruth
Mrs. Lionel Allen and children of
Strong were in town over Memorial E. Hight took an automobile trip to
Farmington, Wednesday,
May 27,
Day.
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business M a n a g e r
If Farmington does not have as and when they returned the two had
They were
mar
good streets and country roads
as been made one.
any town in the State it will not be ried by Rev. R. H. Clapp at 5 p. m.
The saying “ the best
from lack of care.
Workmen under on that day.
OUTING EDITION
8 pages ............................................ $1.00 per year the direction of Whiting L. Butler, laid plans of mice and men gane aft
who is an experienced road build astray,,” was brought very vividly u>
LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 p a ges...............................$1.50 per year
er, and District Surveyor
George their minds, as they had planned to
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub Pcoler, who also lias had much ex be met there by Mr. Mackenize’s
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
them
perience, have been at work for a brother with an auto to take
75 cents extra.
week or more on the village streets. through to Boston, hut a telegram re
he
Ah the low places have been filled ceived from him saying that
Entered as second class matter, January 21. in vnih gravel and stone, and level- 1could not come resulted in their re
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
turn to Phillips that night.
They
ed.
the Act of March 3. 1879.
Mrs. H aniet Voter of Farmington will board for the present With the
bride’s parents Mr. and Mrs. Chester
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire was in town over Memorial.
state of Maine as to Hunting. 1 rapping, Camp
Hon. Halbert P. Gardner of Patten Hight, as Mr. Mackenzie’s plan for
in
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county candidate for governor on the Pro the future is as yet unsettled;
oc ally.
the
meantime
he
will
sell
some
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish gressive ticket and Alton C. Wheel
The best wishes
of
er of South Paris, candidate
for automobiles.
and game photographs from ts readers.
When ordering the address ot your paper Congress from the second district Will their friends are extended to Mr. and
changed, please give the old as wed as new
be the speakers at the Progressive' Mrs. Mackenzie for a prosperous and
address.
happy future.
meeting next Monday evening.
June 17 there will be
excursion
R. H. Preble went to Farmington
TaURSDAY, JUNE 4, 1914
last Tuesday evening to take
his! rates from Phillips and way stations
degrees in the chapter, H. W. True to Rangeley, one fare the round trip.
Mixed train leaving Phillips ait 7.40
taking him by auto.
SOME PROMISING FOALS
a m. due at Rangeley at 10.30 a.
DeBema Ross is driving a new:
m., will not leave Rangeley on the
Mesons. W. T. Hinds and Son are Ford touring car which he recently return trip until 4.00 p. m. A good
purchased.
highly pleased with a filly recently
Hon. N. P. Noble joined
Mrs. ly number is expected. ‘
presented to them by their valuable Noble in Malden, Mass., last week,
Richard H. Field pleasantly enter’
brood mare Adaze, dam of Kalium where she has been for the past few tained 11 of his friends last Friday ev
(3) 2.2514. Last year Adaze pro weeks with her daughter,
Mrs. ening to celebrate his 11th birthday. A
jolly time was passed with games and
duced a very promising colit foal Thomas Allen.
by Bingaira 34707 that measured 39%
Judge Morrison is having*his resi when the young people were invited to
inches in height at birth. Her filly dence painted by D. T. Libby
and the dining room they found the table
prettily decorated with Lincoln crepe
this year is by Brayer 53645, a son son, Harold Libby.
of Bingara 34707, and measured 40
Mrs. Cora Stinchfield is with her paper, miniature flags and place cards.
inches in height at birth.
She is niece Mrs. Geo. Dunham, Strong as An ornamented birthday cake brilliant
ly lighted with candles was also served
not only a little larger than was the sisting her with her sewing.
Bingara colt at the same age, but
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Adams
are! with other assorted cake and ice cream.
also is handsomer and better finish making improvements on their house |The guests were Sarah McKenzie, Leed than the colt.
by having steel ceilings and adding lia Ross, Evangeline Lovejoy, Ivie
Weston, Florence Hinkley, Corinne
Marshall H. Davenport of
this a cement piazza.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rowe of King- Dudley, Gu3 Weston, Lauril Whittetown is the owner of a foal
by
Brayer 53645; dam by Tenorone 3792, field and children Phillis and Mary more, Merle Smith, Clyde Knapp, Mal
colm Hardy. Master Richard was the
son of AlcLayone 2.20*4; second dam were guests of relatives recently.
Miss Susie Smith was very pleas recipient of rpimerous gifts. Not the
by Franklin Wilkes, a son of Nel
son’s Wilkes 8571.
This filly also antly surprised last Thursday even least among the pleasures of the even
measured 40 inches in height
at ing when 20 of her friends called on ing was the automobile ride home
.birth.
Mr. Davenport says she is her and showered her with gifts in which Mr. Field gave the young people.
The building on Main street owned
very handsome, strong and
active honor of her approaching nuptials.
the by F. E. Timberlake, which is undergo
and he is much pleased with her. After Miss Smith had opened
Judging from these two fillies, and numerous packages the guests were ing repairs by H. H. Vining, is rented
also from the foals, now yearlings, invited to the dining room by Mrs. to H. W. True who will carry a stock
that Brayer 53,645 got in his two- E. F. Webber and Miss Elsie Bad of automobile supplies.
Miss Elise Vinal of New Bedford,
year old form it is evident that W. ger where delicious refreshments of
assorted Mass., is attending the Ivy day festivi
T. Hinds and Son were fortunate in strawberry sherbet and
ties at Bowdoin this week. On Satur
securing Brayer 53,645 for a stock cakes were served.
Mrs. C. E. Parker returned Tues day she will come to Phillips for a visit
horse.
Bingara 34,707 the sire of
Brayer is the best bred and
most day noon from Stratton where she with Miss Miriam Brackett.
Mrs. L. B. Costello and two children
successful living son of
Bingen lias been visiting her son Floyd E.
of Lewiston, came Friday and stayed
2.06*4 as a sire of race
winning Parker and wife for two weeks.
W. W. Small of Farmington
was until Monday of this week with her
speed.
Brayer 53,645 inherited plenty
of high line at Clearwater on Wednes mother, Mrs. Ella Brackett and grand
size and substance, also speed quaF- day when he caught a 7%-pound lake father, Mr. O. W. Russell.
Mrs. Hattie Farmer o f Rumford was
ities of a very high order from both trout which was a. beauty.
in
town for Memorial day.
Clifton
Bangs
of
Farmington
and
sire and dam.
He is inbred
to
Miss Genevieve Harnden of Portland
the great brood mare Miss Russell, E M. Bartlett of Portland, a travel
dam of the noted champions Maud ing man from Portland, started from was the guest of Mrs. Frank Horeyseck
S. 2.08% and Nutwood 2.18%; and Farmington the other day for Strong 1for the week end.
A bridge being re-j Dr. C. W. Taggart of Winthrop made
also traces three times to the noted says the Press.
brood mare Green Mountain Maid, planked sent them out of their way a trip to Phillips last week by automo
hence it is but reasonable to expect and they tried to ford the Sandy river bile, accompanied by a chauffeur. The
but Doctor's many friends are always glad
tha/t he will be a very successful and at a place used in summer,
tosee him, and he has visited Phillips at
found
it
too
deep,
so
tried
another
popular sire.
Memorial time for many years with but
place,
and
ran
into
some
rocks
and
Last fall when Bingara 34707 was
few exceptions. He was the guest of
were
capsized,
losing
some
tools
only 13 years old he was.
credited
The uolby Whittemore and mother, Mrs.
with 60 sons and daughters that had and Mr. Bartlett’s overcoat.
Lizzie Whittemore.
made records of 2.30 or better, all men were dumped in about four feet
Mrs. F. B. Sweetser of Farmington
of
icy
water,
but
soon
righted
the
trotters, and five of them had made
records from 2.05% to 2.09%. Bin- wagon and drove to a point below, was the guest of her daughter, Mrs. G.
gara’s fee is $200; Brayer’s
fee where they fished out the overcoat B. Sedgeley on Memorial day.
They didn’t go
Dr. and Mrs. John A. Milliken and
this season is only $20. to warrant. j as it drifted along.
to Strong until the next day.
daughter Dorothy of Readfield, came
The many Phillips friends of Frank in their touring car last week, to visit
Firemen’s Water-Jackets.
Horeyseck are pleased to
know; Mrs. Milliken’s sister, Mrs. W. V.
In Berlin the firemen wear water that he will have his former position Larrabee.
jackets with a double skin, which they
as express messenger on the route, The Soc;al Service club will meet in
are able to fill with water from the
hose. If the space between the layers between Ppillips and Portland this the Parish House, Tuesday, June 9 at
2 o'clock.
becomes overfilled the water escapes summer.
Don’t forget the big meeting of the, The 1913 club was entertained last
through a valve at the top of the hel
met and flows down over the fireman Progressives to be held Monday even week by Mrs. A. D. Graffam. The
like a cascade, jjrotecting him doubly. ing, June 8, at Lambert hall. There club will not hold another meeting un
will he a hand concert at 7.15.
til the last Friday in June, as there
Rev. C. J. Brcwn of Bangor, State will he but one meeting a month through
The Kidneys and the Skin. If the
Superintendent of Board of Sunday the summer.
kidneys are weak ar torpid, the skin
Schools of the Methodist Episcopal
Mrs. N. K. Whittemore of West
will be pimpty c* olotchy.
Hood’s
church will occupy the pulpit
of Farmington was in town last week
Sarsaparilla strengthens and stimu
the Methodist church next
Sunday call< d here by the death of her brother,
lates the kidneys, and clears
the
morning, service beginning at 10.45.! Mr. Waldron Staples, who-e remains
complexion.
By thoroughly purify
George Bean has an attractive win were brought here. She remained in
ing the blood it makes good health.
dow display this week of the Daisy town Saturday.
Brand of canned goods. The wrap
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Blunt and soil
pers saved from these goods
will Frank, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bean and
Public Notice
the prizes
to
R. Mr. S. D. McKenney were the guests
MODIFICATION OF RULES
AND help give
H. Preble and the North
Franklin over Memorial of Mrs. Mabel Hoyt.
REGULATIONS.
SO MUCH OF THE RULES AND REGULA Grange of Phillips. Do what you can
At the annual meeting of the Phil
TIONS ADOPTED BY THIS COMMISSION ON to help them.
lips Savings Bank fi’bich was held
SEPTEMBER 20th, A. D., 1913. (prohibiting
all except fly fishing, and the taking of more than
M. H. Hardwick, who with Mrs.
six fish in one day by one person, in Quimhy.
Dodge. Round. Dead River. Gull. Haley and the Hardwick is the guest of Hon. and
Saddleback Mountain ponds, all in the county of
Franklin.) AS APPLY TO SAID DEAD RIVER Mrs. H. B. Austin this week, in com
POND, NOW CALLE- S.i DDLERACK LAKE pany with Artist A. S. Pratt,
has Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
IN DALLAS PLANTATION, IN S C D COUN
TY OF FRANKLIN, IS HEREBY REPEALED bfien doing a little sketching around mink, marten, and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times of year. Write 01
J. S. P H. WILSON.
Phillips.
wire what you have to offer, stating lowest
WALTER I. NEAL.
BLAINE S. VILE-?.
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
Messrs. H. H. Field and J. Blaine me
for prices and information before buying
a n ^ ^ a m e ° NERS o f 1NLAND f is h e r ie s
Morrison went to Kennebago Tues
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover, Maine.
May 26. 1914.
day on a business trip.

last Wednesday May 27 the follow
STRONG HICH SCHOOL
ing officers were elected: President,
Mr. H. C. Miller, Miss Alice c
Joel H. Byron; Treasurer, N. P.
Smith, teachers.
Noble; Trustees, J. H. Byron, W- B.
Butler, C. F. Chandler, C. IT.
Mc
We are sorry to lose Marshall ’p
Kenzie and F. Scamman. The cor from school.
Flis parents
have
porators are H. W. True, C.
H. moved with family to North Anson
McKenzie, E. R. Toothaker, J. W. The ball team suffers considerably
Russell, F. Scamman, C. F. Chandler, by the loss.
W. B. Butler, J. H. Byron, N. P.
Many from school attended tta
Noble, C. M. Hoyt, A. A. Jacobs, J. drama “ Mrs. Briggs of tho Cabbage
B. Morrison, G. B. Sedgeley, C. N. Patch” given at Bell’s hall *.w
French, F. N. Beal, A. D. Graffam, week by the students of
Philip
D. F. Hoyt, F. W. Atwood, J. A. High school.
All were more than
Norton, A. W. MeLeary, S. S. Whit pleased with the drama and acting
ney, James Morrison, Joel Wilbur, Considerable talent and
excellent
W. J. Keanpton, S. A. Blodgett, H. training was shown.
B. Austin, Z. T. McLaughlin, W. It.
Miss Smith, the assistant,
Leavitt, Charles Hutchins, W.
S. called Sunday,, by the death %of a
Toothaker.
near relative, to New
Plampshire,
The remains of Waldron Staples,,, Miss Mary Putnam of
Farmington
a former resident of Phillips, were Normal is substituting in her ab
brought to town -Friday noon
and sence.
laid to rest in the Field cemetery in
Bernard Toothaker, ’14 played in
West Phillips. The pall bearers were tpe hand, Memorial Day at Phillips.
Charles E. Dill, Nathaniel Toothak
The hoys are out, reporting daily
er, Curtis Lawrence and
Charles for training in preparation for the
McKenney.
Mr, Staples made his track meet that will be held soon
home with his son Victor in Conway, at Farmington.
N. FI., who with his wife accompan
Plans are being made for a
ied the remains.
JFe also leaves a “ Coffee Party,” to be held soon for
daughter in his immediate
family, the benefit of the Athletic associat
and a sister,, Mrs. Kendall Whitte ion.
It is planned to have a pro
more of West Farmington.
gressive whist and flinch tournament
Miss Miriam Brackett gave a china with other social features. The
shower to Miss Algie Pratt last Wed committee in charge is composed of
nesday afternoon whose
marriage Look, ’16; Toothaker, ’14; and Tash
will take place very soon.
The ’16.
guests were Mrs. Glidden
Parker,
Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison, Mrs. A. G.
No Middle Course.
Cronkhite, Mrs. H. A. Chandler, Mrs.
Kindness is indispensable to your
Frank Horeyseck, Mrs. W. J. Carter, relations with men; if you are not
Misses Estelle Barker, Edna True, kind to a man, then you are hostile to
and the guest of honor.
Refresh him, and you invite hostility in him.Leo Tolstoi.
ments were served.
The stated meeting of Sherburne
Chapter O. E. S. was held Wednes
THE ELECTIONEER WILKES
day evening.
On account of the
illness of Worthy Matron Floy Kel
STALLION
ley, Mrs. O. H. Hersey, the asso
B R A Y E R 53645.
ciate matron filled the chair. There
will be no meetings held
through A four years old. richly bred, handsome, styl
July and the next will he August 26. ish, highly finished, rapid gaited, fast, natwti
trotter and high class roadster; kind and fearlfu
The committee for that evening will but spirited.
BINGARA. 34707, the best living sen
be Mrs. W. B. Butler,
Mrs. J. ofSIRE
the renowned Bingen, £.06 1-4; by May Khir
Blaine Morrison and Mrs. C. Nell 2.20. a son of Electioneer 125.
DAM—KADI AC, a 15 2 1-2 hands, 1220 pounds
Parker.
A very interesting
ac daughter of Kremlin 2.07 3-4. The latter was the
world’s champion five-years old trotter, and*1»
count of the meeting of the Grand |the
champion trotting stallion of his day. KiwnChapter was given by Miss
Elma Jlin 2.07 3-4 was by Lord Russell 4677. whose sire
was Harold 413, and whose dam was the famous
By/on„ past worthy matron.
Ice brood mare Miss Russell the most succesifulper
petrator of 2.10 or better trotting speed tha»
cream and cake were served by the ever
lived.
committee, Mrs. C. F. Chandler, Mrs. Second Dam—Symposium, a 16 hands, 1150
pounds mare by Lancelot 2.23, a three fourth*
N. H. Harnden and Miss Elma Byron. brother of the famous trotting sire Electioneer
125.
Mrs. George Adams, Mrs. J. W.
Third Dam—Sable Haywood, (dam of Rupee
Brackett, Misses Blanche Kenniston, 2.11 1-4. Siva2.18 3 4. etc.) by Poscora Haywocd
2.23 1 2. a Bon of Billy Haywood 2.81 3-4 by Georr
Estelle Barker and Miriam Brackett M. Patchen Jr. 2.27, a son ot the famous Georp
M. Patchen 2.23 1-2 the champion trotting stallion
are delegates to the Franklin Coun of
his day.
ty
Association of
Congregational The Dam of Bingara 53646. (fire of Briyer
53645) was by Arion 2 07 8-4. the fastest trotter
churches to be held at Wilton, Thurs got by Electioneer 126, arid Bingara’s second dim
was Ollie K. ? ,’ 2 3-4 by King Wilkes 2.22 1-4a
day and Friday of this week. Fri son
of George Wile a 2.2?,
day afternoon Rev. M. S. Hutchins
Bingara 84707 is the best living son of there
Binger 2.06 1-4 as a sire of standard re
of Phillips will deliver the sermon. nowned
cord performers. At the close of last season,
Mrs. H. B. Austin and Mrs. D. F. when but 13 years old he was credited with®
standard performers, all trotters, five of them
Field were also chosen
delegates better than 2.10.
Brayer 53645. is inbred to the best two eon* of
from the Ladies’ Social Union.
Hamiltonian 10. viz: George Wilkes 1.22 and
You warn to advertise

W h ere

you

can get the best results fr o m m on e»
expended.

T ry Maine Woods.

Electioneer 125. His colts are remarkably street,
active, good gaited and promising. He will stand
for service this season on the west side of Saudi
River about one mile below Phillips village at the
stable of the undersigned.
Terms $20. to Warrant
W. T. HINDS k SON.
Phillips. Me.. June 1914.

PHILLIPS FREE VOTING DAY
AND DEMONSTRATION IN THE PRESS
SELLING CAMPAIGN
Saturday, June 6th, at The Grange Hall
Music, Refreshments, Samples and Souvenirs— 2000 Votes Fret to
Every Woman Attending
Also double vote value will be given for all labels, cartons, etc., from
goods ordered on this occasion for delivery by retail dealers.
While the 2000 votes will be given to women only, every one is invited to
attend.

E V E R Y T H IN G A B S O L U T E L Y

FREE

The Coffee
One Quality, Only—the B e st^ S
Packed in 1, 2 and 3 lb. All-Tin Cans

TEHO
Two Good Things You
Ought Not Try To
Do Without
Every reason in the world why
YOU should use these splendid
products—if topnotch quality,
purity, honesty, reliability and
economy are factors in your es
timate of the right things tg buy
for creature comfort.
bostoh

DW1NELL-WRIGHTCOMPANY chimop

FOXES W A N TED

The Tea—Several Varieties—also
in All-Tin Cans % and
V> lbs. net.

\

M A I N E WOODS, P H I L L I P S , M A I N E ,

C L A S S IF IE D
One cent a word In advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b, c. order

PICTURES PLACED
IN GRAMMAR ROOM

FOR SALE.
ma-

Select Party of Friends Entertained
by “ Mme Emma Eam'es.”

FOR SALE—One of the best situat
ed camps on the Richardson Lake.
Fully furnished, electric lights,
13
bedrooms, pool room, dining room,
sitting room, guides’ camps,
etc.
Suitable for Club House.
Address
Mr. Wm. J. Downing, p . o .
Box
3598, Boston Mass.

(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, June 2—Mrs. Emmerline
Dunham is caring for Mrs.
Anne
Toothaker who has been in
poocr
health the past few weeks.
E. H. Whitney of Phillips was in
town over Sunday.

FOR SALE—Edison

In„ tl” t

Dictating

co” d,1Uon'

quire at Maun© W oods office.

Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Ross and child
MOTOR BOATS for sale.
Apply ren were at Phillips one day
last
to C. M. Smalley, Belfast, Maine.
____
j week, making the trip in the DoctK*— ■
or’s new Ford runabout which
he
FOR SALE— 1910 Buiek, four passen-! recently purchased
6er car, M r equipped and in good: Mr. and Mrs. CalYerf aBd
.Mittum. m
demonstrate at any Mrs. Pye „ „ cWWren are
agalI,
time. F. G. MacKenzie.
living in the Oquassoc house, Mr.
FOR SALE—A new 30-foot
motor Calvert and Mr. Pye having emboat to let by the day or week. A d - i ^ c^men*' a^ ^le
Rangeley Lake
dress Gard Hinkley, guide,
Haines j 1IouseLanding. Tel. N. E. 2^3.
Mrs. E. P. McCard has been on the
"
■■— ■1sick list the past few days.
WANTED.
May 27 to Mr. and Mrs.' F. C. King
___________ j a daughter; May 29 to Mr. and Mrs.
WANTED— Potatoes at my store-1 Riley Hinkley a son.
Mrs. King is
house.
Notify by telephone night at the private hospital of Dr. Ross
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
and Miss Sarah M. Soule is caring
Sp*" ------------- ------ --------------------------- for Mrs. Hinkley.
Contratulations
LIV E ANIMALS W AN FED —Will buy a e being extended by their many
^live mink, fox, skunk, friends.
? bear cubs, fisher, mar-1
„
. „ ,. ,
..
’
,
Mr- and Mrs. H. A. Furbish
are

a small and very select party
of
friends at her “ summer home,,’’
9
Highland Avenue, Monday evening.
The following distinguished guests
were present—wi-tli many apologies:
“ Lillian Langtry, Maxine and Ger
trude Elliot; Julia Marlowe, Maud
Adams; Ethel Barrymore,
Lillian
Russell; Mary Mannering, Mme. Melbra, May Irwin, Schumann Heinck.
The guests furnished entertainment,
prizes being awarded for
merit,
which fell to the lot of Gertrude El
liot, Ethel Barrymore, Lillian Rus
sell, May Irwin.
Delicious refresh
ments of cream fruit flip and as
sorted cakes were served. The “ dis
tinguished guests” were much pleas
ed with their entertainment.
Mr. Osmond Cookson lias
been
quite ill the past "week.
Mrs. Jas. Spinney and family are
at Yose’s camp, where Mr. Spinney
has employment.
The Wedge family are
occupying
the Deck Lamb house.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe, G. D.
Huntoon and Dexter Lamb attended
the Memorial Day
exercises at
Phillips Saturday.
Dr. E. J. Brown of Stratton was
in town Monday.
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5

pound trout and two, 2-pound fish.
with his report which is made
to
Walter Gatchell has gone to Lynn- William Lockyer of Eustis,
chief
field Center, Mass., for the Barnjum Fire Warden.
He will pass
his
horses.
The family are expected spare time sketching from
nature,,
next week.
painting, and otherwise studying na
He is equipped
A. D, Norton of Farmington
is ture at first hand.
boarding at O. C. Dolbier’e for sev with a camera, rifle, revolver, fishing
eral days and canvassing for fruit tackle and a few olio ice books. He
takes observations constantly of the
trees.
Dr. W. F. Brown and wife of surEounding country through a pow
Norridgewock were in town Sunday erful glass and in event of discover
calling upon Mr. and Mrs. W. P. ing any smoke reports immediately
to the nearest station for further in
Watson.
These observation sta
C. D. Lander went to
Portland vestigation.
tions have proved very effective in
Monday.
Dr. P. O. Hopkins of Bingham was suppressing forest fires and about
seventeen new ones have been
es
iu town Monday.
Mrs. Phila Butts and son Merl re tablished this year in the state.
Miss Etta Baron, teacher at West
turned from a visit of a week
in
Norway with her sons Ralph and NfcW Portland was the guest of Miss
Coburn.
j Mable Hutchins from Friday
to
J. N. Parker, a prominent citizenI Monday,
and property holder, retired merchant’ Miss
Murphy of Providence,
and inventor died at his home
in ^ ' U *s visiting at C. O. Wilkins .
Kingfield village Tuesday noon from
The Junior reception which was anhemorrhage of the brain, having re-: nounced for Thursday evening has
Drained unconscious since 4 o’cloclS keen postponed on account of death
Monday morning.
He was 81 years of J. N. Parker.

of age and had just returned from
Nothing is Despicable.
an extensive business trip through
In living among men, one must not
the West. An obituary notice will
despise any personalities no matter
be published later.
how really debased, miserable or ludi
F. S. Tufts was at Waterville re crous.—Schopenhauer.
cently to visit his sister, Mrs. Ed
ward McKenney, going by auto stage
Historical Note.
from Farmington, where he
had
“ Wasn’t King John a wicked man?”
served on the traverse jury.
said the professor’s little daughter the
A. R. Henderson lias received the other evening. “He used to run over
The
appointment of Fire Patrol and will people with his motor cars.”
His professor was puzzled. “ Haven’t you
Strange Woman Again Appears— be on duty all of the time.
district comprises Jerusalem, Crock- made a mistake?” he inquired doubt
fully. “Surely, your teacher didn’t tell
Cat
Mothers
Both
Kittens
and
ertown, Mt. Abram and Redington.
. ten, otter, beaver, lynx
~
you that?” “ Oh, yes, she did. She
i
,
’ VT ’
• now occupying the Burns house on
The person traveling under
the
“ and others. Name price j Hlgh street>
told us that King John ground down
Chickens.
names
of
Georgianna
Jamieson
or
x.vet: first letter.
W rite us
A
„ .
the people with his taxis.”
and about fur farming. C. C. Garland,
before buying or selling ! . A ' 6 ne'l
SK,ewalk
be‘ Mrs. Milton James Jamieson
alias
ly
improves
the
appearance
of
the
1
mg
laid
on
Pond
street
which
greatBox 133, Old Town, Maine.
(Special Correspondence.)
Fred Dyer returned to
Kingfield
street, to say nobbing of added con
Brief Idleness Recommended.
Kingfield, June 3— Mr. and
Mrs. Tuesday on the 8.25 p. m. train from
The power of work which make*
WANTED— Experienced farmer. Must venience of pedestrians.
Harold Safford and family expect to Bigelow, leaving the cars at Tufts many a successful man what he la
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. IVjfcLain
and
be able to work in a garden.
J.
visit his uncle Russell Safford
of pond road and starting for Bear camp must often be placed to the credit, not
party of Stratton were callers
In
Lewis York, Rangeley.
Dead River the latter part of the where Jamieson works.
It is said to his hours of industry, but to that
town Sunday, coming by auto.
week.
she came to Strong from Farmington, of his hours of idleness in boyhood.
Miss Marjorie Libby of
Auburn
Albert McMullen and Chas. Page going to Rangeley, then across coun Even the hardest worker of us all,
M IS C E L L A N E O U S .
was the guest of her friend, Miss
got twenty fine red trout
weighing try by way of Stratton to Bigelow if he has to deal with anything above
Beatrice L. Jones the past
week.
mere details, will do well, now and
from
Y
2
to
1
pound
at
Hammond
pon yesterday afternoon.
BARGAINS in firearms, binoculars, She returned home Monday.
again, to let his brain lie fallow for j
Saturday.
Frank
Hodgman
and
Dr.
O.
W.
Simmons
has
caused
the
watches and jew elry; list for stamp.
F. H. Hamm and G. W.
Pickel wife got two baskets full at
the remains of his father, mother and a space. The next crop of thought
Roscoe V. Hurd, 126 W est 23, New spent the week end at camp.
will certainly be all the fuller in the
same place one day last week.
one sister to he removed from the ear and the weeds fewer.—T. H. Hux
York.
Bert Toothaker has had consider
The Woman’s Christian Temperance cemetery at West New Portland to ley.
able work done about his
pla*>e Union held its regular meeting at Sunnyside cemetery at Kingfield.
WOULD like to exchange a rifle,
this spring, grading the lot and lay the home of Mrs. Lillian
Stevens
Herbert Fowler of Farmington was
camera or banjo for snowshoes or
ing cement walks and steps.
Thursday afternoon.
in town Tuesday night with
the
Indian moccasins.
Box 467, White
Mrs. E. L. Haley and Miss Doris f , Mr. Napoleon Champagne of Madi Barnjum horses.
He stopped over
hall, New York.
Haley have returned home from Bos son stopped here Tuesday on his night at the home of Isaac Burrell’s.
ton, Miss Doris having just graduat way to a fishing trip at Hammond
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Clark and son
CAMP R ID LO N W IL L O PEN JU N E
ed from Quincy Mansion school.
pond.
The Champagnes are to run Raymond of Woodfords; Mr. and
3.
Mr. and Mrs. Ara Ross and child the Lakewood Hotel this season.
Mrs. Joseph Clark of Freeport ar Many Reasons Why Owner Must
ren, Mrs. Geo. Russell and Mrs. J.
The
North
Anson
Quarterly
meet
rived
at their summer cottage West
Make Himself Familiar With
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Castner of K. Mitchell were called to Phillips
Naples Road, Brooklin plan to open last week by the death of Mr. Wal ing holds a session here Wednesday Kingfield Thursday.
Machine.
and Thursday, June 3 and 4.
Rev.
O. C. Record is exhibiting a Ply
their camp at Haines Landing, Me., dron Staples.
mouth
Rock
egg,
QYi
and
8
inches
S.
C.
Whitcomb
of
Bangor,
State
early this season, so that
their
The Misses Ida and Mary Carson o
friends may have the benefit of the Salem, Mass., have been guests at Agent will be present and other in. circumference and weighs % of a BUY GASOLINE IN QUANTITY
pound which is about twice as much
ministers from the district.
early fishing.
Ross Acres the past week.
There was a good attendance
at as the average egg in weight.
A goodly number from this vil the meeting on Tuesday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Lander went In Addition to Importance of Always
lage responded to the call for volun of the Woman’s Home Missionary So to Rumford by auto Friday to visit
Having Supply on Hand, This Wiil
teers to fight the fire which burned ciety. « The program consisted of her father, F. p . Bartlett.
They
Be Found a Matter of Economy—
ia the woods near Mt. View Sunday. Scripture reading, prayer, singing, were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Description of Model Garage
Automobiles and motor boats were readings by Mrs. Charles Cross and F. A. Frost and daughter Marjorie,
and Its Equipment.
called into u,se to convey the men Mrs. W. F. Norton, question
box, who will visit Mrs. Frost’s parents,
F. O Smith o f New Vineyard was to the scene of action.
subjects from Paul’s first and sec Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kimball of Beth
As the farmer must shelter and care
one of the lucky ones at Sweet's pond
H. H. Field of Phillips and Jarvis
The party expect to
return for his own machine, and has not the
The next el.
last week fishing when he came home L. Tyler of Farmington were in town ond missionary journeys.
opportunity to run into a garage for
meeting will be the first Tuesday in Wednesday.
tugging a togue weighing 10 1-2 pounds
recently on business.
Guy Sedgley of Stratton,
was in gasoline, lubricating oil or other sup
and one 6 1-2 pounds.
July.
Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts, who ha® been
telephone plies every time he gets ready for a
Mrs. Rosa Henderson has a strange town Friday to install a
in poor health the past few
weeks family in a box beside the kitchen for A. R. Henderson on the Stratton drive, it is necessary for him to make
O O N T FORGET.
special provisions in this regard. Such
is now gaining slowly.
stove.
It consists of a mother cat & Eustis line.
Subscribe now fo r Maine W ood*.
provisions, it must be said, prove to be
Mrs. H. P. Smith and Miss Rachel and kitten and several
chickens.
Belmont Hatch visited his mother, items of genuine economy rather than
arrived Saturday to spend ther sum' The cat kisses and laps the chick Mrs. Clifton Adams Sunday of last undue expense. Also, it necessarily
Coughs
and
Colds
W eaken
the raer at their cottage.
Mr. Smith ens and kitten impartially and when week and is expected next Sunday, leads to a closer contact with the mo
System.
has been here several weeks.
tor and all working parts of the mathe chickens peep she is as much coming from Strong on his bicycle.
ZContinued Coughs. Colds and Bronchial troubles
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Berry and concerned and cuddles them up to
Albert Lander and Irving
Bailey
(Contlnued on page eight.)
are depressing and weaken the system. Loss of
called her as carefully as though
weight and appetite generally follow. Get a 50c. Charlie Pinkham of Phillips
they drove to Waterville with their span
bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery to-day. It on friends in town Sunday.
They were her own offspring.
of grays the first of the week.
will Btop your cough. The first dose helps. The
m a r r ia g e s .
beet medicine for Stubborn Coughs, Colds and all came in their new Ford cat.
Mrs. Mina Landers and sons Ral(ph
Mrs.
George
True
has
been
visit
Throat and Lung Troubles. Mr. O. H. Brown.
Miss Marion Quimiby secured
a ing her daughter, Mrs. R. D. Knapp and Maurice made good catches at
Muscatine. Ala., wiites: “ My wife was sick dur
Avon, June 3, by Rev. M S. Hutch
ing the hot summer months and I honestly believe fine 5-pound salmon the first of the
Maurice, aged 10 ins, Mr. H. C.fJackson and'Mrs. Bessie
since Saturday.
Mr. True is throug Tufts last week.
Dr. King's New Discovery saved her life.” Good
for children. 50c. and $1.00, at your Druggist.
week.
work at the French mill and both Mr. years caught 18 good ones.
Dobson.
Mrs. Harry Nelson and Mrs. Ervin and Mrs. True returned to
Fred L. Hutchins has received of
their
Wilbur ,who have been at Lewiston, home in Phillips the first of the Blaine S. Vile®, state land agent,
have returned home.
the appointment for the season, as
week.
Four handsome pictures have been
While visiting at Anson last Week, Maine Forest Fire Warden, with a
placed on the walls in the grammar Miss Dorris Wilkins went fishing at lookout station on Tumbledown Moun
room the past week.
The subjects Hancock pond and caught one 21/£- tain, between Blakesley and Skin
FOR
are as follows:
“ The Capitol
at
ners, near the Joe Knowles country,
guns and
Washintgon, D. C.” ; “ The
Good
where he will live all alone for four
f is h -rods
Shepherd,”
“ Pilgrims
Going to
months in the lookout house Which
Church,’ ’ and “ Sir Galahad.”
Part
is a steel structure built this year.
W illiam F. N y e is the great
of
the
money
was
a
gift
from
one
of
There
are two telephones installed
est authority on refined oils in the
the Benefit Parties given for
the
in Mr. Hutchins’ quarters and a hel
world. H e was the first bottler; has
iograph for communicating with the
schools.
The remainder was realiz
434 Congress St.,
the largest business and N Y O IL
outside world.
Mr. Hutchins left
ed from the sale of the candy books
PORTLAND , M AIN E | Wednesday night for his sixty mile
is the best oil he has ever made.
which the school compiled after the I
fire.
I Erected in 1911, and positively the only | jcurney, the last six miles being over
N Y O IL
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
F ireproof Hotel in the City
a foot trail from Blakesley the near
Miss Josephine Rowe arrived Mon
HAS N O EQ U AL.
Offers room with hot and
Each week
Mr.
day night and will be at the stone 1 Elevator Service. Private and Public | est habitation.
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
1 Baths and every convenience for the com- |
Beware of scented mixtures called
Hutchins walks out to Blakesley
station as usual.
and up, which includes free
| fort o f guests including:
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
use of public shower baths.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Everett Hix
of | HOT AND COLD RUNNING [
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vent^ rust and gives perfect lubrica Newtonville, Mass., and friends, Mr. 1 WATER AND LOCAL AND 1 Hot Weather Tonic and
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Health
tion.
and Mrs. Macumber, who are stop 1 LONG
DISTANCE
TELE§
Builder.
Rooms with private baths
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
ping at Loon lake entertained Dr. I PHONE IN EVERY ROOM |
for $1.50 per day and up;
your firearms and your rod. Y ou will
Are you run down—Nervous-Tired?,' Is every
and Mrs. F. B. Colby and family for
do an effort? You are not lazy-you are
suites of two rooms and bath
find it by far the best. Hardware and
^ | SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED 2 thing you
Your Stomach, Liver. Kidneys, and whole
for $4.00 per day and up.
a few days.
Mr. Hix is a cousin oij | FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS | sick!
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
system need a tonic. A Tonic and Health Build*r
to drive out the wrste matter—build you up and
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
Dr. Colby’s.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
| American Plan $2.50 per day, npAvard | renew your strength. Nothing bett' r than Elec
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
DeBerna Ross, Dr. Harold
Ross | European Plan $1.00 per day, upw ard | tric Bitters. Start to-day. Mrs. James Duncan.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Haynesville,
Me.,
writes:
“
Completely
cured
m':
and a friend were recent guests of = Letters o f inquiry regarding: rate* e tc., prom ptly an sw ered. | after several doctors gave me up.” 5' c. and $l.t0
Send for Booklet
W M . F. NYE,
| H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN. | at your Druggist.
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Ross.
STORER
F.
GRAFTS, Gen.
Manager
Proprietors.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Cuts.
New Bedford, Mas*.
“ Mme. Emma Eames” entertained PiimimmmmumimmmiiniMiimmmmiiimmmtmimmmiiiiiiiiimiimim

APPOINTED
FIRE WARDEN

1

AUTO ON TOE FARM

SMITH GETS
TWO MONSTERS

I Catering to “ Up State” Folks!

I® CHASEHOUSE)

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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Rod’s Note Book
BY FL Y ROD

out in the open, the guides who are
A day at Upper Dam, May 28.
The birds were sweetly
singing “ experts in the art,” cooking dinner
“ Such mighty
good
just as the sun was coming up this on the shore.
morning, when the click, click,, of coffee, did you ever eat such fried
fish, and the onions, what a feast
a reel called me from dreamland.
at
I soon realized that C. R. Young we had,” is the way they talk
night.
“
Don’t
tell
Fly
Rod
about
of New York was back at Upper Dam
for his hearty laugh near the camp that chowder,” a New Yorker said,
was heard, and from somewhere, but it was too good to keep and that
John B.
someone called,“ Say„ are you crazy is why it goes to print:
Watkins
a
well
known
New
Yorker,
to be up at this hour? When I went
to sleep near midnight you were un who is welcomeck at. Upper Dam each
packing fishing tackle and
talking spring, is this year accompanied by
fish, have you been at it
ever his friend, Wm. B. Sutherland of the
Mail and Express.
With their
since?”
guides they started out early in the
Others soon began to make tliemr
/morning arranging to meet Mr. and
selves heard and the jokes were ex-t
Mrs. Greenia at the lunching ground
changed as one after another
said
at noon.
Mr. Greenia, at
their
“ good morning.”
Before I
was
yacht club is famous for the
fish
ready to leave camp I heard “ Migh
chowder he mixes, and
while the
ty fine trout that was, but do
you
guides got busy broiling steak,
etc.,
know John I never quite
believed
Mr. Greenia had their morning catch
those fish stories you told at the
with plenty of onions, potatoes, etc.,
club, until now, but I’ll catch
one
made into a chowder fit for a king.
myself and tell a story that will make
The chowder right from the fire was
you take a back seat when we get
served on the board table, and
the
back to New York.”
The
next
party about to be seated when Mr.
thing I heard the clerk was dancing
Sutherland by accident hit the table
up the piazza calling, “ Where is
and over went the chowder; in the
Mr. Watkins, someone wants him at
excitement Mr. Greenia in a
most
the telephone to talk with New
polite manner seated himself in a
York.”
Just then the breakfast bell
pie and one of the company was so
rang and with others I stopped to
covered with fish chowder he had to
admire the handsome 7-pound trout,
remove some of his wearing apparel
yes a square tailed speckled
trout,
and wash it in the lake, but no din
that was on the grass.
It
was
ner at the Waldorf was ever more
caught by Amos G. Fitz of
Auburn
enjoyed or will be longer remember
who never before fished the Ranger
ley waters; Geo. Roberts was his ed.
guide.
Mr. and Mrs. Fitz,
Miss
As nearly 50 of the guests with
Fitz, Mr. and Mrs. Horace A. Verrill
and W. A. Bearce of Auburn
have their guides lunched out it was quiet
about camp at noon.
Later I spent
for a week been at Midway Camp.
a pleasant hour calling
on
the
The wind was blowing so
hard Lynn, Mass., party who this trip
some of the ladies did not go
out iDelude Wm. B. Littlefield,, president
fishing, but took to the woods and of the Manufacturer’s National Bank,
came back laden with May flowers, who is accompanied by his wife and
Judkins,
wild cherry blossoms, violets,
ever niece, Dr. and Mrs. F. L.
greens, etc.
Mrs. Geo. H. Greenia oQ John S. Cushman, a well known shoe
Brooklyn, N. Y., who with her hus manufacturer and wife, W. D. Nelson,
band comes to Maine for the
first G. A. Creighton and daughter, Chas.
time is very enthusiastic over
the H. Baker, G. H. Sampson and J. C.
Benz.
Not one of the party
but
beauty of our woods.
This is one of the places
where what have caught a 3-pounder, but J.
first
daily a large number of the guests C. Benz, who is here for the
take their lunch and spend the day time caught the largest pair, a 7pound, 11 -ounce and a 5%-pound sal
mon.
Mrs. Littlefield has caught a
4-pound trout and two, 3-paunds each
“ 13 good ones all trout,, largest
4
pounds, was our yesterday’s catch,”
said Mr. Littlefield.
I think near
ly all of thq party have already sent
home their 10-pound box, no account
of those cooked for the shore din
ners is made, and each will have
their limit to take home if they wish,
for all say “ best fishing we
have
had for years.”
—the lightest, finest,
There are two big booms of logs of
w h i t e s t bread and
several millions each owned by the
more loaves to every
Berlin Mills Co., being put through
sack—
the sluice and as the gates are up,
—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas
the water is high in the pooL
It
try—
is exciting amusement for the city
—cake and biscuits and
folks for the first time to watch the
everything else you bake
daring feats of the river drivers on
— you rs by specifying
the floating logs which go over the
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
dam and tumble around as if they
the best Ohio Red Winter
were only jackstraws.
Wheat by a special pat
Standing on the big pile of huge
ented process that makes
it richest in n u tritive
logs in the pool, R. *H. Eastman
of
value.
Norway this afternoon opened
the
Tell your grocer that
record for fly fishing in this famous
nothing will suit you but
old pool by catching a 3-pound
7-ounce salmon on a Montreal
fly,
which he netted himself.
The logs
will all be into the other lakes in a
few days and then records of the
catches made by the most noted fly
fishermen in the country will be
made.
It was a pleasure again to greet
Dr. Norton Downs and his father, Dr.
Downs, a most delightful
G. H . M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
C O „ R. N.
P h illip s , M s.
gentleman of 85 years, who loves

] B est B read—
!' and M o re o f It

" Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
without injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com
mendable: BESIDES IT SAVES
EVERY FUR FOR THE TRA P
PER. The only trap ever con
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP
■ACTION, a baft trigger and a foot
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
ing furs of mink, skunk, "coon",
etc. There is no escape, the trap
per gets every pelt.
M U C bringsillustrated Guide
Ul V lt giving the first time in
print the treasured secrets of the
.wisest old trappers in this country.
It’s worth dollars to you.

A

1
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY 0 0 . ,

Box W ,
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this region and has for years passed over in the next township in case I yellow and finally the green. Tliey
many happy weeks
at Bellevue,their
fire it nor do I feel entirely satis touched nothing in the blue and vio.
beautiful summer home on
the fied up in the big woods with only let because they saw nothing; but,
the
shore of Mollychunkamunk.
The a little .22.
I usually study over on the other hand, they saw
party are here for the earlyfishing
which one to take with me and end grains in the ultra red that were in.
and later the family will come for the matter by taking both, the little visible to the men.
their usual extended stay in
the 122 and the Marlin 32-20
besides.
summer time.
That’s my plan of compromising.
R O C K L A N D P I G E O N ’S ADVENTURE
I realize that the presence of a
It was about 6 o ’clock this after rifle in camp may create a decided
It is always the impossible that hap
noon when the fishermen pommenced pulling at the muscles should a deer, pens. Dr. T. E. Tibbetts of Rockland’
to return, the guides bringing
in make itself known.
But I
have has a pair of white fan-tail pigeons at
good strings of trout and salmon never yet given in to the temptation ] his home, and one of them has just
from 2 to 4 pounds each,.
to shoot the deer or any other pro gone through an experience that will
Hon. J. S. P. H. Wilson, chairman tected game out of season just be -1illustrate what we mean, says the Opin
of the Commission of Inland Fisher j cause I had the fire arm to do it. j ion of that city.
Las t Saturday, the
ies and Game, with warden,
Jim This is simply a matter of personal bird was lost, and a most careful
Wilcox, came into camp, having self control the same as abstaining search failed to discover him. Cats
hiked it over the eight-mile Abiscoos from liquor betting at the race track, dogs, boys and other predatory arymals
trail, just as the excitement
was or other forms of temptation. Per- of the neighborhood were under sus
high, and the crowd gathering around , haps some experiences of mine in picion till Tuesday.
That morning
Camp Kirk where four Boston gentle camp will indicate the reason for Mrs. Tibbetts, having occasion to go to
men had their day’s catch on
the my desiring a rifle and the uses I tne cellar, noticed that the covering of
grass.
Chairman Wilson said, “ I make of it.
the aperture at t^ie base of a chimney,
never saw such a big catch of trout
I was at a little inland lake in left for the removal o f soot, had been
before and I never knew of one like northern Michigan once in
late forced open and the soot scattered
it being made anywhere,” for there summer—August 25, and had been about. Approaching*, she s«w, huddled
on the grass were eight
speckled around the lake trolling with a friend up in the soot, a bird that might readily
trout weighing just 43 pounds,,
and who wrajs on the trip with me.
We have been mistaken for a young crow,
each from 4% pounds to 6^ pounds had taken a lot of big pickerel and but which on examination proved to be
each.
They were all caught trolling after dressing them, placed them in the long-lost pigeon—sadly bedragged
with a Rangeley spinner at the head a big galvinized pail and set it in and dirty, dazed and frightened but
of Lake Mollychunkamunk.
This the cold waters of a little
spring not injured. He seemed to be suffer
world’s record was made by A.
H. over night.
On the top was a
tin ing from thirst more than anything
Wood, C. A. Hardy, H. jG> Simmons pan,, inverted, and on that a stone. else, and greedily drank a cupful of
and F. E. Wilder.
Their
guides We had finished at dusk, threw the water before he cared to eat much.
were the Sweat brothers of Andov fish heads out in the brush
and Mrs. Tibbetts carefully cleaned his
er, Clayton and Chester. These trout, were resting before burning in.
plumage and he flew away and rejoined
part of them were sent to H.
L.
The ground was dry add we sat his mate seemingly none the worse for
Welch and Nash of Maine to
be on it directly, on the knoll
where his adventure. Evidently the bird
mounted.
camp was pitched and rested in the making a flight over the house, had for
Nothing else is being talked of cooling evening breeze.
It was so some reason that appealed to him at
here this evening.
The daily papers pleasant after the warm day that we
the time, dived into the chimney and
are not even taken from their wrap both fell asleep and knew nothing
was unable to get out, and gradually
pers and the Mexican war forgotten; till the squawl of a coon over
the sank to the bottom his flutterings dis
only fish and fishing is thought or fish heads aroused us.
We listen lodging plenty of soot till he reached
talked, after this great event.
ed to them “ scrap” for a 'fe w minu the foot and made his way out into the
Fly Rod.
tes then dropped asleep again. Sud cellar.
Perhaps the most wonderful
denly their rowing ceased and we thing about the occurrence is that the
heard them running back into the bird survived his long and dismal im
woods.
In sleepy wonder we lay prisonment.
listening when suddenly there Was
the rattle of tinware and a slight R E C E N T C A T C H E S A T L A K E AU
crash in the brush followed by a
BURN.
- ,
grunt.
We were both awake then
and listened for more.
Another rat
Two Hundred Men Work Valiantly tle of tin pans, silence, then the Twenty-one people were among the
fortunate anglers at Lake Auburn
munching of some greedy feeder.
to Save Property.
one day recently and tlpe
catches
“ It’s a hear and he’s eating our
were unusually fine.
Mrs.
Edwin
fish” whispered Fid.
With that, we
Ames captured a one and one-half
leaped up and ran for the tent. In
*
Mountain View House,
pound salmon.
it was my 32-20 Marlin and
Fid’s
May 31, 1914.
The other catches were;
The stillness of this quiet Sabbath double barrel Ithaca with only No.
James Tracey, 3-pound salmon.
!
6
shot.
Getting
these
we
slipped
afternoon was suddenly broken about
Charles Robinson, 1%-pound sal
1.30 o’clock when it was discovered out into the shadow of the trees and mon.
got
down
within
three
rods
of
the
that a brush pile that had been set
G.
O. Reed and Charles Spearin, 2
by a farmer living on the opposite side spring, ourselves unseen. There Was pound, 5-pound and *4-pound salmon.
the
dark
form
of
some
beast,
a
bear,
of the main road just this side of the
Fi\ank Merrow, 4-pound and
Sia
bridge, had got beyond control and was his head in the pail munching
pound salmon.
nice
big
pickerel,
a
thirteen
pounder,
“ running faster than an automobile’ ’
Harry Hartwell, 4-pound salmon.
Fid
as one man expressed it. The blaze that we had longed to mount.
Mr. Tarr and Mr. Latliin, 2-pound
2
nd
the
bear
gave
a
little
whistle
and smoke run up the near by trees
and 2 ^ -pound salmon.
stopped,
looked
around,
then
drew
and as it was only a few rods from the
R. S. Whittlesey, New Haven, 4*
I held close ahotel, for a short time there was great himself half erect.
pound salmon.
boyp
the
shoulder
and
pulled.
Down
danger. Had help not quicklyrfrom all
Charles Buker, 2*6-pound salmon.
directions answered to the hurried calls it went and gave a leap towards the
Edward Latham, 2% -pound and 3woods
when
I
pulled
tv*ce
again.
Fid
by telephone there would have been no
pound salmon.
chance of preventing an extended and fired one load from the gun keeping
Harry Fogg, 5-pound salmon.
the
other
for
a
possible
charge.
But
very destructive fire.
George Drew, 3-pound salmon.
things
were
suddenly
silent
in
the
The teams from Haines Landing with
Fred Borassa, 1%-pound and 2men, shovels and pails shortly joined brush and after waiting a few minur
pound salmon.
the force of men and women who were tes we went forward and I almost
George Simpson, 5-pound salmon.
stumbled over the body of the bear
on the spot from this hotel.
Fred Sawyer, 5 ^ -pound salmon.
Calls were sent to Rangeley asking crumpled up by a bush. The first
Wilfred Labrie, 2-pound,
3-pound,
bullet
did
the
business,
through
the
for all the help possible to come at
had 3%-pound and 4-pound salmon.
once. When the first automobile run big neck artery, and no more
Leslie Webber, 4-pound salmon.
That was one time
by Hon. H. A. Furbish loaded with been needed.
Charles Chamberlain, 2-pound sal
men which reached here in just 17 when I was glad of the rifle.
mon.
Once
in
the
woods
near
a
lake
in
minutes stopped, it looked as if the
Mrs. Eddie Ames, 1% -pound sat
fire could not be controlled, but soon a the home country I was with a party
We man.
dozen autos all with men, pails, shovels of five camping in two tents.
and axes, and two motor boats, and were coming in from the lake and I
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Beit B»
teams from all directions were there. had my rifle, the same 32-20 Marlin
by
the
way.
Six
rods
from
the
tent
cause
It Reaches the People Ym
It was willing hands that passed the
T ry It.
pails o f water from the stream and my companion pointed out a big W ant for Customers.
striped
skunk
headed
for
the
open
teams with barrels of water, for all
tent doorway.
My friend yelled, the
knew it was only hard work at once
beast
swerved
a
little to one side,
that would count.
away from the immediate tent front,
The wind changed and in less than
then started back just as my bullet
an hour’ s time some 200 men were
completely
there, and at 3.30 o ’clock the fire was caught it in the spine
paralyzing it.
Talk of luck-or of
surrounded and under control, but is
not needing rifles.—C. L. Chamberlai
still burning and Fire Warden Jesse
Osseo, Midi.
Ross will keep a crew of men on duty
all night.
CAN
Landlord Bowley much appreciates P IG E O N S A N D C H I C K E N S
S E E W H A T IS I N V I S I B L E T O
and sincerely thanks all who bo quickly
MAN.
and willingly came to the rescue thus
preventing a great and serious loss of
It has been slowly brought to our
property, and may this grand and beau
Alw ays Does Good”
understanding
that the world is not
tiful Rangeley region never be marred
The established custom among
the
same
to
all
creatures,
and
prob
by a forest fire.
New England folks is to always
ably no experiments have
tended
have
more to make this clear than those
A C AM P R IFLE .
“ L. F.” Atwood's Medicine
cn the color sense of chickens, pig
in the house. Thus they prevent
eons, owls and kestrels.
sickness, by relieving those minor
(Written for Maine W oods.)
> Hungry chickens and pigeons were
disorders which lead to more seri
first kept an hour in a bright room
ous ills.
Many Uses
I always like to have a good rifle for them to became accustomed to
G uilford, Me.
in camp.
This is not because I am the light. The floor was then spread
‘ ‘ I always keep ‘L . F .’ Atwood’s Med*
iefnein the house to use in case of indiges
afraid the bears will carry me off with a smooth black cloth,
evenly
tion, constipation, headache,dizziness,acid
nor because I am looking for game covered with grains of wheat,
stomach or colds.
a
[signed] M rs . W a r r e n P o m r o v
out of season if the chance offers. strong spectrum was thrown on it
Get a big 35c bottle at your druggist’s
I just want a rifle that I can depend from the ceiling and the hungry ani
to-day— or write us for liberal trial
sample if you’ve never yet used it.
on, in case, well, in case I want It. mals were turned loose. They pick
“ L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
But I do not want a big liighpower ed the wheat first from the bright
arm that will endanger the cambers red, then the ultra red, next
the

CONFLAGRATION
JUST ESCAPED
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T

a squired as game preserves, where
ed.
just caught him from the mill pond
they wll be safe forever
during
He had
been
One of the “ Blue Bibbon Party” beside his market.
In the collection of tlie New York tl,eir wlnter sojourn In the
_____
south.
his
who for years have caught big fish busy in the platform beneath
joological park there has been for a 8Ually where birds are so numerous
market
when
he
observed
this
fish
in
this
lake
is
here
again,
E.
L.
as
year a solitary male blue
goose. that they are harmful to man,
He hurried out and
Rankin of Boston, who arrived last darting about.
Lately a second specimen, a female, . r exaTaPle» the bobolinks in the
evening and with Jack, McKennon, bought a five cent fish line, baited
has arrived, and another pair
is rieefields, we know where they breed Birthdays Being Celebrated Here guide, will soon make a record.
it with a piece of haddock and al
shortly expected.
W hile the com extending over a wide area of the
most at once Mr. Trout had grabbed
C.
W.
Kemater
and
brother,
Geo.
— Guest of R. L. Spotts
But the mystery of the
pletion of the life histories of our continent.
out..
H. Kemater of Sipringfield,
Mass., bait and hook and was pulled
North American birds will give oc blue goose is that we have not the
Mr. Blackington decided to keep him
Gets a Big One.
came
last
night
for
a
stay
of
several
cupation to many generations of or slightest hint of where these thou
alive and the next day gave him to
weeks.
nithologists, yet so much has been sands go when they rise from their
Supt. Libby to take up to the
fish
Jacob Mosser of Boston has kept
pastures in early
(Speciall to Maine Woods.)
done, and so many facts already re southern island
hatchery.
He is now havin g a fine
his word about the big fish he was
It
is
the
corded that it would seem that the spring and fly northward.
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines to catch, for on Friday he landed a time in one of the pools at
surmised
that
it
may
be
in
Ungava,
hatchery.
general outline of this work must at
Landing,
May
31—This
month
closes
pair of salmon any angler might well
the
present be fairly well filled in. It v"7 ° roail unexplored region
lying with the least number of day? for
he proud to record, one
pounds,
to
b thus surprising to learn that the The Eskin ‘
and , Hu<IS011 bay' fishing and the largest number of the other 3% pounds.
LUCKY FISHERMAN
... . __ _____ ________ . . . .
..I 1
Lskimo say that in the lmpenfish taken by the guests of
this
B,e of one ot our g e e s e -th a t family etrabIe b °
s
H. B. Goodrich of Haverhill, Mass.,
of birds which never lacks atten -1p
this ; hotel than for years.
All who goj Archie Lufkin, guide, came in the
John Herrio of Augusta was
aland, guarded by the hosts of1 black! out* come
C m
• with
b,
a smiling
tion, at least from sportsmen—is alface same night with a handsome pair of mong the lucky fishermen recently.
! flies and mosquitoes, the blue goose even if some other boat has a
fish salmon weighing 3y2 and 3% pounds Mr. Terrio likes very much to catch
most as little known as when A u d u b on maL s iis 'h o m e '
larger than theirs.
made the error of supposing it to
each.
Mrs. Jacob Mosser of Boston trout and salmon that frequent
the
This goose is over two feet in
be the young o f the snow goose. He
This morning at the church, “ Our Saturday, recorded a 3^-poxmd sal- waters of the neighboring lakes but
The head and upper neck Lady of the Lakes,” Rev. Fr. John
writes:
“ The snow goose in the length.
mon.
Mrs. Marmaduke Tilden,, Jr.,! occasionally he takes a trip pickerel
gray state of its plumage is
very are white, while the rest of the body J. Ferrell of Canton, Mass., celeb- of Philadelphia, the charming young fishing.
This was the kind of a
bluish
abundant in winter,
about
the and wings are a beautiful
In many ways it
mouths of the Mississippi, as
well gray or brown.
wild
and
as on all the muddy and,
grassy is . .our
.
,,handsomest
,
w . aoose
&UUbt!> ana
while the only one which does any
shores of the bays and inlets of the
j real damage to man’s interest, it is
bulf of Mexico as far as Texas.”
I a'b the same time one of the rarest,
This probably refers to the
bird
. . . __ „
whose life history we
know
which we now call the blue goose, nothing
A few have been kept in
known to ornithologists by
tlie
captivity but no eggs have been laid
Greek and the Latin names o i Chenj m i a m h ' ^ndlttoL,"
In Louisicaerulescens.
i ana it is known as» the bald of
About this bird and its life
and whiteheaded goose, ole bleu,
blue
home there has been and still is a brant and blue snow goose.
Elsemystery which has never been solved. wnere it is not well enough known
While one of the rarest of our wat to have received any special name.
er-fowl, it has occasionally been phot
by gunners, both on the Atlantic and
KENNEBAGO LETTERS
Pacific coasts.
In southern Louis
iana, however, this bird has recent
(Continued from page two)
ly been 1 found in winter id* great
numbers, thus confirming the assert clumsy foot like me ought to ex
pect.”
ions of Audubon.
In the delta of
I laughed, “ You’re like all men I
the father of waters, flocks of thou
see, and are going to be a
very
sands were seen, in fact they were
MOOSELOOKME GUNTIC BASE BALL TEAM.
TAKEN IN 1913.
poor patient I suppose.”
so abundant and hungry that
they
“ No no— I’m not,” he
protested,
were denuding whole delta islands
and
“ only I do feel so fearfully helpless rated mass.
bride, recorded a 3%-pound salmon; one that he took Wednesday,
cf grass as con^pletely as it could
He
and like such a big baby.”
Frank Hight, guide.
Mrs. Benj. G. he had good luck is certain.
With
Rev.
Fr.
James
P.
Kelley,
be done by a herd of sheep or an
“ And like a big baby I suppose it Dr. John J. Whoreskey and Dr. Hall, Peabody,, Mass., Herbert Moore, not only secured a large batch but
army of caterpillars.
Mrs. R. he secured a large fish, which weigh
is going to cry,” I teased.
Henry McPeake of Cambridge,,
the guide, a 4-pound salmon.
Not only do the birds feed upon
He smiled, “ I’ll be a baby all but party who are touring Maine
for H. Smith of Peabody, Mass., Aaron ed 5% pounds.
the green tops and tougher stems of the crying part.”
several weeks are enjoying life in Soule, guide,, also one of 4 pounds.
the pasture grasses, but even dig lip
“ Well then baby now be
good one of the log camps.
It is their
Julius Mathews, Boston, Leon Ross, DEER DROPS 65 FEET IN SLUICEand devour the roots.
Each indivi
l
WAY AND LIVES.
while I am inside,” I said, “ mother j first visit to the Rangeleys and they guide, landed a 4-pound trout and
dual goose scoops out a hole in the is going to fix her hair and freshen are very enthusiastic over the fishcne of 2 pounds, which looked big
mud, uncovering and devouring the up a bit and if you want anything ing.. Dr. Whoreskey was high line
A deer, followed by half a dozen
to him.
rcots as it works, and as the geese don’t you dare put your foot on the’ with a 6*4 pound trout, the others
Geo. B. Pollard, Boston,, has a dogs and a score of boys, dashed
feed quite close together, these groun{^ j Ust take this cane
and all landing good ones.
Wednesday great story to tell about^his 6-pound through the city of Nashua, N. H., re
rcunded pits soon touch and coal- three raps on the window will e a the party start for an extended auto salmon, and the 2 and 3-pounders are cently and plunged into the penstock at
esce, when the birds move in to a distress signal,” and I handed him trip through Maine, visiting
the Nashua Manufacturing Company,
Bel- forgotten.
new feeding place.
They
keep uncle Joe’s walking stick,
Three New Yorkers, Messrs. Geo. H escaping after being carried through
|grade, Moosehead and Grand
Lake
more or less in long; lines as they
What a sight I was when I Stream to cast the fly.
Davis, A. W. Bokee and A.
L. the sluiceway and dropped 65 feet,
feed reminding one of soldier ants surveyed myself in the mirror. My
Capt. D. T. Merrill of U. S. Army Pow.ell came last night for the June coming up from under the mill into the
or the famous army worms.
The “ hair hung round my pallid
canal that leads to the Nashua river.
cheek,
Auburn, who is
stationed at days. ,
continued effect of this is to change like seaweed round a clam” as the! Panama accompanied by Mrs. Mer
R. L. Spotts of New York is en Those who were pursuing the deer
radically the condition of the land.jpoet said.
I was tired too, but I rill has been here for a week. The tertaining guests at his camp, who were surprised to see it come out alive
In some cases the ground is so low; resolved not to gve in,, although thei Captain with Jack McKennon guide, are surely doing honor for themselves after being carried along the penstock
that the slight excavations fill at little bed did look most inviting
recorded a S^-pound trout and a and the big Lake, for Dr. W. R. by the current.
once with water and thus pastures
After washing up I felt better an<i j 5-poun.d salmon, while trolling not Short has the distinction of landing
are altered to marshy lands. Where was just starting to do my hair when 1far from the hotel and found
the the largest trout recorded this year,
great numbers of the birds
have I heard three raps on the window. fishing so good he declared
“ The and we doubt if another of its size
occupied these places
as roots, “Just a 'moment,” I called as I hast Rangeleys are great, and I am sure is soon landed, for the Doctor’s trout
tipped the scales at just 8 pounds, 8
the pressure of their feet has so re ily pinned up the ragged edges.
ly coming again.”
ounces, and his friend, Guss Lumback
When I reached the piazza I found
duced the general level that actual
Theodore DeWitt of New
York
of the same city was proud to bring
his
lakes are produced, in which hence Peter sitting bolt upright in
registered here this week en route
in a 5-pound, 6-ounce trout.
He looked at r e in a strang
forth only aquatic plants can find a chair.
Try a 5 0 -cen t n ew size bottle of
for his camp at Kennebago.
3-in-O ne” and in su re your gun
Last Thursday evening at the “against
roothold.
In one locality men with sort of way and there was something
w ear and tear and repair
Messrs.
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and
Geo.
Oquossoc pavilion the Mooselookme exp ense.
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are
among
the
guntic ball team gave the first
of derful lubricating, cleaning, polish
away the geese, but this was
not ; before.
His voice had a slight
fishermen who are here for over the their popular dances.
They
will ing, rust - preventing, g u n -s a v in g
successful and about 2000 acres of j huskiness as he spoke,
qualities.
holiday.
soon be heard from at the bat.
E very action part w orks easier,
pasture lands had to be abandoned to
“ Diana,” he half whispered, “ are
surer, truer, if oiled w ith “ 3-inHon. J. S. P. H. Wilson, chairman
the birds.
Elsewhere in the Unit- j you really truly engaged.”
O n e.” Saves w ear on delicate parts.
3-in-O ne” is a penetrating, non
RETURN “drying
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ed States, one blue goose at the
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oil. W o n ’ t gum , harden,
mission
was
here
for
the
week
end.
#
or
collect dust no m atter h ow long
HOME.
average among every thousand other <tc answer, the wind was sort
of
gun stands. R em oves residue of
But two members of the “ Six
burnt pow der "c le a n as a w histle.”
geese shot; here one sees a white taken out of my sails for a second;
All big gun factories use it. Con
Messrs. Geo. W.
rContimued from page 3.)
snow goose to about every two
or then Uncle came out of the cabin O’clock Club,”
tains no acid.
man’s Fish and Game
Association
York
and
N.
S.
Higgins
of
Portland
and
in
a
sleepy
voice
inquired
how
three score of blue geese.
were here to celebaite the birthday will be a great event and the Fourth
Concentrated as these birds are in my patient was doing.
of one of the club on Friday night. the merriest one ever celebrated at
said
“
Oh
he’s
doing
splendidly,”
I
this one region, it would be thought!
Ira Huntoon and Harry Gardiner are Mountain View.
that they were in constant danger as I fled inside.
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Buy the eco n o m ica l 5 0 -ce n t
their
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first
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somehow
pi event this; first their
extreme
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later,”
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Trapper
Higgins.
I
cannot
get
my
courage
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to
come
wary nature which keeps them aW rite for sam ple
“ Home we go, best time
ever, F B F F bottle
to
and “ 3 -in I’ve decided to May this club for many years
way from traps and beyond shotgun out and tell him.
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ne”
D
ictionary. Library
coming
again,
good
bye,”
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M.
come have a jolly birthday celebra
have
Uncle
Jo
relate
to
him
the
story
Slip
free
w
ith
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bottle.
range, and second, the still
more
B. Damon of Fitchburg this morning
tion at Mooselookmeguntic House.
important fact that a good section of John and all the rest of it at some
Oscar D. Rogers of Boston
w'a as with F. J. Pierce of Gardiner, “ 3-IN-ONE” OIL CO.
of their feeding grounds has been opportune time in the near future.
W e are having splendid weather called here on account of the illness Mass., and F. I. Nichols of Fitch 124 New St., New York City
this burg, Mass., they shook hands with
and I’m enjoying it„ although
of of Theo. L. Page, who at
Frank
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course since the accident, I haven’t writing seems to bo improving we their guides, Al Sprague,
Harris and Cliff McKenney.
This
been away from camp very much, ex are glad to note.
' RESORTS A N D ROADS cept to go with Bob on a partridge Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Montgomery party came before the ice went out
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries hunt, in which I distinguished my of Rye, N. Y., who came for their and some days they have fished and
Mr. Damon
for maps o f the fishing regions of the self by blowing over two of
the first trip with their friends, Mr. and some they have not.
Maine W oods conducts a first,
state, etc. We can furnish the follow 
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Abbott
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Mass.,
left
for
home
this
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class Job Department. It is well
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$ .50 the tail feathers into the most beau
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.50 tiful fan you ever saw'. He’s a clever Montgomery with Joe Lamb, guide,! Pierce recorded the lucky number of
a seven record salmon, weighing 3%,' equipped with modern type and
Oxford County
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,50 fellow and has to amuse
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.50
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Mrs. Abbott’s 3, 3%, 3%, 3y2, 3 and 3*4 pounds, machinery, and is [in charge of
somehow,
now
that
lie’s
laid
low.
Aroostook County
.50
If no complications set in Mr. last record fish was a 3-pound sal- Mr. Nichols surely caught some, but
Washington County
.50
Coming again next spring, wag too*modest to record them. Come experienced men.
Outing map o f M a in e , 20x35 in
1.00 Bangs thinks that he ought to be mon.
Geological map o f Maine
.35 able to 'start home in a few
for
we
never
had a better time or 'again gentlemen, every one welcomes j
days,
No matter what you need in
R, R. map of Maine
.35 but he may decide to
wait until better luck, good bye for this year.” you.
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.35
The
annual
event
far
the
Peabody,
the way of Job [Printing, you
Cumberland County
-35 Uncle and I go on the fifteenth. As
CATCHES TROUT ALIVE
Hancock County
-50 yet he has not declared himself on Mass., party, the celebration of the
send it to
birthday of J. F. Ingraham, Jr.„ oc
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*35 that point.
U. G. Blackington of Camden, was
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.35 Love to you,, lots of it from your
curred Sunday evening, when an ela
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.35
borate dinner included a big planked very proud the other afternoon when
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- r>h
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«3o
his market a handsome square tail
table
was
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with
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.35
(Continued next week.)
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which consisted of prayer by Mr. Hut pages not only in the history of the
chins; reading of Lincoln’s Gettysburg United States but in the history of the
address by Howard True, solo by Miss world, and little can be said by way of
Florian Wheeler, accompanied by Mrs. description of that terrific conflict but
J. Blaine Morrison; music by the band. what has already been learned. I am
Flag Drill with Margaret McKenzie sure to the members of the Grand
take Parlin House and Camps
and Lillian Bennett leaders, and the Army, who are so familiar with its de
following girls:
Agnes Pease, Opal tails who when the time came to strike
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Webber, Sarah McKenzie, Marcia Dav for their country left their plows in
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
enport, Clarice Davenport, Edith Ed the furrows, closed their stores and
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
wards, Gladys Toothaker, Corinne Dud shops, bade farewell to those who were
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
ley,
Zalo Rollins, Helen Aldrich, dear to them and turned their faces to
camps are new and have all modern conven
Helena Bunnell, Cora McLaughlin, the South, who saw with their own
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Evelyn Jacobs, Roxie Davenport; song, eyes the horror of the battlefield, who
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
Alphonso Croteau, Laura Belle Hut heard with their own ears the shriek of
chins, Karl Pierce, Helen Ross, Carroll grape and cannister to them it would
Jackman, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.
Write for booklet.
Pierce, Nettie Stewart, Homer Good be an old story they would not care to
hear repeated. To the mother, the
win, Dorothy Smith.
Miss Sterling, teacher of the Inter wives, the sisters and the daughters of
mediate department drilled the chil- |those soldiers boys who wen! to the
REED’S MILLS.
dren and Miss Hortense Butler was the j front never to return, I could not en
And get the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state
large upon its cost and to the younger
pianist.
through May and June. For particulars write
generation,
I could impart but little
Many favorable comments were
June 1 .
G eo rg e H. M cK en n ey, P rop .,
C a ra tu n k , M aine.
maje on the music by the band, which j knowledge for it marks an epoch in
.There was a good attendance at was excellent considering the amount our history familiar to us all.
church Sunday and wo listened to a of time they have taken for practice.
Veterans of the Civil War, yours ha3
very helpful sermon by Miss Crowell. The band has been under the direc been a gigantic task w’ell accomplished,
Opened when the ice is out. One of the best places ia Maine for real After the social service a business tion o f Charles Hammons and the fo l a duty well clone. Would that we of
Log Cabin Life, any time of the season. Good clean beds, board and boats. meeting of the church was called and lowing played on this occasion: Chas. the present generation and those who
Morrill Wing and Fred Hathaway were Hammons; saxophone; Joseph Stewart, are to follow U3 should see and do our
Write for booklets to
chosen delegates to the quarterly meet solo cornet; John Russell, solo cornet; duty as well and faithfully as you have'
H. W. MAX FIELD, Prop.; Rowe Pond, Maine.
ing which will meet wi th the church at Herman Baal, clarinet; Harry Chand yours. You have now reached that
PIEKOjE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up' Rangeley, beginning Monday evening,
ler, clarinet; Howard Leavitt, E flat stage in life when you no doubt real
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds. J une 8.
base; Dan Stewart, slide trombone; ize far better that we that each passSend
for
circular
and
reference.
RANGELEY, MAINE
The Ladies’ Circle will give a baked Frank Stewart*»baritone; Milton Stew-| ing year rests heavily upon your brow
C. A. SPAULDING, C;irat}ink. Maine.
bean supper at the home of Mr. and art, alto; Frank Davis alto; Cliff Cush-, as the frosts of winter are bound
T he G arry P on d Gam ps
Mrs. James Bursiel uext Saturday man, base drum: Dana Walker, snare to follow the blossoms of the spring.
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout evening, June 6.
drum; Henry Scamman, clarinet; Hollis
Mr. Morrison spoke c f the great
fishing and good accommodations.
F I S H I N G
Bernard Taylor of Kingfield was a Holt, slide trombone.
questions tlyit are confronting us today,
Send
for
Booklet.
»
AT
caller at F. H. Hathaway’s recently.
Mr. S. W. Parlin is commander of the social, economic and political, and
H E^R Y J. LANE, Prop.,
Miss Ella Hathaway who has been James E. Cushman Post and Judge impressed it upon the minds of his
John © arvlile’s ©amps Carry Pond,
Maine, Via Bingham, Me. working in the toothpick will at Strong,
James Morrison, adjutant.
at S p rin g L ake
hearers that the young American of to
is now at home.
^Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
All were pleased to listen to the ad day should realize his responsibility in
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
dress by County Attorney J. Blaine life, and should appreciate that he is a
JONES’ CAMPS
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
MEMORIAL DAY EXERCISES
Morrison who delivered the same in an citizen of a great country and that it
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
Fine trout and salmon fishing.
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
able
manner, and without using notes doesn’ t make so much difference where
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake Good accommodations for ladies
(Continued tram Page One.)
which is always pleasing to an audi we stand as in what direction we are
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring and gentlemen.
Address
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
found in the different tempers of the ence. We wish that space and time moving.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
GEO. C. JONES,
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Mosquito,
Maine.
people engaged. The gallant, dashing would permit us to use the entire man
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
southerner was well-calculated to de uscript, but are able to use only the
AUTO ON THE FARM
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
feat his slower spirited but more de following extracts:
(Continued from Page five!
Members of the Grand Army of the
termined northern brother at first.
chine, and thus, in turn brings a great
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the
Then the bitter long protracted strug Republic, Ladies and Gentlemen: It er degree of pleasure in its operation.
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Lake Webb,
Weld, Maine. gle which only the tenacity of the was with a feeling of appreciation and
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas, Maine
The farmer is obliged to get bis gas
Furnished camps to let by the season. north could have won; and finally its pleasure that I accepted the invitation oline by the barrel; so he has a stor
JIM POND G A M P S
triumphant conclusion. All these re to speak to the Veterans of the Civil age tank near his garage, and in such
Scamman Bros.
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
dound to the honor of these men who, War and to the citizens of Phillips on a place as to be conveniently reached.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
fighting as equal in courage upon this occasion, for I do indeed consider Thus he never leaves home without
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
COTTAGE TO RENT
their opponent’ s territory, yet by sheer it an honor to stand here today and a plentiful supply of fuel, and it is
very seldom that a farmer’s car is
for booklet.
For
the
Season
of
1914
steadfastness of purpose brought the voice the sentiment of not only the stalled by the wayside for lack of
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
people of this vicinity but of the patri gasoline. He likewise keeps a plen
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake. war to a successful close.
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me. One
of the best log cottages on the
Men of the G. A. R., this day gives otic people of this whole country of tiful supply of lubricating oil and
lake and in ideal location. Completely
ours as they assemble upon the 30th grease on hand. So his motor never
furnished, running water, baths and you a poignant pleasure. The mem
everything in first-class condition. We ory of these men, your friends, your of Mav of each year to openly show lacks for lubricant and all working
have several other very desirable Sum comrades in arms, your brothers, brings their gratitude for the services to this parts are supplied.
mer cottages on and near Rangeley a feeling of sorrow mingled with the country of the Boys in Blue in 1861 i Buying gasoline in quantities works
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
a considerable saving "within a year.
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. able
love and joy of the thoughts of other and 65.
prices.
With backward turning thoughts and Oil, even best, can also he purchased
days. Today you live over with your
Furbish & Herrick.
Portland,
Maine
hearts
subdued with tender memories at a much lower price when se
comrades,
the
sorrows,
the
joys;
the
Insurance and Real Estate,
cured in barrel or half barrel lots. So
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
* Rangeley,
Maine.
hardships, the pleasures; the defeats, do we meet on occasions like the pres the jhethod that is adopted as a neces
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport s
the victories of the past. And may ent. You of the Grand Army come in sity becomes the very best that could
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
the
passages of time but blunt the keen honor of friends and comrades who be devised. And as the farmer's mo
The best FLY FISHING for
and poultry from our own farm, enabledge of your anguish and give an added will meet with you on earth no more, tor never lacks oil, it gives a long
trout
to
be
had
in
Maine
at
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
glow to your joys, so that always your while we bring a tribute of respect season of service with no repairs.
GA£\P PHOENIX
meats, butter, cream, eggs etc.
The same precaution must be fol
happiness shall approach its perfec and honor to the lives of a former gen
American plan. Send for circular.
lowed in providing a supply of inner
Write for circular
eration.
tion.
C. A. DAISEY, Prop.,
Memorial Day was originally conse tubes, patches, cement, cases and tire
Fellow citizens:—This is the age of
equipment. Likewise is found a min
Norcross,
Maine.
steel, the commercial age and America crated to the memory of those who fell iature machine shop, or at least a
Camps at Long
ip
the
Civil
War
but
now
its
observance
Pond.
M an y
is a leader. Industry and inventions
bench with all needed tools for doing
out-lying ponds, RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE employ our greatest energy and ab has been enlarged to embrace all of our lighter repairs on the machine. To
On Rangeley Lake.
sorb our best talent. Yet let us not in nation’s defenders, whether the tablet accommodate all these features, the
S. C. HARDEN,
Write
Thoroughly modem. On direct automobile
the pursuit of there things lose sight old and moss grown indicates that the farm garage is usually built large
route.
Tavern
all
year.
Lake
View
HouSfe
Rangeley, Maine July 1 to Oct.
of the finer things of life; let us at occupant of that narrow house was a enough both to shelter the car and
Beat fishing and hunting. Booklets.
N.
H.
ELLIS
&
SON,
Props.,
least
keep our reverence and our patri soldier of the Revolution, or later and allow ample space for the work bench,
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Raugeley, Maine.
AND LOG CAMPS.
otism. Reverence for the past and more modern designates the resting oil reservoir, and tool kit. The gaso
Heart of the Rangeleya. Best fishing: region.
for the deeds of the past, for the his- place of a soldier of the Civil War or line tank is buried underground near
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
by with a pipe and pump connection
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
f tory of our country is filled with glor War with Spain, all receive alike the inside the building, convenient to the
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
testimonial
of
a
grateful
nation.
It
has
ious
pages
which
it
enobles
us
to
read.
supply tank of the car. A separate
DEAD RIVER REGION
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large And patriotism, love of country, that often seemed to me that our lives are building is erected for the garage,
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every Also
Togrue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca each party. Best of table vegetables, milk, which has made of this a great nation; filled with memorial days, for the rather than to use a part of the barn
and poultry products from Camp Farm. that which has kept its honor from dread reaper ha3 been unceasingly con vehicle shed, both for the sake of con
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting cream
Send for Booklet 1W. H. BEAN, Proprietor,
trailing in the dust; that which has stant in his work since the dawn of the venience, and as a protection against
Gerard,
Somerset County, Maine.
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
made this a country glorious in its world and every day that passes over fire. Moreover, the farmer soon learns
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
freedom, O let us keep our patriotism. our heads is to some of us a memorial that the auto and the vehicle are en
Let us here, today, kindle the torch of day, the anniversary of the death of tirely two different rigs, and must be
OUANANICHE LODGE.
cared for anfl sheltered separately. |
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me. On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
our
love of country at the blazing pile one who was near and dear and so on
World wide known for its famous fishing, —Best of hunting—Special rates for
A garage was built at one place at
vacation and hunting country.
days like these we find not only the a cost of less than $100. It was 12 by 20
of the memory of these men.
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake June, September, October and Novem
In the line of march this year were little flags planted upon the graves of feet, ground size, with double rolling
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good ber—Write for Booklet.
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
Weston
U.
Toothaker,
Proprietor,
the
following members cf James E. the defenders of our nation but gar doors for the main entrance, each
machines. From’,there one can take steamer to
Maine. Cushman Post, G. A. R: Judge James lands and wreaths of flowers twined door being five feet wide, thus giving
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt Pleasant Island,
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautifu
j Morrison,
George Huntoon,
Eben around the tablet that marks the last a ten-foot entrance for the car. Th*
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G.
ROSE. Manager, Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
New
Rowe, Dexter Lamb, Stanislow Oakes, resting place of friends and relatives. building was built bungalow^ Btyle to
April 1st.
J. M. Teague, William Babb, Timothy We cannot help at these times but harmonize with the farm residence,
M O U N T K IN E O H O U S E
and had six windows, three on each
RANGELEY LAKES
Sweet, Laforest Voter, S. W. Parlin.
think of what lies beyond the grave, of
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
Moosehead Lake, Maine.
side, so as to give plenty of light. The
Those not members of the Post who asking the question if a man die shall windows were hinged at the bottom,
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis, Maine.
Cottages and Bungalows to rent, fully marched were: Nathaniel Nile, Mr. he live again. It has always been, it so they could be easily opened to ad
furnished, $400 and up. Kineo Annex Ingham, Alfred Bubier, Isaac Bubier, probably always will be an unanswered mit air. The foundation of the garage
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly now open. Hotel opens June 27. Golf, Stephen Twombly, Emery Gould, Ed question, yet there is a something we was cement blocks, with a two-inch
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular. Tennis, Boating, Sailing, Canoeing,
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., Fishing. Daily Parlor, Sleeping and ward Kenniston, Mr. Jewett, Lafayette cannot perhaps describe that telis us flooring. This was provided with drain
Upper Dam, Maine.
that death does not reach the immortal, holes to take off surplus water when
Dining Car Service Boston and New Plaisted, William Coffren.
York to Kineo. Send for Booklet.
Those present but physically unable that what we term death is but simply the car was washed and cleaned in the
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
to march were: Eben Hanscom, Wil a passing on, as a child in school com house. This garage was built as neat
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
Ricker Hotel Company,
ly as the farm residence itself, using
liam Leavitt, John Cushman.
cost trout fisning in Maine.
pleting his work in one grade passes on
novelty rustic for siding, which with
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
1180 Broadway, New York City.
As the usual picnic dinner was not to to another, so in passing from this life the long eaves and bracket gabies
RANGELEY LAKES.
be held by the G. A. R., this year the that conscious something tells us we gave a very pretty effect.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
Federated church invited them to the shall find a door and not a wall.
EAST MADRID
It has been noticed that the closer
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
Parish House for the noon hour where
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
We look back over a long series of the farmer can keep to his machine
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
they served a dinner of baked beans, these occasions, over many audiences in the matter of Its operation and
for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r,,
June 1.
brown and white bread, pickles, straw like this one, over scores of speakers care, the more positive is the enjoy*Bald Mountain,
Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hamden and berries and cream, doughnuts, cake better than this one, we realize that ment he derives from its use. Even
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the children of Phillips were guests last and coffee, to the comrades and their little new can be offered, because I though he were obliged to move to
time to plan vour 1914 outing. Why Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Wing.
wives, also the widows of soldiers, cannot add to the words of praise that town, we would continue to do work
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Mrs. Alonzo Corson cared for her which was much appreciated by the have already many times been offered on the car; not because of any griev
Camps reached same day from Boston.
ance against the garage man, but be
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, mother, Mrs. Charlie Stevens of Phil Post, and three rousing cheers were or tell you in any more eloquent cause he would have learned by expe
lips
last
week,
who
was
ill,
but
we
are
given for the church by the “ boys.”
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
phrases that this country is grateful to rience that this is the most satlsfaeRates reasonable. Write for booklet.
pleased to report she is much better at
At 2 p. m.f they assembled at Lam you for all your sacrifice and devotion. tory plan.
GUY CHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine this writing.
bert hall for the afternoon’s program The war of the Rebellion covers many

Where To Go In Maine

COME TO OTTER POND

”

ROWE POND CAMPS

YORK C A M P S ,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

HOTEL MAPLES,

W E S T END
HOTEL

FISHING

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

Carlton Reed of Phillips was a guest
last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
Corson.
Mr. and Mrs. George Raymond of
Lewiston are spending their annual va
cation at F. H. Thorpe’s.
Dr. and Mrs. Chittenden of Portland,
and Messrs. Fuller and McLain of Lew
iston spent a few days last week at F.
H. Thorpe’s.
Miss Mabel Getchell and friend of
Kingfield were guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Getchell, a few
days last week.
Mias Pearl Buker was a guest of Miss
Fern Gould at Phillips over Memorial.
Bert Keene of Phillips was a guest at
Andrew Keene’s last Sunday.

M A IN E
OBITUARY.
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ly been given by the Harvard
and
Radcliffe chorus and won high praise.
Prince Wheeler was a
sincere
Christian and a member of the Congregational church of Phillips. His
was a heroic life for it was a con j
stant struggle with sickness and snffering.
But in the struggle he was
victorious not indeed in
banishing
disease but in rising superior to it.
He refused to let his suffering make
him gloomy and
uncompanionable,
He was considerate of others, cheerful, wanting to give them pleasure
He was faithful in all things when
most would have felt they had reason enough for failing.
Truly Prince W heeler won a vietory worth recQrding, and lived a
life worth emulating.

1889 he married Mrs. Elizabeth Sav-I
age who survives him.
in 1906 he
KEEP BOYS OFF THE STREET
PRINCE WHEELER
moved to Livermord Falls, where he
has since resided.
Besides a Widow Authority on the Subject Points Out
he leaves two children, two
grandA large number o f friends and forHow Playgrounds Help to Develop
children and three great grand cliildper neighbors attended the funeral
Useful Citizens.
Bad Blood Causes Most Ailments—
of Prince Wheeler which was held
ren'
Addressing a Philadelphia audience,
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Corrects It.
Friday, May 29 in the Union church
He was a kind husband and loving
»
it Phillips where Mr. W heeler Was
father and a man respected and liked Ernest K. Coulter, who can qualify as
an authority on child problems, de
Bad blood,—that is, blood that is
formerly the efficient and faithful
all who knew him.
clared that more than half the cases impure or impoverished, thin and
organist. A wealth of
beautiful
brought before the children’s court pale,—is responsible fo r more a il
flowers spoke of the devotion
of
grew out of a thwarted desire for play. ments than anything else.
FERN
SOULE
many friends but were
not
more
Very frequently the craving for ex
It affects every organ and func
beautiful than the life they honored,
citement and adventure, which more tion. In some cases it causes ca
Remarks were made and prayer ofFe,ni Soule only son of Mr- and fortunate youths may gratify in ath tarrh; in others, dyspepsia; in oth
fered by Rev. M. S. Hutchins,
his
Mrs> Aaron M- Soule was born in letic contests, drive the street boy to ers, rheumatism; and in still others,
former pastor,, and a beautiful solo
Rangeley, April 7, 1886 and has al minor crime, then into the world of weak, tired, languid feelings and
graft and gangs. So-called reforma worse troubles.
as sung by Miss Florian Wheeler.
ays made bis bome in tllis villaSetories and prisons under the present
It is responsible for run-down
Prince Albert Wheeler, son of Mr.
Fe.ra was a y°uaS man of sterling system operate to keep him there,
’
conditions,
and is the most common
and Mrs. J. M. W heeler of
Camqualities, faithful in his duties, gen once he has been convicted.
cause of disease.
tle, kindliearted, sympathetic, and
bridge, Mass., died in the Stillman
The remedy is playgrounds, and
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the great
ready to help everyone for whom more playgrounds. Philadelphia is do
jufinnary in that city May 26, 1914, j
UEL BEAN
he
^ad a smile and pleasant ing some wdrk in this field, with its est purifier and enrieher of the
after a week’s illness from
plural
blood the world has ever known. It
-- --------~
Igreeting.
recreation centers and playgrounds has been wonderfully successful in
pneumonia.
His age was 25 years,
and
gymnasiums.
But
the
work
can
Samuel Bean one of
Livermore
For several seasons he was employ
removing scrofula and other hu
5months, and 17 days.
not now reach half of those who neerf^
Mr. Wheeler, who was born
in Falls’’ oldest residents passed away ed by the R. L. H. Co. as driver of it. Money spent for its extension is mors, and iff building up the whole
system.
Ask your druggist for
Phillips, attended tlie schools of th is 1May 4, at the borne of his daughter j the-baggage team and as with
Old! a splendid investment, bearing inter
H ood’s today. Take it—give it to
est
in
useful
citizens
rather
than
loaf
tewn until 1907 when his
parents Mrs. C. F. Cornish in Auburn, after Jo.lm" the ho,rEe i f, da,115; “ ade mf n7
all the family so as to avoid illness.
trips to and. from the hotel, he had ers and lawbreakers. '
moved to Cambridge, that their s o b s an illness of about two months. Had
a kind word for all and everyone
night have the, benefit of the splen- Mr. Bean lived until August 26 he
did school and university privileges] would have been 88 years of age and J‘ad the same in returuNot Playing Fair.
that city affords.
It was also hoped [ imtil he cam© to Auburn some six
Fe bad always been anxious toj
Evil In Outbursts of Temper.
Dramatist’s Wife (at one of his
When the fearsome creature, or the
that the change of climate might be weeks before his death he had never I work on the railroad and eight days! plays—“Fritz, your heroine has had
better for Prince who had always suf- been ill enough to employ a physi- Previous to his dea h entered their eight different frocks already; you raging individual, is made to recog
don’t allow me anything like that dur nize by the ' painstaking, sympathetic
fered severely from asthma.
The
dan.
'
employ as section hand.,
ing
the whole season.”—Filegende doctor that outbursts of fury no less
ehange proved favorable and for the
He was born in Sanford, Me.,’ the
0n Thursday, May 21,while on his
than succumbing to the tremors of
past few years his health had been [son of Samuel and Sally Witharn way to dinner the gravel train having Blaetter.
a thunderstorm will work permanent
better than it had been in Maine.
Bean.
The funeral was
attended just come into the station he jumpinjury to the brain and heart, while
Graduating from Cambridge Latin from the home of his daughter Mrs.
onto tke encl of tbe caboose
to
ignoring and warding off such out
The Dr-.amer.
school in 1910, he, with his brother c - F * Cornish, 40 Union St. Auburn, sPeak with Robert Nile.
As
the
A dreamer is frequently a correct breaks will save their sanity and
Harold, entered Harvard University Me., at 1 p. m.,
May 7. The s e r - cars were being coupled lie lost his precursor of the future, but he does health, then will the deluded victim
in 1911 where he has continued his vices were conducted by Rev.
M r r balance and feU between themoving not feel like waiting for it- That come to his senses and guard himself
studies with great success.
Special- Faulkner of the Park Street Methotrain- Mr- Nlle 1116(1 to save
him ’which nature needs thousands ol to the bitter end against the impend
ing appearance of such emotional man
izing in mathematics and
musical! dist Church, Lewiston.
The services but cou]d not and the. heavy car pas- years to accomplish he wants to see
achieved during bis lifetime.—Lessing. ifestations.
composition he has each year
won were simple hut very impressive and yed over bis body klllinS klm
in'
the scholarships.
He has also stud- was attended only by the immediate stantly.
ied for three years inthe New
relatives and friends. Friends visitAs it was the noon hour
many
England Conservatory of
music ed tbe bouse between 11.30 and ,12- persons chanced to be near and saw
where his work was largely with the 30’ The interment was atStrong,, the tragic accident.
It was indeed
aTgnn ^
piano
Me.
a sad duty as strong men with tears
His work in composition was esAt the age of 11 years, Mr. Bean^ ^ S . removed the body from under
pecially fruitful and of great promise, went to Avon; Me,, to live with his
tbe trainThe entire community
During the past two years he has uncle> the late Nahaum Bean. When was shocked an# saddened and a
composed several organ voluntaries 15 years of age be wentto Boston j §loom cast over the village,
also music for songs and
anthems. and learned the stone mason’s trade
The bereaved father and hearthave
One of his compositions has recent- which he followed with his farm broken mother and relatives
the heartfelt sympathy of all.
The
|work up to within 10 years.
In 1848 he bought the farm in affair was Purely accidental and no
C I T R O L A Xl
Avon where he lived until about 1905.iblarae 1S attached to anyone.
5 and 10c Packages
C U R O LA X I
In 1849 he was united in marriage
Funeral services 1 were held at the
CITRO LAX!
to Sarah Smith of New Portland. To church Saturday morning at 10 o’
First—get the name down pat—then buy it of
, .
,
,
your druggist. Just the very beat thing for con- them were bom three children, Flora clock, a large number o t relatives
stipation, sick headache, sour stomach, lazy liver, „
, _
-...
___
At
and
friends
being
present.
Rev.
duggish constipated bowels. The pleasantest, !
WllO died m 1865, M. Alice CornH. A. Childs officiated. Several apsurest, nicest laxative you ever used. Tastes 1igft Auburn Me
and
Charles
A.
food—like lemonade. Acts promptly, without
,
*>
•>,
! propriate selections were rendered
pain or nausea. Gives you the most satisfactory I Bean, Portland, Me.
Joshing you have ever had.
I
in
: by Mrs. O. R. Rowe and Miss Muriel
R. H. P r e b l e .
In 1887 he lost his wife
and
Hoar.
The flowers were pumerous
and beautiful, the casket being com
pletely covered and the
platform
CARD OF THANKS
banked with flowers. The interment
RELIEF
was at Evergreen cemetery. . The
We wish to thank the many friends
bearers were Hal Tibbetts, Vernon
Do you love to gather them, to bury your face in the mass of their
of Phillips who so kindly extended
sun-kissed petals—to revel in their fragrance?
Stewart, Clyde Wilcox and
Fred
itlieir sympathy and help in our re
Then why not carry with you everywhere the soft fragrance of choicest
Roiss.
cent bereavement.
fresh-cut violets? You can, by using for all your toilet needs—perfume,
Panel of carnations, Mr. and Mrs.
talcum, cold cream, soap, sachet,—the dainty
Joel M. Wheeler
Aaron Soule; tulips, Maude Soule;
Harriet E. Wheeler
wreath, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Soule;
Harold W. Wheeler
panel of roses, railroad boys; carna
tions, Mabel and Hannah
Pease;
CARD OF THANKS.
carnations,, Miss C. T. Crosby, Mrs.
To make an ounce of this essence, upon which our Violet Dulce is
Etta Dill, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Webster
based, two tons o f violets are used.
We wish to extend thanks to our
carnations, Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Hoar,
many friends for the beautiful trib
Muriel Hoar, Hayden Huntoon; car
utes sent and the kindness
shown
nations, Mrs. Jas. E. Irish, Miss
during our recent bereavement and
Irish; roses, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
sorrow.
Brackett; pillow, Mrs. C. B. Hamlin;
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hamlin.
roses, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel
Soule;
carnations, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Snow
RETURNING THANKS
man; wreath, Mr. and Mrs.
Alf.
Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. Rod Brackett,
In behalf of the Comrades of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Robasli,
Mr.
James E. Cushman Post No. 87,, G.
and Mrs. Elbridge Ross, Mr.
and
The Editor—Well, there’s hardly A. R. the undersigned desire to re
Mrs. Joe Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Saul any chance of our going to war with
turn sincere thanks to the Methodist
Collins, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Raymond, Japan.
The Reporter—I’m glad of that. I Pastor Bessie F. Crowell for the ex
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Wilcox;
carna
cellent sermon and other services
tions,, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ross; pe never could spell those. Japanese
given us on Memorial Sunday;
to
names.
tunias, Mr. and Mrs. David Hoar;
the Federated Church for the bounti
carnations, Mrs. Rose Adams; sweet
ful dinner served the Post on
May
peas, tulips, Mr. and Mrs. James
VANITY
30; to the several speakers Who in
Ross,. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ross, Mr.
terested us, and to all others who
and Mrs. Walter Bush, Mr. and Mrs.
assisted in the exercises that made
Joseph Mitchell; carnations, Mr. and
the observance of Memorial Day a
Mrs. E. B. Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. An
complete success.
son Oakes; roses, carnations, tulips,
S. W. Parlin,
Commander
and lilies from the following friends:
James Morrison,
Adjt.
Violet Dulce Toilet Goods are sold to you under our positive
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Marchetti, War
guarantee that if you do not find them entirely satisfactory, you can
ren Loomis, C. F. Huntoon, G. W.
have vour money back. This guarantee is good in any Rexall Store,
CARD OF THANKS.
of which there are more than 7,000, one leading druggist in each imPickel, Etta Dill, M. W. Boulter, H.
portant city and town in the United States, Canada and Great Britain.
V. Kimball, James Morrissey, H. W.
By their co-operative manufacturing and distributing arrangement,
We wish-ffo extend thanks to our
Holmes, Angus La Point, J. B. Mad
these stores can give you the advantage of very moderate prices on
many
friends who so kindly assisted
den, P. A. Tibbetts, Wm. Russell,
Violet Dulce Toilet Goods, as will be seen from the following list:
us in our recent sorrow; also for
Violet Dulce Talcum Powder
25c Violet Dulce Dry Rouge (Theatrical No 18)
L. A. Robbins, G. A. Proctor, Chas.
the beautiful floral tributes.
Case, O. R. Rowe, Eben Rowe, Ver
v £ gate6 Extract—the c J n c V ^
Violet Dulce Sach et-th e ounce
'
50c
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron M. Soule,
non
Stewart,
E.
W.
Marshall,
J.
S
Violet Dulc«Sq^^C<TOldexionr
*°° V W SSS GdScSSS
'“ " mc and 50c
Rangeley,
May 26.
V‘°let Dlpowder
60cand $1.00 Violet Dulce Vanishing Cream
50c
Hoar, Howard Herrick, Bruno RoceViolet Dulce Cpmplexion Powder (in cake form/
" c. , e
briccioli, Sherman P. Hoar, Clarence
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN MAINE
“ Violet Dulce W eek ” begins to-day at all the Kexall Mores
Meade.
WOODS. LOW ADVERTISEYou can obtain these articles only at
ING RATES.

PURE RICH BLOOD
PREVENTS DISEASE

Moth Balls
And

i y

Flake Napthaline
Whitney’s Pharmacy

Do You Love V iolets?

Violet Dulce Perfumes
and Toilet Preparations

?

R. H. P R E B L E ’S .
Store
Phillips, Me.

SUBSCRIBE FOR MAINE WOODS.
—
At Bremen, Ga.. W. M. Golden, of the Equit
able Life Insurance Society, says he found Foley
Kidney Pills to be the best remedy for kidney
and bladder troubles, also for rheumatism. He
says, “ Any person having kidney trouble, back
ache. or rheumatism should be very glad to And
such a wonderful remedy’”
i
R. H. Preble .

Comforting to Stout People
“ Y a ssa h , I'se s e ttin ’ ou t heah
in
de sun s o ’ s I kin git a tan, and folks’ll

fink I’se done been to de seas bo’ far
a vacation.”
(

Foley Cathartic Tablets are specially good lit'
tie regulators that keep_ your system in perfect
working order. No billiousness, no constipationno distress after eating, no greasy, gassy taste:
A stout person who uses them constantly wil1
readily feel thinned out and more comfortable as
a result of their use.
R. H. Preble.

M A I N E W O O D S, P H I L L I P S
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SCHOOL NOTES
PHILLIPS HIGH SCHOOL
M. R. Keyes, Miss Lura Dennison,
W. M. Payson, teachers.
Tlve scholars /both in the Grammar
school and the High school have been
very busy this week preparing
for
graduation.
The high school gradua
tion. will be Wednesday night, June
10, reception Thursday eight, June
11, and the Grammar school gradua
tion Friday night, June 12.
Decoration day the High
school
boys went to Kingfield to play base
ball with a team composed of the
young men of that town.
The trip
was made in automobiles. The road
in places was in very bad condition,
and while going over one of
the
worst places one of the cars broke
a front spring.
At first the boys
thought that they could go no farth
er; but at last a lucky thought came
to one of tlve boys to put a piece of
plank along upon the axle. The body
was jacked up and the plank placed
on end between the axle and the
body.
Every once in a while one of
the boys would get out and look to
see if it had moved any. The spring
was broken between Phillips
and
Salem but the block did not
move
out of the place where it was put,
in the trip over to Kinfgield
and
back.
It was so late when they arrived
that the game was commenced
al
most immediately.
When the op
posing team took their positions a
surprise was in store for the boys,
for out on second base there was a
full blooded Indian, and upon first
there was the marathoner, who has
been making fast time in practice
for the distance of fifteen miles and
farther.
Woodcock was in the pit
cher’s box, and all that the
boys
hoped for, was that they would not
receive a goose-egg from his hand.
There is no need to say more than
that he is a very clean fellow
for
bis pitching ability is well known to
the base ball fans in this section.
The final score was 16 to 3
in
favor of Kingfield, but the earned
runs were, Kingfield 6; P. H. S. 2.
Phillips was at bat 31 times, got
3 runs; 5 base hits; 24 put-outs and
made 12 assists and 15 errors.
The Kingfields were at bat
41
times; got 16 runs; made 10 basehits; 27 put-outs; 13 assists and 3
errors.
Both teams: Earned runs,
K. T. T. 6; P. H. S. 2; two base hits
Howland, 1Woodcock, French;
base
on balls off Sweatt, 3; eff
Wood
cock, 1; struck out by Sweatt, 2; by
Woodcock, 14; left on bases, P. PI.
S., 7; K. T. T., 4; hit by
pitcher,
Ross by Woodcock; pass balls, A.
Aldrich, 2; Page, 1;- double
plays,
Aldrich to ■Howland, Wing to War
ren; first on errors, K. T. T., 10;
P. H. S., 13; time 1.40;
umpire,
Hughes, scorer McKenzie.
The Phillips High school/team will
play the All Stars, Saturday after
noon, June 6, at 2,30.
An interest
ing game is expected.
Come
and
watch.

M A IN E ,
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went to Bangor for a week returning
last Wednesday.
Clarence Miller of Wilton was in
town Sunday.
A crowd from out of town went on
Mt. Blue Saturday. They came in six
automobiles.
Delbert Buker visited at Horace
Masterman’ s Saturday and Sunday.
Horace has just put in a new cream
separator.

h
May 26.

MADRID
May 26.
Pomegranate, pear and plum trees
are in full bloom.
The apple trees
also, look promising.
J. C. Wells lost a valuable
cow
last Monday.
Tlve Ladies’ Circle have a baked
bean supper and sale Saturday, June
6, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs.
James Burgle!.
Ed Landers, wife and son
were
guests of A. L. Huntington’s family
recently. Tlvey intend to return to
their western heme in a few days.
Elmcn Tyler and wife visited lvis
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Tyler,
recently.

Dr. Bell has been called
several
times the past week to attend Mrs.
Timothy Sweet, who lvas had severe
hemorrhages of tlve nose caused by
a broken artery.
Mrs. Harry Hunter and little sons
Roland and Kenneth are
stopping
with Mrs. C. W. Cook for a
short
time.
Mrs. Hudson is planning to re
turn to Portland this week.
M. G. Bubier has been ploughing
for Timothy Sweet the past week and
Archie Toothaker for J. A. Norton.
Cannon's 25,000,000 Horsepower
Commander Regnault of the French
navy in an address to an association of
civil engineers calculated that the
force developed in the heart of a large
cannon firing a 500 kilogram projectile
with a muzzle velocity of 900 inches a
second is equivalent to 25,000,000
horsepower. That of a field gun firing’
a projectile weighing about seven kilo
grams with a muzzle velocity of 500
inches is 115,000 horsepower.

EAST WELD
June 1.
Lawrence & McLaughlin Co., have
quite a crew of men cutting and peel
ing pulp wood. Ten Frpnchmen came
last week to work for them. Delbert
Buker and Daniel Clarkson will work
for them this month. Mr. and Mis.
Harry Masterman l i r a ’s Harry) are
doing their cooking.
Chas. Sanborn sold a horse to Almon
Ellis last week.
Halford Buker pitched a winning
game of ball for the Weld Grange team
at East Dixfield, playing with the East
Dixfield town team last Saturday. The
scores were 11 to 8.
Delbert Buker and Daniel Clarkson
Don’t Lose Sleep Coughing at Wight
Take Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound It
glides down vour throat and spreads a healing
soothing coating over the inflamed tickling sur
face. That s immediate relief. It loosens up the
tightness in your chest, stops wheezy breathing
eases distressing, racking, tearing cough*. Chil
dren love it. Refuse any substitute. Contains
no opiates.
R. H. Prpble.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
Bessie F. Crowell, paster.
Sunday, June 7— Morning worship
10.45.
Rev. C. J. Brown of Bangor
will preach.
Sunday school 12. Jun
ior League 3. Epworth League 7.
Prayer and praise service 7.30.
Thursday, June 11—Mid • week
prayer meeting 7.30.

F0O T=E A SE

Friendship.
Friendship is the door
which we go out from the narrowCej|
of self and enter into other ijTei
It is the door through which 0the-a
come into that narrow cell and
it a palace, with windows that
on a boundless universe.—M
McGiffert.

No. Franklin
Marble Works
Phillips, Maine.

federated

church.

Monuments, Headstones.

Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pas
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
tor.
and
Calendar for week ending June
13.
Cemetery W ork o f all Kinds
Sunday,, June 7: 10.45—Morning
worship.
Sermon before graduating
class Phillips High school.
12.10—
Sunday school.
7.30—Evening wor
PH ILLIPS, - ME.
ship.
Address, “ Steadiness.”
All orders by mail or in pen
Thursday, June 11:
7.30— Prayer
promptly attended to.
meeting.

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop,

—

PHILLIPS

Maud E. B«edv
HARRY F. BEEDY & CO.,
Fire Insusanee Agency,

Harry F. Beetly

A L L E N ’S
The Antiseptic powder shaken into
the slices—T h e S ta n d a rd R e m I e ily f o r th e F e e t f or a Quarter
; century. 30,000 testimonials. Sold
"Trade-Mark, everywhere, 25c. Sample FREE.
Address. Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy. N.Y.
.. rV navi iHlP ik «\ fii 1m I* if. L 1 .

FOLEY
KIDNEY FILLS
FOR RHEUMATISM KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

Cburcbes

WEST

Sunday, June 7: 2.30—Afternoon
worship.
Sermon by M. S. Hut
chins.
“ Preparing for Eternity.”

MILE SQUARE

Agency lor;
The Aetna of Hartford.
The Home,
The Niagara,
New York Underwriter’s Agency
of New York.
Office at Residence,
MAIN ST..
PHILLIPS, ME.

May 26.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Pratt of Phil
lips visited at D. W. Tootliaker’s
Headquarters for every
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Spencer and |thing in the hardware line,
daughters Grace and Sadie of Strong Lum berm en's Supplies,
visited at H. W. Wortliley’s Sunday, j
Blacksmiths' Supplies,
Fred Wells, wife and
daughter 1
Doors,
Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
Hazel were visitors at L. B. Kinney’s (
Plumbing Goods, Sporting Goods,
the first of the week.
Ardene Kinney, who is working for! Paints, Oils, Varnishes. Muresco, etc.
Now is the'time to do spring Paintin
Lueien Warren in town, was at
Repairing, etc.
home over Sunday.

Phillips Hardware Co,
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f i t
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—

'
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Chapin Marden is working
for
We buy fo r the lowest
Nelson Sweatt.
Spot Cash prices, and give
Mrs. Mary Gleason of Phillips is
our customers the benefit o!
working for Mrs. F. A. Ellsworth.
Frank Stewart visited at H. W. 1same.
Wortliley’s Sunday.

Phiiiips Hardware Co,

I

if
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1

1
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T h a t’ s an advantage when you have to
heat something quickly in the night. T h e

f e

O

f t

M0numents in Poor Locations.
The reciently issued report of the
New 'ork; art commission contains
1
the fcillowi ng:
FrG1HI time to tirale there have
bee 11 s\lbm
to the icommission desigi o f mouuments (;C
fou nt; US iMid tlle like) completely execu J, WHu the broiize parts cast, the
mairbl a or granitte cut and the entire
moiRU ent rc:■cTy to b® set up. Often
the eI1‘tire work has bieen completed
in ;a fcirei ?n country, with utter disALSO
regard to the 1<nation in which it is
pro pcSi2d that tlle momuinent shall be
Furniture
o f A ll
ced. 7.’hey are designed for .an
pin •
abstr;ict locul.ion, that is to say, for
any h5C in, but searc!i for a suitable
&
location nearly always results in fail- ,
ure.
“ Most persons seem to have lost
Phillips,
sight of the fact that many of the beau
tiful monuments of the past were de
STRONG - MAIN)
signed for particular sites, and conse
quently that the monument was made
to fit into its surroundings.
“ Our American cities, having in j
most cases no important civic or re- j
Wholesale and Reti
ligiouie Crnteu’S, have grown without I
any intelligent or comprehensive plan, i Leave your orders tar]
and monuments have been lodged here ' winter’s supply. For pr
BEAL & McLEi
and there in streets and parks, like j
Office at Phillips St
driTtwood. In only a few instances \
are, they definitely related to anything 1
in their vicinity, so as to form part of j
5000 Cords
a comprehensive scheme.
There is 1 Peeled Spruce, Fir and
no more forlorn looking object than wood want* d, delivered at
a granite monument placed in the mid on Sandy River & Rangelej
dle of a green lawn. It is a foreigner between Farmington and
to all its nearest neighbors. Recently between Strong and Saler
it has come to be recognized that cit A . W . M c L e a r y .
ies should be built according to a dis-1
tinct plan, and that the various parts
and objects in the city should bear a ■
direct relation not only to one an- !
other, but to their surroundings.”
Office over National Bank.

Puffs,
Mat*

C. F. Chandler

‘C O A L

TAYLOR HILL
June 1.
Mr. and Mrs. S. I). Fuller spent the
week end with Mrs. Fuller’s mother
Mrs. Rosa Cowan at Freeman.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Nuuing and son,
Clarence, were cvllc; at Strong one
day last week. Dana Gr:;y is painting
F. P. Nutting’s house. '
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heats instantly without smoke >or smell.
It has all the convenience of gas and
costs less for fuel than any ether stove.
It is the best oil-burning device yet pro
duced for cooking purposes.
T h e N e w Perfection N o . 5 has the
new Fireless Cooking O ven , which
roasts and bakes perfectly— slow, fast or
| fireless cooking, to suit every need.
N e w Perfection Stoves* are made in 1,
2 , 3 , and 4-bumer sizes.
N o . 5 stove
includes broiler and toaster.
These
utensils can be obtained separately for
the smaller sizes.
Sad-iron heater and
cook-book free with every stove.

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

Phillips,

Maine

First Things to Be Considered.
Health, beauty, and comfort stand Both ’ Phones
higher than do the rights of the land |
speculator.

D. R. T O S S

Attorney and Counsellor at La*

A t dealers everywhere, or write direct
for catalogue.

Office at No. 2 Bateq Block
-

Wanted

New York
Albany

of New York

Buffalo
Boston

Pulpwood delivered
at
any point on line o f Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
H A L E Y & FIELD
Phillips,

-

-

MA

J. BLAINE MORRISON

PEELED SPRUCE AND FIR

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

-

Attorney - at ■ Law
Beal Block. riiillioH Fire and Life Insnranft

Dr. W . J. Carter,
DENTIST

Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
Maine appointment.

Evenings bj

M A IN E

W O O D S , P H I L L I P S , M A IN E
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LADIES’ AID HAS
SUCCESSFUL FAIR

came home Monday and were
ac field were in town Saturday and Union church to attend the quarterly present and danced until a late hour.
companied home by Mrs.
Clifford, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. meeting at Rangeley, June 9th and 10th A very bountiful supper was served by
who will spend a few days.
Fred Page.
They returned
home were Rev. Sarah A. Robinson, Mr./and the Sisters in the K. P. hall.
Charles Richards started a
large Sunday night.
Mrs. Charles Hardy, Mrs. Barber MasCharles Greene of Skowhegan was a
The house occuipied by Lionel Al terman and Mrs. Belle Adams.
crew of men at work Monday morn
business caller in town last week.
len and Hammond Richardson
and
Next Saturday, June 6th, there will
Master Whiting Fishes fo r Eels but ing oil the new road from Strong to families is being painted by
Lincoln Worthley of Strong was in
Sam
Now Vineyard.
The crew will stay
be a picnic at the home of Rev. Sarah town last week.
Johnson,
assisted
by
George
Burns.
Catches Trout.
in the house formerly occupied
by
A. Robinson for the members of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cushman and
Miss Nellie Witherell was in Far
Charles Thurston.
Mr. Richard ex
Adams’ Sunday school class from 2 to 5 little daughter of Bingham, visited his
mington
on
business
Saturday
after
pects to complete the job in a few
p. m.
mother and other relatives in Coplin
(Spec al Correspondence.)
noon.
weeks with his present crew.
N. E. Adams and family were in and Stratton last week.
Chelsie Stewart of Farmington was
Strong, June 2—Next
Saturday
Miss Genevieve Hairnden of Port
town Sunday.
a caller in town Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. C. E. Parker of Phillips is visit
night the Grange 'will give a Library land spent a few days
recently in
Verne Hardy, who is working at ing her son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred LeBree is said to be gaining
Benefit entertainment and sociable in town the guest of Mr.
and
Mrs. nicely from hils recent severe acci Berry’s Mills were home over Sun Floyd E. Parker.
their hall.
Posters are out giving Percy Mason.
day.
dent.
a full account of the program.
Miss Vivian Bates is
teaching
Gordon,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
RosMrs. Cora Proctor, who has been at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prescott and
school in Freeman.
Her
many coe Whiting was fishing for eels Farmington for a few days will return
son Earle came up from
Lewiston
NORTH PHILLIPS
friends wish her much success.
under suspension bridge
Saturday home today.
Saturday in their automobile to spend
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Witham are re
V. Starbird, son Raymond, night, when he caught a trout which
Sunday with her parents, Mr.
and
weighed 1}4 pounds.
He took it to ceiving congratulations over the event
Mrs. Sam Gilman and other relatives. Walter Jones, and Walter Bradford
June 1.
Dyer’s drug store and had it weigh of a baby girl born last week.
Mrs. L. L. Partridge has returned took an automobile ride to FarmingMr. and Mrs. Eugene Hinkley enter
ed.
He
then
thought
he
would
go
Mrs. Mary Grover who has been in
ton Tuesday in Mr. Starbird’ s
Cole
from a week’s visit with
relatives
back and fish for eels again, when in Lewiston for the last three months will tained the following guests at dinner
automobile.
and friends in Portland,
Lewiston
one day last week: Mr. and Mrs. E.
another return home next Saturday.
The many friends o f Mrs. Mary a few minutes he caught
and Winthrop.
R. Lander, Mrs. Ina Davenport and
Frank Kittridge has bought a Ford
Ann Dodge were saddened last week trout that weighed exactly the same
C harles E. Dyer has recently pur
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Hinkley
as
the
first.
Master
Whiting
is
a
touring
car.
Wednesday, to learn o f her death at
of Wilton; Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Wing
chased a handsome new Reo automo
Mrs. Hustin has returned from Dix*
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Lor- very successful fisherman.
of Madrid and Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
bile.
Mrs.
William
Conant
and
family
field and is with her son and wife, Mr.
in Hunter, where she has lived
the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Daggett,
son|
Wed and Mrs. Thomas Hustin for the pres, Hinkley.
past few years.
The funeral ser started for Iowa City, Iowa
Holman, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Edith Hinkley is visiting her
nesday
of
this
week,
where
they
will ent.
vices were held Friday
afternoon,
Pease spent Sunday with their broth
brother, Frank Harnden for a few
make
their
future
home
with
Mr.
Mrs.
Bert
Vining
and
baby
are
visit
conducted by Rev. T. B. Bitler. The
er Earle Carr and w ife at Wilton.
Boner ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse days.
remains were taken to Farmington Conant, who is manager of
They made the trip in Mr. Daggett’s
Frye
Co.
of
that
city.
A
host
of Whitney for a few days.
Master Maxelle Shepard is spending
for burial, beside those o f her hus
new Overland.
Miss Addie Blackwell, one of the a few days with his grandparents, Mr.
band.
She leaves besides the daugh- friends reSret their departure. Ray
Mrs. Anna Bangs is very sick, suf
ter, three grandchildren, Mrs. Bessie mond Witham, who has bought the teachers in Avon, was a week end and Mrs. Eugene Hinkley.
fering from pneumonia
family guest of Miss Esther Vining.
Mrs. Orberton and son of Temple are
Her friends: Goldsmith, Misses Alice and
Hazel Conant farm> is niovinS bis
hope for her speedy recovery.
there this week.
Hunter.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Carrie BillMr. and Mrs. Horatio Luce
and
ington.
The many friends of Mrs. C. B.l Those who attended Grand Chapter
STRATTON.
family spent Sunday with relatives Richardson are glad to know she is i of Eastern Star in Portland report a
Levi Reed is moving onto the Moody
in New Vineyard.
very comfortable and is doing nicely |vc 5^ nic® ti“ efarm in salem.
Mrs. Frank L. Dyer recently re
Mr. and :VIrs. C. V. Starb ird,
son j under the care
June 1.
of Miss Myrtie
Floyd Witham, teacher of the Blethturned frcm a visit with friends in
Raymond and Mr. and MrsK
Klalph j Pushee.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor and little
en school, spent Sunday with friends
Starbir.l to-ok an automobile tri p to
daughter Florence, of Bingham, have
William Lovejoy, V. S.
was
in ILewiston.
Harry Witherell has returned
to returned to their home after visiting jn Madrid.
Solon receiitly and visited Mr. and |Kingfield Tuesday on
professional j
j school after several days’
absence relatives for several days.
Mrs. Albert Stiaxbird and family.
J busihess.
sore eyea,
Mr. Winer, the peddler is in town
Mr. and Mr;b. Menzor Wm i
and
Miss Carrie Hunter was in
Far-' fro
IS PHILLIPS SATISFIED?
William Lovejoy, V. S. tells a very with a gcod line of goods.
Chester Leiffllton went to
Wint,hrop j mington on business Wednesday
The
Twenty-three of the Great Northern The Evidence Is Convincing.
Saturday aind visited her
John Hellen of W est vFarmington' interesting account of a family
of
par ents,
Testimony Open to Investigation.
Irs. H. A. Clifford. T h e y ! was in town a few days
recently |ehiidren belongin'/ to Mr. and Mrs. Paper Company’s horses passed through
Rev.
L. E. Taylor cffCoplin, whom he met I town last week on their way to West
calling on friends.
Before a statement can be accepted
and cm a professional trip through
the j Kingfield, where they will be pastured here, it must be supported by local
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lorin
Hunter
PROBATE NOTICES.
testimony—by the evidence, of someone
daughters A lice and Hazel recently Dead River refckn. Their children this summer.
residing in Phillips. Statements from
Mrs.
Ella
Blanchard
is
in
Lewiston
returned frcm a visit with their bave to W£dk °ne
to school and
unknown people in remote places may
N O T IC E .
Frank Lucile aged ten has been to school for a few days.
be true, but we cannot prove them.
The lubscriL*sr hereby gives notic * that he has daughter and sister, Mrs
been duly aopoiinted Adminiktrator o f the estate Goldsmith.
five years without being absent
or 'W . W. Small and a party of friends Here is a statement by a Phillips resi
of Lottie Williaira.on, late o f Kingti eld, in the
Olive,! aged eight, has been j from Farmington were in town Sun dent:
County.nf Fra ►
klin, deceased, and given bonds
The fair and entertainment given far-dy
“ The public statement I gave sever
Mthc law dir*'.:ts. All persona haviing demands
three
years
and one term without be- |day, coming by automobile.
U*in-t cheesti%te o f wild
al years ago regarding Doan’s Kidney
■e desired to last week by the Ladies’ Aid was a!
Evelyn,! The Pythian Sisters gave a white Pills, still holds good,’ ’ says H. H. Vin
presetv the »»
for Rottlement. ancI all indebted very enjoyable occasion and a
fin ing absent cr tardy, while
thereto ire reqijested to make payn lent immediancial success.
Each booth
was| aged seven ha S'attended tl ee terms j ball in Larder’s hall, Friday evening, ing, farmer, of Pleasant St., Phillips.
Itely.
Ebon Wi
prettily
decorated, several
new with the same record. T his seems May 29. The hall was beautifully dec “ I have had no need of a kidney medi
Hay
cine since and I believe the cure is a
ones being added this year.
One! very remarkable,for children of their orated for the occasion. Dyer’ s orches permanent one. I got Doan’s Kidney
tra of Strong furnished the music. Pills at Cragin’ s Drug Store, (now
was a food table another was Will-1 ages.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
iam’s perfumes, etc. The new cook 1 Mrs. John KJ, Lawton has finished The grand march was led by Dr. and Prtble’g Drug Store), when I was suf
book recently gotten up by the Lad work for Mrs. Hattie Johnson for a Mrs. E. J. Brown, A large crowd was fering from kidney trouble and they
cured me in a short time. I hope that
Office of Cor iptroller of the- Cur- ies’ Aid was a great attraction.k At few weeks.
v
other people who are suffering from
rency.
large number of them were sold. The! Burchard Leek was given a sur
kidney complaint will be led to try
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism Doan’s Kidney Pills by reading my
proceeds were about $70.00 not in-j prise birthday party last Saturday
21, 1914.
Remember how spry and active you were be statement.’ ’
night, it being his fifteenth birthday
fore you had rheumatism, backache, swollen,
WBF.BEAS. b
evidence present- eluding the cook book.
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t sim
by
about
a
dozed
ycung
friends.
The
aching
joints and stiff painful muscles? Want to ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
been
made
to
apnod, it hasi
id to the u’
The friends of Mrs. James Worthier
feel
that
way
ar
ain?
You
can—
just
take
Foley
ionul Bank" in the
hat “ The I*h
out
riding| evening was very pleasantly pent Kidney Pills. Fc.r they quickly clear the blood of Doan’ s Kidney Pills—the same that Mr.
SOWN of PHILLIP'S in the co unty o f FRANK- ‘ were glad to see her
complied with all |Sunday.
pc ns that cause your pain, misery and tor- Vining had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
■Sand State of M
She
is
somewhat
better
I in playing games,'!. At £* late h our the
•K CONGRESS **lo
menti rheumatism.
the provisions o f i
Buffalo, N. Y.
R. H . P r e b l e .
the schoolmates and friends de
CING ASSOCIA- I new than for a few months past.
hnab!. NATION/
n‘ e existence, and
TIONS to extend tl
irthwishing
him
many
more
happy
Mr. and Airs, Herbert Dyer, who
JULY 12. 1882
IOHN SKELTON were guests of
NOW THEREH
Lr. and Mrs. Frank! days.
jm jIAM S. &,mp troDer of the Currencv. do
Hie following were recent guests
gone( to Ran
kerehv certify that ‘THE PH II.LIPS N:\TION- L. Dyer recently,, have gO®
ALBANK” in the T O A N of PHILLIT’ S in the geley to spend a few days
at
Hotel Strong*
T. I Cawely, F.
at
the
State o f MAINE in
tounlv of FRANK
n for the period Rangeley Lake House, before returii- H. Culley, L.
nttio'i
to have
C. Ba iy, H. m . I
cles of association?
4pec;: l in its am
Mr.
and j
13 arne3 L W. Sanborn
[ ing to their home in Boston.
Mm*■! . until close ->f bu'lnecs May 20,1934.
REOF witness my
r ilN TKE
of Mrs. F. J. d irasher, Portland;
M;r. and Mrs. C. F. Chandler
<• this TW ENTY14.
he IA. Whittier, [. E. Dobson, Lewiston;
Phillips
were
recent
guests
at
th
»N WILT l VMS.
L. Eme jn,; Detroit, Mich.; J.'
r o f the Currency, ‘ home of their son Harry Chandler.
ion No. 3293
ughkeeusie, N. Y.; E1-!
Dr. Lewis Hayden and party frea M. Davis,
; Livermqj-e Falls spent Sunday at Dr. mer Gond, Burton, N. Ii.; A. Clark,!
F. F. Coswell, G. L. O’Connell,
A. j
k COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
C. W. Bell’s.
Itaklin, 38.
May 29. A. D. 1914
Memorial Day passed very quietly. M. Clark, J. J. Grounder, Parmington
We th.- undersigned having- been duly appointed
D. BarkClayton W. H. Littlefield, Saco;
lathe Honorahle J. H. Thompson. Ju<ge_of Pr >- The members of the E. B.
Yithin and for said County, Conrm issioners Post and families had a dinrfer
in
J
er,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
H.
Parker,
Wm.J
upon the claims of the
to r.
: and d
^^Bt.> >f Willi* B. Hoyt late of Phillips, in Bates hall at noon after which n R. Hooper, New York City; George!
►ceased, whose estate has Ixen repStic C i:
Several; E. Knapp, F. C. Shackford-, Auburn;.
rent. hereby give publi' notice social time was enjoyed.
Itten'cd
e order of the said Judge of Pro- ! of the members from Kingfield alsoj Elmer Rowland, Frank A .
Ureu;:
K-rans.j
months
from
and
after
April
21st
b»tr. th;
|Paterscn, N. J.; N. H. Hough,
J r.j
attended. •
n allow >d ______ __ editors to present
1914ha e
ttd pro. leir chiim-i and that we wiU attend
an Farrancl,
South |
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Page of King-1 Providence;
ssignod u at tho office of Harry F,
tothfl di!
Seedy. Phillips, in ;*i I County on Saturday
Pinkham,
Freeman;!
Poland; R.
, October 3d, A. D 191*. at
July 11th uo
Mr. and Mrs. K. K. Brackett, Mr. and 1
the aft* moon of each of
■tree of th
said days.
Mrs. Farnum Bishop,, Master Rolo |
Willi E. Hardy
edy
fOR BACKACH i KiliNSYS AMO ELAOOC
Arthi r S. BCoinissioncrs
Bishop, Dixfield; Edgar
Stevens,
Carthage; Mary Putnam, Winthrop;
C. C. Crowell, Boston.
** * * *
♦J* * * 4* *5*
** * * * * * * * * * * *
*

j

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
- Attractive.

For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

FOLEY

4*

❖
❖
4*
4*
4>
4*

1

wig Baumann & Company
419-1451-1458-1455 B roadw ay,

The

Brooklyn. N. Y.

you v nrt any reference ask
We have just now extended theI f publishers
of Maine Woods.
our Mail Order D epartm e1 t
♦ to cover the New En land
4* States an 1 as an Introductory
<♦ Offer show this fine B’ g Com
4* fortable Rocker, made with
4* Solid Oak Frame, covered in
4» Genuine “ Utica Leather. ”
❖
This R ocker is regularly
4* worth $15.00,
Our Special
4* price to readers o f the “ Maine
This Rocker
4* Woods” , $11.50.
4* shipped Free to your R. R.
4* Station. Send $3.50 cash and
* balance at $2 00 per month.
If there is anything else in our line
of Furniture, Carpets, Couches, c
Boxes or Baby Carriages whicl o u
need, write us for prices, terms, etc.
and we will gladly send you pic ures.
H4>4>4>^4>4*4>^4> * * * * * *

delegates

* * * * *

* * * * * * * * *

chosen

June 1.
from the
I

P IA N O

TRUTHS

This is the time for

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.
Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin County.

ERNEST L. MILLS,
THE

$11.50

STRONG,

WELD

When you place your order for a piano with a
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
above the wholesale price o f the piano to cover his
“ SELLING EXPEN SE ” and they charge you their
profit on top o f that. I CHALLENGE ANYBODY
TO DEN Y THAT FACT PUBLICLY.
CH AS. W . NORTON,

W A TK IN S M AN

Pleasant St.,

Phillips, Me.

C hurch

Street

-

-

F a rm in gto n ,

M ain e

M A IN E

12

W OODS, P H I L L I P S ,

M A IN E ,

J U N E 4, 1914

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

The Sedgeley Store

Commencement week at
Hebron I Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Brackett of
in
academy will be from June 14-17. The Portland are visiting relatives
baccalaureate sermon will be by town.
Prof. Henry W. Brown, Colby Col-j Sunday, Hon. and Mrs. H. B. Aus
Brown tennis shoes with white bottoms for ladies,
lege.
The commencement concert, tin autoed to Weld to call on
Mr.
boys
and
men—Prices, $1.25, $1.35 and $1.50.
will be by the Lotus Quartette o f : and Mrs. M. H. Plardwick of Bos
Brown tennis shoes for children, youths, boys, ladies
Boston,, assisted by Miss
Dorothy ton who have been spending a short
Berry Carpenter, reader.
vacation at Dummer’s hotel.
On
and men—Prices 50, 60, 65 and 75 cents.
Mrs. C. M. Hoyt has been ill with Tuesday they came to Phillips for
a few days’ visit with Mr.
and
tonsilitis the past week.
Mr. Hardwick is an
Mrs. M. S. Kelley was on the sick Mrs. Austin.
artist of much merit and has paint
list last week.
James H. Kerr, the well-known con ed many view's of the beautiful scen-J
around
tractor of Rumford, has been award ery which is to be found
Weld.
ed the contract to build the Fryeburg
George B. Dill of Reading, Mass.,
section of the state road. Mr.
who
has been spending a week in
Kerr’s bid was $34,272.70, $5,624.64
less than the next lowest bid. Mr. 1town returned to his home last Fri
Kerr was the contractor on the Nor day.
Joseph H. Dill has exchanged the
way sewer system last summer.
second hand Buick which he purchas
Mrs. A. W. Bean received
word
ed early this spring, for a 1914 mod
recently of the death of her aunt,
Low moccasins for ladies, boys and men.
el with electric starter, lighter and
Mrs. Henrietta Taylor Swett
of
Prices,
' $2.00 and $2.50
all the modern, improvements and
Haverhill, Mass., which occurred on
run it up from Farmington Wednes
May 25.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Greenwood,
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Jewett
and
Mrs. George Wheeler of Farmington little child of North Jay have been
and son George Wheeler of Port-, ^pending a few days with
Mrs.
land, were in town Friday to attend Jewett’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eben
the funeral of Price Wheeler. They Han scorn.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Dill and little
Greenwood while in town.
daughter, Lucille, drove from Dix- \
Miss Elma Byron attended
the field last Saturday and spent Sun
Grand Lodge of the order of the day with Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Dill.
Eastern Star in Portland recently.
C. W. Skilling of Farmington sold
Vinton Hough has gone to Range- a Metz roadster to Glenn H. Web
ley where lie will be employed
as ster of East Wilton last Monday.
Zelma Gould, daughter of Geo.
clerk by H. E. Pickford at
his
Gould of East Madrid and Miss Edith
camps.
both
R. H. McMullen lost a
valuable Keith of North Chesterville,
cow recently and the cause of her former pupils of the Phillips High
death is a mystery.
This is the school, now' training to become nurs
third cow that he has lost in about es at St. Marie’s General hospital
the same way, and he valued
this in Lewiston, are both doing splend
idly in their chosen work.
Miss
one at about $70.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Lander,
who Keith has just been put on night
have been in Phillips the past year duty for tw'o months.
Francis John Brawn of
Portland
returned to ‘ Montrose, N. D., this
week where they will remain for a made a business trip to Phillips Wed
time but expect to return again to nesday of last week and was the
Phillips.
guest of F. N. Beal while in town.
The spool mill has been running
Dr. and Mrs. E. A.
Sheehy of
evenings this week to fill a large Rumford came by automobile Friday;
order which they wish to have ready and remained with the latter’s par
this month.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Hesoock
Mrs. Alfred Sparks
Shepard, the little son of Mr. and until Sunday.
Mrs. A. W. Bean has been ill this accompanied them and visited her
week with a severe 'bold.
father, Mr. R. E. Harden.
Rufus R. Moore, manager of the
County Attorney J. Blaine Morrison
electric light plant went to Wood- and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bean drove
_____
fords Wednesday morning where he to Kingfleld Sunday, the 24tli
for
will enter Dr. Cousins’ private hos the day, taking their lunch and eat
pital for an operation for
hernia. ing in the open.
In the afternoon
Oscar Fogg of Yarmouth who has
been in the employ of Mr. Berry for
some years has come to substitute
A . S. Pratt’s
for Mr. Moore.

YACHTING TENNIS

Wash suits for
b o y s t w o to Six
years $1.00, $1.25,
$1.50.
Straw and crash
hats f o r small
boys 50c and $1.00,
H a y hats for
boys 25c.
Khaki pants for
boys 6 to 16 years
50c.
Porosknit union
suits for boys 50c.
Shirts for boys
50c and $1.00.
Waists for boys
50c.
A good line o f
the famous
WIDOW JONES
suits for boys $4.00
to $6.50.
WUNDERHOSE
FOR BOYS 25e.

M O C C A S IN S

| V irg in ia
Oxfords

A T THE

CLOTHING

_____________________ f
Bladder irritations, kidney troubles, dull head
aches. weariness, pain in back and sides, all show
the kidneys need to be toned up. strengthened,
their regular action restored. Foley Kidney pills
will do it surely and quickly. They give good
health, freedom from pain, a return of appetite
and souud sleep. Try them.
R. H. Preble .

STORE
WE

S O L IC IT

THE

PATR O N 

AGE OF T H A T CLASS ©F DE
POSITORS

W HO

ABSOLUTE

S A F E TY

OUR C A P ITA L
OF

D. F. HOYT,
No. 5 Beal Block,

CONSIDER

$110,000.00

FIRST-

AND SURPLUS
GUARANTEES

T H A T S A FE TY , A ND OUR
T E R E S T RATE IS T H E

IN 

HIGH

EST RATE C O N S IS T E N T W IT H
SUCH 8 A F E T Y .

Phillips National

Phillips, Maine

Bank
r
iv .

PHILLIPS,
-

■

v:

MAINE

PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO

T em lpe |

and Pumps

$3.00

Now Open
For Business

BUTTEHICK PATTERNS

CASH STORE

No. 2 Beal Block,

W atch Cases, Watch Move
ments, W atch Chains,
Watch Fobs
Men’s Rings, Ladies’ Rings,
Baby Rings, W edding
Rings, Diamond
Rings.
A
. G. CRON KH ITE,7
/

MILLINERY

When in need of a new lid call and PHILLIPS,
see my line of up-to-the-minute styles.
Also the latest models in Nemo Cor
sets.
W W W W W W 9
At my New Store
E. MABELLE CLOUSE
The
Phillips,
Maine

Steam Laundry.

Open Saturday
Evenings.

Four-cylinder, water-cooled,
22 1-2 horse power, torpedo
semi-enclosed body, center
control, standard equipment
throughout, including Bosch
magneto, extension top and
slip cover, wind shield, gas lamps and gas generator, dash
lamps, tail light, horn, set of tools, tire pump and full tire
outfit, complete for $475.

e . W. SKILLINGS,
Route 4,
Farmington, Maine.

Buy

Is

the

DAISY BRAND j
Canned Goods
and

A SUGGESTION

At

F R A N K F. GRAVES,
Registered Optometrist
NEW SHARON, - MAINE.

BEAN’S
Phone 39-12

STORE

If you break or lose your glasses
kindly notify me and I will furnish you
EXACT duplicates on short notice.

A Full Line

Delivery

At

l B . S. B E E D Y ’S
t

Get Votes

MAINE

BEAUTY FLOUR
O. K.

r To The Grange1
Agency for the Universal

|

Phillips, Me.

-

METZ “22” ROADSTER

IN STOCK

Farmers’ telephone

SEEDS

TOOTHAKER’ S

1

C. M. HOYT

When we make our Portraits of YOUR
children the naturalness of Expression at Kingfleld they had the pleasure of
is manifest in the Picture. The happy an automobile ride with Hon. H. S.
little smile, the innocent look that you
•
know so well, are a part of the Portrait. Wing.
The King’s Daughters will meet
this Friday evening with Mrs. F. S.
Haley.
As this will be the
last
meeting until September it is hoped
there will be a good attendance.

In Bulk and Package

<|

The kind that prove good

At End o f Bridge

Up to date Photos o f all des
criptions. Developing and Print
ing for Amateurs. Enlarging
and Copying, etc. Oil Painting
and Water Colors.

_•

|

SUBSCRIBE ROR MATNE WOODS.

M A IN E WOODS, P H IL L IP S , M A IN E ,

J U N E 4, 1914
13

STATE OF MAINE
TOWNSHIPS.
T r e a s u re r’ s Office, A u g u sta , A p r il 16, 1914.
TTnnn the fo llo w in g to w n s h ip s o r tra c ts o f la n d In F ra n k lin C ou nty
. iFoh a to be ta x e d In a n y to w n , th e fo llo w in g assessm en ts fo r State,
n0t nty and F o r c8t-ry D is tr ic t T a x e s h a v e been m a d e f o r th e y e a r 1914:

K

f r a n k l in

co u n ty

w il d

lan d s

.

State C ou nty Oistrlot
T O W N S H IP S .
Tax.
R IV E R P L A N T A T I O N , ( f o r m e r ly T . N o. T a x .
T a x.
i R 1 W. B. K . P .). c o n ta in in g tw e n ty -th r e e
Thnwaand fo rty a cre s, m o r e o r less, . . . . . . . . . ---- • $777
„& «E L E Y P L A N T A T I O N , ( f o r m e r ly T . N o. 3,
$269 20
d i W B- K . P -), c o n ta in in g th ir t y th o u sa n d
5 ; hundred s ix ty a cre s , m o re o r le s s ............... 1,724 63
, NO 4 K. 1. B. k . P.. W . K . R -, (M t. A b r a m ),
674 87

£ miles to the northwest c o r n f i / n ^ l w - K- R->
Kingi'eld; thence south alone- th » f , the town of
the town of Kingfleld to rne nchrthW.e«St Jino
public Lot; tlienco west along
the
the Public Lot 320 rods; thon^e soon , th. llne o f
west line of the Public Lot ltio rods 1 m a ° ng the
along the south line o f the Public t 4 °oIice east
tothe west line o f the town or urn V } 320 ™ds
»outh along the west line o f f th^lU»efie d; the«ce
field to the north line of th4
town Pf Kins thence west along the noru/line^oif
° f , Salem :
Salem 2 m iles; thence in a direm iVn t0,Wn o f
point begun at. Said described tn V i Fe ° the
to be owned by the Great Noi-tii^r,,1 ‘ d 1 s rePUted
contains thirteen thousand eieht J nF a,),er Co. and
acres, more or less
6 1 hundred niuety-su
I. NO. 4, R. 1. B. K. P .;'w V 'k .'’ iL’ ‘ ';^ V - 'r v ............

S3^SlfiSSo^L0!,1
^

Tax.

Tax.

6 40

2 06

Held at Lakewood Camps, Middle
Dam, May 18

° f^ r t V ° U rnade bylleaza^^Cnburnm

td*-® d, lots ar®, rePuted to be owned by Frank
J. D. Barnjum , and con ta in nine hundred s ix tv six acres, more or less.
unarea s ix ty T. NO. 3. R. 2, B. K. p., W. kV ' R ' VJerusalemi‘
part of, being lots 10. 11 and 13, of the setu p s'
mnrta a^cord}ng to a survey and plan of said lots
“ ad* by, Lleazar Coburn, in 1828. Said lots are
reputed to be owned by Frank J. McMurrer et al
moj-eCOortaiess thr6e hundred forty -sev e n ’ acres’,
T. NO. 3, R. 2,’ bV k .’ p " W . 'l C R ' *VJeru saiem ) ‘
f a^ / 5 being lot 14 o f the settlers" lot^ a cco T d -’
a S^rvey an d plan o f said lots made by
L lea za r Coburn,
In 1828. oSaid
lott is reput
reputed to
________ ...
a ia io
be ow ned by E. S. R o g e rs , and conntains
ta in s one
■ hundred thirty-nine acres, m ore or less,
T.D NO.
3, R.n<T2,1r>l-B.1 t:K. P., W. K. R., (Jeri
a r t n-f
p a rt o f, b eing-lot 15'o f^ the’ set tiers' l o t s ^ S c S d -

375 19

143 40

125 06

____
129 60

^^

49 63

1 84

43 20

1 60

72 00

27 52

24 00

4 60

1 72

1 60

357 i*

275 40

4 32

834 30

322 33

138 49

106 26

119 04

*1 80

1 66

1 44

818 88

278 10

123 20

107 44
148 77

“

165 30
165 30

359 91

o7

di

ooq no

21 98

110 49

813 87

19 17

96 36

HEARING BY THE
COMMISSIONERS

1 80

21 74

830

7 34

7 81

3 98

2 60

3 13

119

1 04

1 75
K . P., (T im P on d) accordlno*
to a survey and plan o f said tow n ship m a d e a n f
returned to the L and Office o f the C om m on
w ealth o f M assachusetts by E phraim B allard, et
al, in 1794. Said tow n sh ip is reputed to be
ow ned by the Berlin M ills Co., and contains, e x
clu siv e o f Public L ot, tw e n ty -tw o thousand
fo rty acres, more or less.............................................
T. NO. 3, R. 4, IV. B. K. P., (Stetsontown), accord 843 03
ing to a survey and plan of said township made and
returned to the Land Office of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts by Ephraim Ballard, et al in 1794.
Said township is reputed to be owned by the estate of
G eorge and Heirs o f I. Stetson and contains, ex
clu siv e o f Public L ot, tw e n ty -tw o thousand tw o
hundred ten acres, m ore or less...........................
T. NO. 1. R b, W. B. K. P.. (J im P o n d ), a ccord in g 449 76
to a su rvey and plan o f said tow n sh ip made and
returned to the Land Office o f the C om m on
w ealth o f M assachusetts b y E ph raim Ballard, et
al, in 1796.
Said township is reputed to be
owned by Viles & Goodwin and contains, exclusive
of Public Lot,' twenty-one thousand eighty acres,
m ore o r less........................................................................ 237 15
T. NO. 2, R. 5, W. B. K. P., (A ld e r S tream ), a ccord 
in g to a su rv ey and plan o f said tow n sh ip made
and returned to the Land Office o f the C om m on
wealth of Massachusetts by Ephraim Ballard,
et al, in 1796. Said tow n sh ip is reputed to be
owned by the Dead River Timberland Co., and con
tains, exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-two thousand
fo r ty acres, more or less, ......................................
T. NO. 3, R. 5, W , B. K. P., (S even P on d s), a cco rd  347 13
in g to a survey and plan o f said tow n sh ip made
and returned to the L an d Office o f the State o f
Maine by Charles V. Barker, in 1870. Said town
sh ip is reputed to be ow ned b y the B erlin M ills
Co., and contains, e x clu s iv e o f P u b lic Lot, tw en
ty -fo u r thousand one hundred nineteen acres,
m ore o r less, ................................................................. 1,628 03
T. NO. 1, R. 6, W. B, K. P., (K ib b y ), part o f, being
the south part o f sa id tow n ship, bounded and
d escribed as follow s: B egin n in g at the sou th east
corn er o f T. No. 2, R. 6, W . B. K. P .; thence north
a lon g the east line o f said T.-N o. 2. R. 6.W. B. K.
P., a b ou t 1 mile to the south line o f the P u b lic
L o t; thence east along the south line o f the P u b lic
L o t 291 rods to the ea st line o f the P u b lic L o t;
th en ce north along the east line o f the P u b lic L o t
1 m ile to the north lin e o f the P u b lic L ot;th e n ce
w est a lon g the north line o f the P u b lic L ot to the
east, lin e o f T. No. 2. R. 0, TV. B. K P .: thence
n orth a lo n g the east lin e o f T. No. 2, R. 6, W. B.
K. P 1 m ile, 9 rods, to the south line o f the P u b 
lic L o t ly in g ir. the n orth h a lf o f said tow n sh ip ;
thence east along the sou th line o f the P u b lic L o t
98 ro d s; thence continuing in the sam e direction
ea sterly 2,046 rods tc the’ w-est line o f T. No. 5, R.
6, B. K. P., W . IC R .; th en ce sou th erly a lon g the
w est line o f townships 5, R. 6, B. K. P., W. K. R.
and 4, R. 5, B. K. P., W. K. R., 3 miles, 9 rods, to
the n orth line of T. N o. 1, R. 5, W . B. K. P .;
th en ce w est along the n orth line o f tow n ships
1, R. 5, W . B. K. P., and 2, R. 5, W . B. K. P.,
2,144 rods, to th* point b egu n at. Said described
land is reputed to be ow n ed b y the H o llin g s 
w orth & W h itn ey Co., and con ta in s tw elve th ou 
sand eigh t hundred fifty -s e v e n acres, m ore or
202 50
T. NO’. 1, R.' 6, W .' B."k.’ p'.; (K ib b y ) ’ p a rt'o fV b e in g
the “ H a lf M ile Strip,” so called, bounded and de
scrib ed as fo llo w s : B egin n in g on the east line o f
T. No. 1, R 6, W . B. K. P., 3 m iles, 9 rods, fro m
th e sou th ea st corner o f said tow n sh ip ; thence
w esterly 2,046 rods to the sou th ea st corn er o f the
P u b lic L o t in the north h a lf o f said tow n sh ip ;
th en ce north a lon g the ea st lin e o f said P u b lic
L o t 137 rods to the northeast corn er o f said P u b 
lic L o t; thence easterly 2,046 rods to the east line
o f said tow nship;thence south a lon g the ea st line
o f said tow n sh ip 137 rods to the poin t begun a t
Said described tract Is reputed to be ow ned by
Eleanor and M. L. Woodruff, and contains one thou
sand eight hundred th irty-six acres, more o r
less,
................................................................................
57 83
T. NO. 1, R. 6, W . B. K. P.. (K ib b y ), part o f, b ein g
the north part o f said tow n ship, bounded and de
scrib ed as fo llo w s : B eginning on the east line o f
T. No. 2, R. 6, W . B. K. P. a t the n orth w est c o r 
n er o f the P u b lic Lot in th e n orth h a lf o f said
tow n sh ip ; thence northerly a lon g the east line o f
T. No. 2, R. 6, W . B. K. P., 814 rods, m ore or
le s s .to the sou th line o f T. No. 2, R. 7, W . B. K.
P .; thence ea sterly along th e south line o f T. No.
2, R. 7. W . B. K. P., and T. No. 1, R. 7, W . B. K.
P ., 2,144 rods to the w est lin e o f No. 5, R. 6, B.
K . P., W . K . R .; thence south a lon g the w est line
o f T. No. 5, R. 6, B. K. P., W . IC. R .; 814
rods, m ore or less; thence w esterly 2,144 rods to
the point o f beginning. Said d escribed land is
reputed to be owned by the H o llin g sw o rth &
W h itn ey Co., and contains, e x clu siv e o f P u b lic
Lot, eleven thousand eighty acres, m ore or less, 274 23
T. NO. 2, R. 6, W . B. K. P., (C hain o f P on d s), a c
cord in g to a survey and plan o f said tow n sh ip
m ade b y A. M Carter, in 1899. Said tow n sh ip is
reputed to be ow ned by the B erlin M ills Co., and
con tain s, ex clu siv e of P u b lic L ot, tw e n ty -six
th ou san d e ig h t hundred th irty-n in e acres, m ore
o r less, .......................................................... .
724 65
T. NO. 3, R. 6, W . B. K. P., (M a ssa ch u setts G ore),
a ccord in g to a survey and plan m ade by A. M.
Carter, in 1898. Said tow nship is reputed to be
ow ned by the Berlin M ills Co., and con tain s, e x 
clu siv e o f P u b lic Lot, nine thousand acres, m ore
less.
486 00
T. NO. 1, R. 7, W . B. K. P., a cco rd in g to a su rv e y
and plan o f said township m ade and returned to
the Land Office o f the Com m onw ealth o f M assa
chusetts b y John Neal, in 1812. Said tow nship
Is reputed to be owned by Skinner, F rench & Co.,
and contains, exclusive o f F u b lic L ot, tw en tythree thousand fou r hundred sixteen acres, m ore
o r less.....................................................................................
632 23
T. NO. 2, R. 7, W . B. K. P., (M e rrill S trip ), a cco rd 
ing to a su rv ey and plan made and returned to
the Land Office o f the Com m onw ealth o f M assa
chusetts bv John Neal, in IS12. Said tow n ship
is reputed to be owned by E dw in G. Merrill, et
als, and contains, exclusive o f P u blic Lot, eight
thousand live hundred ninety-nine acres, more
116 09
or less.....................................................................................
T. NO. 1, R. 8, W. B. K. P „ ( L ow elltow n .) being
the entire tow n ship, exclu sive o f the mill lot, so
called, the strip o f land ow ned and occu pied b y
the Canadian P acific Railroad Co., and the P u b 
lic Lot, a cco rd in g to a su rv ey and plan o f said
tow nship, m ade by Lewis O akes in 1900. Said
tow nship, w ith the exceptions noted, is reputed
to be ow ned by the Great N orthern Paper Co.,
and con ta in s tw enty-one thousand five hundred
145 24
hundred seventeen acres, m ore or less,..................
T. NO. 1. R. 8, W . B. K. P., (L ow elltow n ), part
o f, being a parcel o f land in lot 3, range 5, in
said tow n ship, known as the m ill lot, a ccord in g
to a su rvey and plan o f said tow n sh ip made by
L ew is Oakes in 1900. Said p a rcel o f land is re
puted to be owned by Skinner, French
Co. and
6 30
contains one hundred forty acres, m ore or less,
T. NO. 2, R. 8, W. B. K. P., (B e a ttie ), a ccord in g to
a su rv ey and plan made and returned to the
Land Office o f the Com m onwealth o f M assachu 
setts bv John Neal, In 1812. Said tow n sh ip is
reputed to be owned by the estate o f G eorge
Van D yke and contains, exclu sive o f P u blic Lot,
126 00
seven thousand acres, more o r less, ..................
G O RE N O R TH OF TO W N SH IPS NO. 2, A N D 3,
R. 6, W . B. K. P., (Coburn G ore).
Said gore Is
reputed to b e owned by the Coburn heirs, Inc.
and contains, exclusive of the P u blic Lot, fivo
225 00
■thousand acres, more or less.......................................
T; NO. 6, NORTH OF WELD, part of, being lots
8 to 18, inclusive, in the eleventh range o f lots in
said tow nship; lots 8 to 18, in clu sive, in the
tw elfth range o f lots in said tow n sh ip ; lots 5, to
18, in clusive, in the thirteenth range o f lots in
said tow nship; lots 5 to 18, Inclusive, in the
fourteenth range o f lots in said tow n sh ip ; lots 5
to 18, Inclusive, in the fifteenth range o f lots in
said tow n sh ip ; lots 5 to 18, in clu sive, In the six -

67

61

322 23

281 01

171 90

149 92

90 64

79 06

122 68

115 71

622 27

642 68

77 89

67 60

22 10

19 28

104 81

91 41

276 97

241 65

185 76

162 00

241 61

210 74
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Of the town'of Salem and’ \h «°n orth 'll £ e ‘ of iUnS

T. NO. 4, R. 2, B. K. P., W . K. R*., (Crockertown),
part of, being a tract o f land lying in the north
east part of said township on both sides o f the
Carrabasset river, bounded and described as fo llows: Beginning on the west line o f T. No. 3 R.
F- r ., W . K. R., on the Carrabasset riverthence north along the said w est line o f T No
S, R. 2. B. K. P., W . K . R.. 180 rod s, m ore o r
less; thence w e s t p a ra lle l to th e n orth lin e o f
said T. No. 4, R. 2, B. K . P „ W . K . R.. 640 rods
more or le s s ; tberlce s o u t h e r ly 500 ro d s, m o r e o r
less; thence e a s te rly 627 rod s, m ore o r le s s , to
the west line o f th e P u b lic L o t, N um bered 2;
thence north a lo n g the w e s t side o f th e P u b lic
Lot, numbered 2, 320 ro d s, m o r e o r le s s , to the
Carrabasset r iv e r ; th e n ce e a s te r ly a lo n g the C a r
rabasset riv e r to th e p o in t o f b e g in n in g . Said
described land is re p u te d to be o w n e d b y P r o u ty
4 Miller and c o n ta in s tw o th ou su n d a cres, m ore
or lees.........................................................................................
T. NO. 4, R. 2, B. K . P., W . K . R., (Crockertown),
part of, being a tract of land situated in the north
east corner of said township, known as a part of the
old "Height of Land Farm.” For further description
of said tract, reference is made to Franklin County
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 176, page 212. Said tract
Is reputed to bo owned by Garrett Schenck and
contains two hundred acres, more or less, .........
T. NO.-4, R. 2, B. K. P., W . K. R., (Crockertown),
being the entire township, exclusive o f the Pub
lic Lot, the 200-acre tract In the northeast corner
and the 2,000-acre tract, so called, lying in the
northeasterly part of
said
township,
bound
ed and described as fo llo w s: On the north by the
south line o f T. No. 4, R. 3, B. K. P., W . K. R .;
on the east by the west line o f T. No. 3, R. 2, B.
K. P., W. K. R., on the south by the north line of
T. No 4, R. 1, B. K. P.. W . K. R- ;,on the west by
the east line of townships 1, R. 2, W. B. K. P.,
and 1, R. 3, W . B. K . P. Said township, with the
exceptions noted, is reputed to be owned bv the
Great Northern Paper Co., and contains nineteen
thousand eight hundred forty acres, more or
lass,
................... ..............................................................
7- NO. 4, R. 3, B. K. P., W . K. R., (W ym a n ), part
of, bounded and described as fo llow s: Beginning
at the northwest corner o f T. No. 4. R. 2, B. K.
P- W. K. R., thence east along the north line of
•aid T. No. 4, R. 2, B. K. P., W . K. R., 1 mile,
283 rods, to the west line o f the Public Lot;
thence northerly along the west line of the Pub
lic Lot, 320 rods to the north line o f the Public
Lot; thence east along the north line o f the Pub
lic Lot; and the State Lot, so called, 320 rods;
thence south along the east line o f the State Lot,
so called, 320 rods to the north line o f T. No. 4,
»• 2, B. K. P., W. K. R .; thence east along said
north line 2 miles, 197 rods to the west line of T.
No. 3, R. 3, B. K. P., W. K. R., thenco north along
said west line to the south line of Bigelow Plan
tation ; thence west along the south line of Bige
low Plantation to the east ilne of T. No. 1, R. 3,
W. B. K. P .; thence south aloug said east line to
the point of beginning. Said described land i3
reputed to be owned by Philbrick & Butler, et als,
and contains ten thousand two hundred acres, more
Or less, ....................................................................................
T- NO. 4 R. 3, B. K. P.. W . K. R.. (W y m a n ), part
ot, being a lot o f land in the south part o f said
township bounded and described as follow s: Be
ginning at the southeast corner o f the Public
Lot on the south line o f T. N o 4, R. 3, B. K. P .;
W. K. R., 2 miles, 277 rods, from the southwest
corner o f said township; thence north along the
east line o f the Public Lot, 320 rods; thence east
80 rods; thence south 320 rods to the town line;
thence west along the town line, to the point of
beginning. Said lot, known as the State lot, is
reputed to be owned by S. W . Philbrick and contains one hundred sixty acres, more or less, . . . .
* D, R. l, according to a survey and plan o f said
township made by A. M. Carter, in 1896. Said
township is reputed to be owned by the Berlin
Mills Co., and contains, exclusive of Public Lot,
eighteen thousand five hundred forty acres, more
or leas, .....................................................................................
T. NO. 1, R. 2, W. B. K. P., (Redington), according
to a survey and plan o f said township, made and
returned to the Land Office o f the State of Maine
by ThomasrSawyer, Jr., in 1835. Said township
Is reputed to be owned by Lewis & Maxcy, and ccm*
tains, exclusive of Public Lot. twenty-three thousand
„ eight hundred seventy-six acres, more or less,
DALLAS P L A N TA TIO N , (form erly T. No. 2, R. 2.
W. B. K. P.), containing twenty-two thousand
forty acres, more or less.......... . . . . . . .
••••••■•••■•
C0PLIN P L A N TA TIO N , (form erly T. No. 1. R- ».
W. B. K. P.), containing twenty-two thousand
,/orty acres, more or less, •••••■•• • •*’ •*" "A"' "o*
DANG PLANTATION , (form erly T. No. 2, R. 3,
W. B. K. P .), c o n ta in in g tw e n ty -t w o th ou sa n d
.forty, acres, m o re o r less, . . . . — " " . ’J i L r i n ■
f . NO. i, R. 3. W . B. K. P., ( D a v is ) . acc° rd‘ n , i ‘ °Ji
survey and plan o f said to w n s h ip m ade by N eal
& McKechnie. in 1811. Said township is reputed
to he owned by Coe A, Pingree, and contains ex-cluelvo of Public Lot. twenty thousand nine hundred
„ twenty-five acres, more or less, ..................:••••.**
l NO. 3, R. 2, B. K. P-, W . K. R ., (Jerusalem ),
Part
being a tract o f land in the southwest
Part of said township, being the same premises
that were set oft to K. Kershaw Treadwell in the
Partition of the said Jerusalem by Turner B uswell, Isaac W . Green and Albion P. Gordon,
Commissioners appointed by the S. J. Court ro
Franklin County, as appears by their report, re
corded in the Franklin County Registry ofDeeds, Vol. 148, page 536 . Said tract is reputed to
be owned by the Dead River TImberland Co. and
contains, exclusive of Public Lot, four thousand
.two hundred sixty acres, more or less, . . . . . . . .
T. NO. 3, R. 2, B. K. P.. W . K . R., (Jerusalem ),
Part of, beinw the en tire to w n s h ip , w ith the e x 
ception n f th e P u b lic L o t, th e S e ttle rs lo ts on
the Carrabasset R iver, the land said to be ow ned
by the Dead R iver T Im berland Co In the sou th 
west part o f said tow n ship, and th e tra ct k n o ^
as the “ H eigh t o f land F a rm
in the " a rth ^ f ts.F
Corner o f said tow nship. Said tow n sh ip , w ith
the exceptions noted, Is rep u ted to be ow ned b y
the Carrabasset
T Im berland
Co.
and
tains sixteen th ou san d s ix t y a cres, m ore o r less,

County District

SB1

i r f a ' i f . g . c o ' S S ? d„ tasTf o“ » » ' l ;
• point in the north h u e *0* the t o w n o ? C
«a V 116 to
nules west of the west line n V n ! ^ n o£ Sale>n 2
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P°int of beginning:. Said land is
puted to be owned by the Barnjum TimhpriomJ
Co., alld contains five thousandJ seven h u n d red
ihty acres, more or less. ..
nunared
T. NO. 4, R. 1 , B. K . P „ VV K .
h .",,V
pan of. being a lot o f land in the so m h w a stT o rner of said township, bounded and described as
Wlows: On the north by land caid to be owned by
Sou,e: on th«
and south by the town
of Salem. on the west by the town of Madrid
S»id lot Is reputed to be owned by Benjamin Dodge
tad contains two hundred fourteen acres more o?

^Hoi2,
^
W * ^ R -> (Jeru sa lem ),
“HoDrht
r
f, land
the
H eig h t n
or/ Land
rwract..o
arm situ
a ted known
in the as
northreputed to be owned
by l rank J. D. B arn ju m , and con tain s tw o hun
dred acres, more o r less,
T. NO. 3, R. 2, B. K.
w . K. R ’(Jeru sa lem ) ‘
part of, being lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6 *7 8 9 and 12
o f the settlers' lots, a cco rd in g to a su r’v ev and

State
Tax.

T

44 37

65 61

42 41

2 40

2 10

48 16

42 00

86 00

75 09

Middle Dam, May 25, 1914.
Great interest has been taken in
trying, not only to have good fishing
but to make Thws that would be for
the protection of the fish in
the
many ponds around the
Rangeley
lakes that the hundreds of anglers
who annually come this way and en
joy a tramp of miles over the trail
and a few days camping would he
sure of luck when they cast the fly.
It was a great surprise and disappoinmtent to many when those ponds
'which had been closed for fly fish
ing only, and which had been well
stocked and protected were
opened
for any other kind of fishing.
A
petition was sent to the commission
ers who granted the request and on
Wednesday, May 18, held a public
hearing at Lakewood Camps, Middle
Dam for the proposed
rules and
regulations as follows;
Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful for
any person, at any time, to fish for,
take, catch or kill any kind of fish
in the two West Richardson ponds,
the two East Richardson ponds, the
two ^Beaver ponds, or in B.
pond,
which waters are situated in Town
ship 4, Range 2, and in Lincoln and
Magalloway Plantations and in the
town of Upton, all in the county of
Oxford, except by the ordinary met
hod of casting with artificial flies
or fly fishing, so-called.
Sec. 2. It shall also be unlawful
for any person to fish for,
take,
catch and kill more than ten fish
in all in any one day in either of
the above named ponds.
Sec. 3 It shall also be unlawful for
any person to fish for, take, catch
or kill any kind of fish at any time
in any of the tributaries to
the
above named ponds.
Sec. 4. It shall also be unlawful
for any person to have in possession
any kind of fish taken in violation of
any provision of these regulations.
Chairman Wilson had charge
of
the hearing and most interesting was
the account given of what the Ox
ford club at B. pond have done, not
only to benefit themselves but the
people in this region.
Col. H. E. Russell of Boston,
a
member of the club and a brother of
the late Gov. Russell of Massachus
etts and Alva Coolidge the guide,
who for 20 years has had chargfe for
the club came over from the pond.
The club has paad out over $400.
In restocking the pond, and
more
than $23,000 for expenses, which bais
left thousands in the little town of
Upton alone.
There is no doubt but what the
commissioners will grant the request
which, is what all want and will he
most pleasing to the public.

FLY ROD’S
NOTE BOOK
May 28.
Everyone was delighted on Sunday
morning to find the smoke
from
the Canadian forest fires had all
vanished and the day was a perfect
one.
As I went down onto the wharf
at Haines Landing this morning I
was greeted by Hon. J. Russel Mar
ble of Worcester, Mass., who said,
“ Was there ever a more
glorious
morning or a more glorious country?
Have you taken a look at the White
Mountains that show up in
great
shape?”
And for the next hour
as the guests came to breakfast all
were enthusiastic over “ this won
derful land” and several new comers
thought not half enough had
been
said about the beauty of Rangeley
and have .1 not been trying for a
quarter of a century and yet not half
told of the charm of the Rangeleys?
Jacob Mosser a Bostonian, who an
nually comes to the Landing
was
taking his morning
constitutional
and when I asked, “ What luck have
you had?” he smilingly answered,
“ Oh I caught a dandy 714-pound sal
mon, but that was three years ago,
but you know my wife is a great
angler and she caught an S-pound
salmon, I forgot to say though
it
was last year she reeled him in.”
Just then his guide Frank
Fall
came down to the wharf and asked
Mr. Mosser if he was ready to go
out after the 10-pound salmon, waitcontinued on page 14.)
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leeoth range o f lots in said tow nship; lots 5 to
18. inclusive, in the seventeenth range o f lots in
said tow n ship; lots 5 to 18, inclusive, in the
eighteenth range o f lots in said tow nship, a c
cord in g to a survey and f>lan o f said tow nship
made by Joseph N orris, in 1820. Said lots are
reputed to be owned by Geo. W. Blanchard &
Son Co., and contain ten thousand eigh t hundred
121 61
48 48
40 54
ten acres, more or less................................................
T. NO. 6, N O R TH OF W ELD , part of, being lo ts 3,
1 0 ,11 ,1 4 ,1 8 and the southerly three quarters o f
lo t 15 in the fifth range o f lots in said tow n ship;
lots 4, 5, 6, north h a lf o f lot 3, w est h a lf o f lot 7,
lots 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15, excepting a 15-acre strip
on the east side o f lo t 15 in the sixth range o f
lots in said tow n ship; lots 3 to 14, inclusive, and
the south h alf o f lot 17 in the seventh range o f
lots in said tow nship; lots 2 to 14, inclusive,
lots 16 and 17 and the South h a lf o f lot 18. in
the eighth range o f lots in said tow n ship; lots 1
to 5, inclusive, 9 to 14, inclusive, lot 16. the west
h a lf o f lot 18 and the west three-quarters
part o f lot 15, in the ninth range o f lots in said
tow n ship; lots 1 to 5, inclusive, 9, 10, and 11, and
14 to 17, inclusive, in the tenth range o f lots in
said tow n ship; lots 1 to 7, in clusive, .in the
eleventh range o f lots in said tow n ship: lots 1 to
7, inclusive, in the tw elfth range o f lots in said
tow'nsliip; lots 1 to 4, in clusive, in the thirteenth
range o f lots in said tow nship, lots 1 to 4, in clu 
sive in the fourteenth range o f lots in said
tow n ship; lots 1 to 4, inclusive in the fifteenth
range o f lots in said tow n ship; lots 1 to 4 in
clu sive, in the sixteenth range o f lots in said
tow n ship; the State Lot. so called, in the seven
teenth and eighteenth ranges o f lots in said
tow nship, accord ing to a survey and plan o f
said tow nship made by Joseph N orris, in 1820.
Said lots are reputed to be owned by the Berlin
M ills Co., and contain ten thousand tw o hundred
207 44
79 28
69 tt
fo rty -fo u r acres, more or less, ...............................
T. NO. 6. N O RTH OF W EE D , part o f, being lots
1 and 2 in the fifrh range o f lots in said tow n 
ship, a ccord in g to a su rvey and plan o f said
tow nship made by Joseph N orris in- 1820. Said
lots are reputed to be owned by W alter E. Heath
4 50
1 72
1 50
and- contain tw o hundred acres, m ore or less ..
T. NO. 6, N O R TH OF W E L D , part of, being lots
4, 5, and 6, in the fifth range o f lots in said
tow nship, accord in g to a survey and plan o f sa’ d
tow nship made by Joseph N orris in 1S20. Said
lots are reputed to be owned by Gates and
H arlow and contain three hundred six acres,
6 88
S 63
S 29
m ore o r less, ..................................... ...........................
T. NO. 6, N O R TH OF W ELD , part of, being lots
7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17 and the northeast quarter o f lot
15 in the fifth range o f lots in said tow nship;
lots 8, 9, 13, the east h a lf o f lot 7, and a 15-acre
strip on the east side, o f lot 16 in the sixth range
of lots in said township, according to a survey
and plan o f said tow nship made by Joseph N or
ris in 1 820. Said lots are reputed to be owned
by Sadie D. Beal .and contains one thousand
20 25
7 74
6 75
acres, m ore or less, ....................................................
T. NO. 6, N O R T H OF W E L D , part o f, being lot
12, in the fifth range c f lots in said tow nship,
a ccord in g to a survey and plan o f said tow n 
ship made b y Joseph N orris, in 1820. Said lo t
is reputed to be owned by A lbert E. K em pton
2 25
88
7S
and contains one hundred acres, more or less,
T. NO. 6, N O R TH OF W E L D , part of, b ein g lots
1 and 2 and the south h a lf o f lot 3 in the sixth
range o f lots in said tow nship, a ccord in g to a
su rvey and plan o f said tow nship made b y Jo
seph Norris, in 1820. Said lots are reputed to be
owned by John A. Tw addle and contain tw o hun
3 40
1 30
1 12
dred and fifty-tw o acres, more or less, ...............
T. NO. 6, N O R T H OF W E L D , part o f, b ein g lot
16, excep tin g a 15-acre strip across the east side,
and lot 17 in the sixth range o f lots in said
tow nship; lots 15, 16. 18 and the nort "half o f
tow n sh ip ; lots 15, 16. 18 and the north h a lf o f
lo t 17 in the seventh range o f lots in said tow n 
sh ip ; lot 15 in the eighth range o f lots in said
tow n ship; the east one-quarter part o f lot 15 and
the east h a lf o f lot 18 in the ninth range o f lots
in said tow nship, a ccord in g to a su rvey and plan
o f said tow n ship made b y Joseph N orris, in
1820. Said lots and parts o f lots are reputed
to be ow ned b y Jam es M orrison and contain
16 54
6 82
I 51
seven hundred thirty-five acres, m ore or less,
T. NO. 6, N O R TH OF W E L D , part of, being lot
18, in the sixth range o f lots in said tow nship,
a ccord in g to a survey and plan o f said tow nship
made by Joseph N orris, in 1820. Said lot is re
puted to be owned by A rthur J. Chick and con
2 25
86
75
tains one hundred acres, more or less, . . . . . . . .
T. NO. 6. N O RTH OF W E L D , part of, being lots
1 and 2 in the seventh range o f lots in said tow n 
ship and lot 1 in the eighth range o f lots in said
tow nship, a ccord in g to a su rvey and plan o f said
tow nship made by Joseph N orris, in 1820. Said
lots are reputed to be owned by M ary L. N ew 
man and contain three hundred acres, more or
6 75
2 58
t 25
T. NO. 6, N O R TH OF W E L D , part o f. being the
north h a lf o f lot 18, in the eighth range o f lots
in said tow nship, a ccord in g to a survey and plan
o f said tow nship, made by Joseph N orris, in
1820. Said h a lf lot is reputed to he owned by
the International Paper Co., and contains fifty
112
48
87
acres, more or less...............................•••••••— :••••
T NO. 6, N O RTH OF W E L D , part of, being lots
12 and 13 in the tenth range o f lots in said
tow nship, a ccord in g to a su rvey and plan o f said
tow nship made by Joseph N orris, in 1820. Said
lots are reputed to be ow ned b y E llas Thom as
4 50
1 71
1 50
and contain tw o hundred acres, more or less,
T. NO. 6, N O R TH OF W E L D , part of, being lot
18 in the tenth range o f lots in said tow nship,
a ccord in g to a survey and plan o f said tow nship
made by Joseph Norris, in 1820. Said lot is re
puted to he owned b y Frank W. Chick and con 
tains one hundred acres, m ore or less, ........
2 25
88
75
GORE NORTH OF T. NO. 1. R. 8, W. B. K. P., part
o f, being a tra ct in the east part o f said gore
bounded and described as fo llo w s : On the east by
the w est line o f T. No. 6, R. 2, N. B. K. P .; on
the south b y the north line o f T. No. 1, R. 8,
W. B. K. P .; on the west by land said to be owned
by the Shawm ut M anufacturing Co., et a l; on
the nortli by the height o f land which is the
boundary between Maine and the Dom inion o f
Canada.
Said described tract is reputed to be
owned by the Coburn Land and contains, exclu
sive of Public Lot. three thousand one hundred
71 15
27 19
23 72
sixtv-tw o acres, more or less...................................
GORE N O R TH OF T. NO. 1, R. 8, W. B. K. P., part
of, being a tract in the w est part o f said
gore bounded and described as follow s: On
the east by land said to be owned, by the
Coburn Lands; on the south by the north
line o f T. No. 1, R. 8, W. B. K. P., and T.. No. 2,
R. 8 W . B. K. P .; on the west and north b y the
height o f land which is the boundary betw een
Maine and the D om inion o f Canada. Said de
scribed tract is reputed to be owned by the Shaw
mut Manufacturing Co., et al, and contains, ex
clusive of Public Lot, five thousand three hundred
sixty-<nine acres, more or less...............................
120 80
46 17
40 27
T. E, a ccord in g to a survey and plan o f said tow n 
ship made by E. McC. Macy in 1904. Said town
ship is reputed to be owned by the International
Paper Co., and contains seventeen thousand
tw o hundred ninety-'two acres, more or less, 272 85
104 09
90 78
P E R K IN S P L A N T A T IO N , so called, part of, being
lot 1, range 1; lots 1, 3 and 4, rahge 2; lots 3 and
7, range 4; lots 5 and 7, range 5; lots 4 and 6,
range 6, in said township, reouted to be ow ned
by C. F. Blanchard, containing one thousand
five hundred sixty-three acres, more or less,
21 10
8 06
7 03
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot 2,
range 1, in said towDship, reputed to be owned:
North part, A. J. Adams, 41 acres, more or less;
south part, R ay E. Ellsw orth, 81 acres, more or
or less. Total acreage one hundred tw enty-tw o
1 65
62
tw o acres, more or less.............................................
60
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot
range 1, In aald township, reputed to be owned
by A. J. Adam s, containing one hundred tw enty2 20
tw o acres, more or less, ........................................
83
73
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
4, range 1, in said township, reputed to be owned
by Wilkins Brothers, containing one hundred twenty2 18
one acres, more or less, ........................................
82
73
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
2, range 2, in said township, reputed to be owned:
North part, B. F. Russell 116 acres, more or less;
south part, J. Peary 37 acres, more or less ; central
part, on east line east o f road, G. E. Newell
7 acres, more or less. Total acreage, one hun
2 88
dred sixty acres, more or less, ............................
1 10
96
PERKINS PLANTATION so called, part of, being lot
1, range 3, and lot 1, range 4, in said township, re
puted to be owned by James K. York, containing
three hundred tw enty acres, more or less............
7 20
2 75
2 40
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
2, range 3, in said township, reputed to be owned:
North half and southwest quarter, O. F. BlanchV*’ 120 acres, more or lers *, southeast quarter, Jones
brothers 40 acres, more or less. Total acreage, one
hundred sixty acres, more or less, .....................
2 16
82
72
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
3, range 3, in said township, reputed to be owned :
Northeast corner, north of road Jones Brothers 30
acres, m<«re or less; east side, central part south of
road, Bert Lothrop 20 acres, more or less ; west and
south part, excepting 10 acres, C. F. Blanchard 100
acres, more or ic&»; southwest corner, James K.
York, et als, 10 acres, more or less. Total acreage,
one hundred sixty acres, more or less, ............
2 52
96
84
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
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4, range 3, in said township, reputed co be ow ned;
South part, C. C. Kelley 30 acres, more or le s s ;
north and west part, C. F. Blanchard 130 acres,
more or less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty
2 16
82
72
acres, m ore or less, .........................................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
2, range 4, in said township, with the exception of
the
Mill L ot,” so ca lled ; reputed to he ow ned:
North of road, excepting 5 acres in central part,
Jam es K. York, 25 acres, more or less; cen
tral part, north o f road. John Legroo, 5 acres,
more or less; south and west part, James K. York
105 acres, more or less; northwest part, south of
road, C. F. Blanchard 5 acres, more or less. Total
acreage, with exception noted, one hundred forty
63
72
1 89
acres, more or less, .......j................................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of known as
the “ Mill Lot” In the northeast part of lot 2, range
4, in said township. Said lot is reputed to be
owned by the American Enamel Co. and contains
1 20
1 87
3 60
tw enty acres, m ore or less, .......................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
4, range 4, in said township, reputed to be owned
by Charles Cushman, containing one hundred sixty
1 20
8 60
1 87
acres, m ore or less, ......................................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lots
5 and 6, range 4, in said township, reputed to be
owned by Sara Horrock, containing three hundred
2 40
2 74
7 20
tw enty acres, m ore or less..........................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
1, range 5, in said township, reputed to be owned:
North part, west of road, Augustus Welch 40 acres,
more or lees; part east of road, Peter Merchant 60
acres, more or le s s ; southwest part, JamoB Mer
chant 60 acres, more or* less. Total acreage, one
96
1 10
2 88
hundred sixty acres, m ore or less............................
PERKJNS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
2, range 5, in said township, reputed to be ow ned:
Northeast corner, C. F. Blanchard 10 acres, more or
le s s ; south and west part, James Merchant 150
acres, more or less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty
96
2 88
f 10
acres, m ore or less............................................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
3, range 5, in said township, reputed to be owned:
Northeast corner, C. F. Blanchard 30 acres, more
or less; south and west part, Fred Cram 130 acres,
more or less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty acres,
1 08
3 24
1 23
more or less.........................................................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
4, range 5, in said township, reputed to be owned:
Northeast part, Ada F. Tobin 20 acres, more or less;
southwest part, C. F. Blanchard 140 acres, more
or less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty acres, more
84
2 52
96
or less, .................................................................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
6, range 5, in said township, reputed to be owned
by C. F. Blanchard, et al, containing one hundred
96
2 88
1 10
sixty acres, more or less, ............................................
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
1, range 6, in said township, reputed to be ow ned;
Northeast corner, Olive Hammond 4 acres, more or
less ; northwest parcel, D. F. Hon 21 acres, more or
less; parcel on west side, Don A. Gates, et al, 30
acres, more or le s s ; southeast corner, James Mer
chant 20 acres, mere or less ; central part, Orrin C.
Merchant 85 acres, more or less. Total acreage, one
hundred sixty acres, more or less................................
96
2 88
1 10
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
2, range 6, in said township, reputed to be owned;
North part, James Merchant 53 acres, more or le ss;
central part, C. F. Blanchard 87 acres, more or
less; south part, James Merchant 20 acres, more or
less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty acres, more or
2 52
98
84
PERKINS PLANTATION, so caiied, nart of, being iot
3, range 6, in said township, reputed to be ow ned:
North and southeast part, James Merchant 100 acres,
more or less; southwest part, C. F. Blanchard 60
acres, more or less. Total acreage, one hundred
sixty acres, m ore or less, .......................................
2 52
96
84
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
6, range 6, In said township, reputed to be owned
by N. S. Stowell, containing one hundred sixty acres,
m ore or less, ......................................................................
2 52
98
84
PERKINS PLANTATION, so called, part of, being lot
7, range 6, in said township, reputed to be ow ned:
North and east part, C. F. Blanchard 130 acres, more
or less ; southwest corner, Berlin Mills Co., 30 acres,
more or less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty acres,
m ore or less..........................................................................
2 62
96
84
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of. being
lots 5, 6 and 7, range 1 ; lots 9 and 8, range 3, In
said township, reputed to be owned by C. F. Blanch
ard, containing six hundred seventy-five acres, more
or less, ................................................................................
6 07
2 32
2 02
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 8, range 1, in said township, reputed to be
owned : Northerly part east of road, Wilkins Broth
ers 45 acres, more or less ; near the center of westerly
part, C. F. Blanchard, 4 acres, m ore or less; all
other parts o f said lot 8. range 1, W . E. D odge,
68 acres, more or less. T ota l acreage, one hun
dred seventeen acres, m ore or less...........................
1 05
40
85
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 9, range 1, In said township, reputed to bo owned
by L. V. Dodge, containing forty-seven acres, more or
less,
................................................................................
42
16
14
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 5, range 2, in said township, reputed to be owned
Southeast corn er, both sides o f road, H orace A.
North, 20 acres, more or less; north erly and
w esterly part, C. C. K elley, 140 acres, m ore or
less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty acres,
more or less, .....................................................................
2 16
82
72
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of. being
lot 6, range 2, In said
township, reputed to be
owned: Northwest corner, C. C. Kelley 55 acres,
m ore or less; northeast corn er, H orace A. N orth, 30
acres, more or less; south part, C. F. Blanchard
75 acres, more or less. Total acreage, one hun
dred sixty acres, more or less, ..................................
2 16
82
72
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 7, range 2, in said
township, reputed to be
ow ned; N ortheast h a lf'H ora ce A. North, 80 acres,
more or less; southwest part, American Enamel Co.
76 acres, more or less; southeast
corner, C. F.
Blanchard 4 acres, more
or less. Total acreage,
one hundred sixty acres,m ore or less......................
2 16
81
72
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 8, range 2, in said township,
reputed to be
owned; Northwest part, American Enamel Co. 29
acres, more or less; southeast quarter, W. E. Dodge
40 acres, more or less: northeast and southwest part,
C. F. Blanchard 91 acres, more or less. Total acre
age, one hundred sixty acres, m ore o r less.........
2 16
82
72
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 9, range 2 In said township,
reputed to be
owned: Northeast part, J. M. Townsend 55 acres,
more or less, and W. E. Dodge 5 acres, more or
less; northwest part, C. F. Blanchard 40 acres,
more or less; southeast part, J. M. Derby 40 acres,
more or less, southwest part, Wilkins and Mosher
20 acres, more or less. Total acreage, one hun
dred sixty acres, more or less......................................
2 16
82
72
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 10, range 2, In said township, reputed to be
owned by C. F. Blanchard, et al, containing fortyfou r acres, m ore or less, ................................................
59
22
20
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of. being
lot 5, range 3, In said township, reputed to be
owned: North and east part, C. C. Kelley 110 acres,
more or le s s ; southwest corner, Sarah E. Horrock
50 acres, more or less. Total acreage, one hundred
sixty acres, more or less, ............................................
2 16
82
72
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 7, range 3, in eaid township, reputed to be
owned: East part, American Enamel Co. 50 acres,
mere or less; west part, C. F. Blanchard 110 acres,
more or less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty
acres, m ore or less, .........................................................
2 16
82
72
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lot 9, range 3, In said towushlp, reputed to be
owned: West half, C. F. Blanchard 80 acres, more
or lees; east half, Wilkins and Mosher 80 acres,
more or less. Total acreage, one hundred sixty acres,
m ore or less.........................................................................
2 52
96
84
WASHINGTON PLANTATION, so called, part of, being
lots 10 and 11, range 3. In said township, reputed
to be ow ned: Northwest part, C. F. Blanchard 50
acres, more or less; northeast part, Wilkins and
Mosher 50 acres, more or loss; southeast part, Frank
Daisey 25 acres, more or le s s ; south central part,
Daniel Pease 20 acres, more or less ; southwest part,
N. G. Severy 20 acres, more or less, Total acreage, one
hundred sixty-five acres, m ore or less.......................
2 23
85
74

TIM BER AND GRASS ON RESERVED LANDS.
TO W N SH IPS.
D, R. 1...........................................
No. l. r . 2. w . b . k . p .......... !.
: : ............................
No. 3, R. 3, W . B. K. P ......................... ..........................
No. 2. R. 4. W . B. K. P ...................... i ......................
No. 3. R. 4. W . B. K. P .........................
...............
n o . ,i r . s, w . b . k . p ......................... ..........................
No. 2. R. 5, W . B. K. P ................................
No. 3, R. 5, W . B. K. P ......................................
No. 1, R. 6, W . B. K. P., south part ....................
No. 1, R. 6, W . B. K. P ., middle part...................
No. 1, R. 6, W . B. K. P., north part .....................
No. 2, R. 6, W . B. K. P. .........................................
No. 3, R. 6. W . B. K. P ................................................
No. 1, R. 7. W . B. K. P ..................................................
No. 2, R. 7, W . B. K. P ...................................................
No. 1, R. 8. W . B. K. P ......................................................
No. 4, R. 1, B. IC. P., W . K. R ......................................
No. 4, R. 2, B. K . P., W . K. R ...................................
No. 4, R. 3. south one-half, B. K. P., W . It. R .........
Tract north o f No. 1, R. 8, W . B. K. P ...................
No. 6, north o f W eld, In southw est one-quarter ..

$41 04
11 25
41 04
35 28
18 00
8 64
13 50
65 25
7 87
2 42
11 25
24 75
20 29
24 75
4 39
4 60
21 60
15 12

11 88
7 83
6 48

$15 68
4 30
15 68
13 48

6 88

3 30
5 16
24 94
3 00
92
4 30
0 46
7 75
9 46
1 67
1 72
8 26
5 77
4 54
2 99
2 47

$13 68
3 76
13 68
H 76

6 00
2 88
4 50
21 75
2 63
81
8 75
8 25
6 76
8 25
1 46
1 50
7 20
6 04
S 96
2 61
2 16

JOS. W . SIMPSON,
Treasurer o f State.
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(Continued from page 13.)
to be reeled in? and as Mr. Mosis a good fisherman and a truthangler watch the Maine Woods
a report of his catch.

Many friends of Julius Mathews of
Boston do not know why he wears
a yeddo hat on liis return from his
May fishing trip to the
Rangeleys
this year.
Quite a story goes with
the new hat that is worth a place
in the Maine Woods. Recently when
at Mooselookmeguntic House I met
the “ three of them,” Geo. A. *Drew
cf Lewiston who for over 40 years,
has fished these waters, Geo,
F.
Booth, Publisher and Editor of Wor
cester, Mass., Gazette and Julius Mat
hews,
They were talking over their
fishing and planning to go to Kennebago.
As these gentlemen are
among the true sportsmen who never
break the game laws it caused
a
surprise when Mr. Mathews
made
this statement, “ I’ll tell you what I
am going to do, and I’ll take
any.
bet you make that at Kennebago, I
can, before you and the
wardens,
come out from there and bring
as
many trout as I want with me, and
no one, not even the warden, will of
fer to prevent me.”
“ I bet you a
yeddo hat you cannot do it” said
Mr. Booth.
The bet was witnessed
when some one said, “ you will not
get the hat but tell us how you in
tend to do it?”
“ Oh I am going
out, catch all the trout I want, have
them fried for my dinner, eat them
and bring them out with me.” Every
one joined in the hearty laugh and
Mr. Booth said “The hat is yours.”
The
New
Bedford,
Mass.,
Rod and Reel club recently
held a
tournament and the first prize win
ners are well known in this region.
Distance casting was won by Dr. L.
F. Potter; accuracy by Dr. W. H.
Thayer, who comes to
Lakewood
Camps, and Lawrence Chapman, son
of Dana L. Chapman took the prize
for bait casting, and he also has a
gold medal for accurate casting given
him by the National Fisherman’s As
sociation for he put the fly a dis
tance of 87 feet casting four times
beyond the 80-foot mark.
Come
up here and try your skill gentlemen.

CHISHOLM AND
PARTY OF FRIENDS
Come In Private Car For a Few
Days’ Fishing.
(Special to M aine Woods.)
Oquossoc, May 27—Last Saturday
night the private car Olympia came to
Oquossoc, bringing Hugh Chisholm,
one of the directors of the Maine
Central railroad and a party of five
New York friends for their first visit
to the Rangeleys.
Mr. Chisholm,
who a number of years ago, caught
two 8-pound trout knows there are
others as big still in the lakes.
They had for guides Fred Fowler,
Walter Wight and Jim Stewart. Sun
day they fished in the lower lakes
and Monday In the Mooselookmeguntlc.
They returned nights to their
car, leaving for home on the regu
lar train Tuesday morning.
Their
“ big one” was a 4-pound salmon, a
3^-pound trout and a good number
of smaller ones.
All greatly
en
joyed the trip and plan to come
again.

THE PIERCES
G O T O CAMP
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Pierce and their
help and some sportsmen went into
King and Bartlett, Sunday, May 24.
Some of those that went in
were
Earlton Mace, F. R. Allen. Mrs. Otis
Witham, Mrs. Sawyer and boy, Mrs.
Robinson, Mrs. Porter of Farmington
and Mrs. H. Rankin, New
York;
Harry Bratten also went in. There
were four buckboards that day. They
crossed the river on the Ferry boat.

8-POUNDER TAKEN AT VARNUM
POND.
(Speclail to Maine Woods.)

Temple, May 25—Some fine
are being taken from Varnum pond.
Victor Lano caught a togue weigh
ing 8 pounds last Saturday and lots
of other good catches are being re
ported.

